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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most effective approach to the solution of many problems facing highway administrators and engineers. Often, highway problems are of local interest and can best be studied by highway departments individually or in cooperation with their state universities and others. However, the accelerating growth of highway transportation develops increasingly complex problems of wide interest to highway authorities. These problems are best studied through a coordinated program of cooperative research.

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national highway research program employing modern scientific techniques. This program is supported on a continuing basis by funds from participating member states of the Association and it receives the full cooperation and support of the Federal Highway Administration, United States Department of Transportation.

The Transportation Research Board of the National Research Council was requested by the Association to administer the research program because of the Board’s recognized objectivity and understanding of modern research practices. The Board is uniquely suited for this purpose as it maintains an extensive committee structure from which authorities on any highway transportation subject may be drawn; it possesses avenues of communication and cooperation with federal, state, and local governmental agencies, universities, and industry; its relationship to the National Research Council is an insurance of objectivity; it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of specialists in highway transportation matters to bring the findings of research directly to those who are in a position to use them.

The program is developed on the basis of research needs identified by chief administrators of the highway and transportation departments and by committees of AASHTO. Each year, specific areas of research needs to be included in the program are proposed to the National Research Council and the Board by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs are defined by the Board, and qualified research agencies are selected from those that have submitted proposals. Administration and surveillance of research contracts are the responsibilities of the National Research Council and the Transportation Research Board.

The needs for highway research are many, and the National Cooperative Highway Research Program can make significant contributions to the solution of highway transportation problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups. The program, however, is intended to complement rather than to substitute for or duplicate other highway research programs.
The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of distinguished scholars engaged in scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance of science and technology and to their use for the general welfare. On the authority of the charter granted to it by the Congress in 1863, the Academy has a mandate that requires it to advise the federal government on scientific and technical matters. Dr. Ralph J. Cicerone is president of the National Academy of Sciences.

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the National Academy of Sciences, as a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is autonomous in its administration and in the selection of its members, sharing with the National Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising the federal government. The National Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at meeting national needs, encourages education and research, and recognizes the superior achievements of engineers. Dr. Charles M. Vest is president of the National Academy of Engineering.

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences to secure the services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of policy matters pertaining to the health of the public. The Institute acts under the responsibility given to the National Academy of Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the federal government and, on its own initiative, to identify issues of medical care, research, and education. Dr. Harvey V. Fineberg is president of the Institute of Medicine.

The National Research Council was organized by the National Academy of Sciences in 1916 to associate the broad community of science and technology with the Academy’s purposes of furthering knowledge and advising the federal government. Functioning in accordance with general policies determined by the Academy, the Council has become the principal operating agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering in providing services to the government, the public, and the scientific and engineering communities. The Council is administered jointly by both Academies and the Institute of Medicine. Dr. Ralph J. Cicerone and Dr. Charles M. Vest are chair and vice chair, respectively, of the National Research Council.

The Transportation Research Board is one of six major divisions of the National Research Council. The mission of the Transportation Research Board is to provide leadership in transportation innovation and progress through research and information exchange, conducted within a setting that is objective, interdisciplinary, and multimodal. The Board’s varied activities annually engage about 7,000 engineers, scientists, and other transportation researchers and practitioners from the public and private sectors and academia, all of whom contribute their expertise in the public interest. The program is supported by state transportation departments, federal agencies including the component administrations of the U.S. Department of Transportation, and other organizations and individuals interested in the development of transportation.
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This synthesis report identifies methods of freight and commercial vehicle forecasting currently in professional practice, along with promising methods emerging from ongoing research. The primary focus is on metropolitan-level forecasting, although some consideration is given to statewide freight models. The report finds that metropolitan freight and commercial vehicle forecasting is being performed through the use of traditional four-step models, which have inherent limitations for this purpose. A critical gap continues to be the inability to collect data from shippers or carriers that are reluctant to divulge confidential business information.

Information to perform the synthesis was gathered by literature review, including advanced international practice. In addition, a survey and interviews were conducted of nine selected North American metropolitan planning organizations to ascertain their experience in the development and application of freight and commercial forecasting tools. J. Richard Kuzmyak, consultant, Silver Spring, Maryland, collected and synthesized the information and wrote the report. The members of the topic panel overseeing this project are acknowledged on the preceding page. This synthesis is an immediately useful document that records the practices that were acceptable within the limitations of the knowledge available at the time of its preparation. As progress in research and practice continues, new knowledge will be added to that now at hand.
APPENDIX B  PROFILES OF MPO FREIGHT MODELING PRACTICE
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SUMMARY

Trip-making characteristics for commercial (e.g., service-related) and freight travel are very different from person travel, and are often not well represented in metropolitan travel models. Metropolitan travel forecasts, therefore, may underpredict commercial and freight travel because of lack of data, or overpredict other components of travel, such as non-home-based trips to compensate and match traffic counts. Trucks have special impacts on traffic, pavements, and air quality and truck travel may be affected by climate and security events. Finally, the level of transport service afforded to commercial and freight travel has significant bearing on the overall costs of doing business in a metropolitan area, and studies to evaluate the economic development of transportation or land use alternatives must be advised by accurate forecasts of commercial and freight travel.

This synthesis project has been conducted to identify methods of freight and commercial vehicle forecasting currently in professional practice, along with promising methods emerging from ongoing research. The methods are described in relation to data collection, model estimation, and model validation, accompanied by applications case studies. Information to perform the synthesis has been gathered by literature review, including advanced international practice. In addition, a survey was conducted of nine selected North American metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) to ascertain their experience in the development and application of freight and commercial forecasting tools.

An increasing number of MPOs are attempting to model freight and commercial vehicle travel. However, as recently as 2006, a national survey revealed that only slightly more than half (55%) of all MPOs had a procedure currently in place, although large MPOs were much more frequently involved in freight modeling (79%) than those in medium (55%) or small (46%) metropolitan areas.

MPOs that do model freight are actually modeling heavy trucks, and in some instances, light commercial vehicles, using a variation of the conventional four-step process involving trip generation, distribution, and assignment. A formal mode choice step is not employed because alternatives to truck (e.g., rail) are not considered in the urban transportation realm. Distinction among the different truck classes is done for trip generation, distribution, and assignment, but conventional urban truck models do not compute “choice” among types of truck.

Focusing on trucks is a defensible limitation for MPOs because trucks account for more than 80% of freight movement in most metropolitan areas, and trucks are at the core of numerous metropolitan transportation planning concerns, including

- Truck volumes on crowded regional roadways, visibly contributing to traffic congestion, delay, and breakdowns;
- Involvement of heavy trucks in a high percentage of fatal crashes;
- Contribution of heavy, diesel-powered trucks to emissions of regulated pollutants such as nitrogen oxide (NOx) and fine particulate matter (PM-2.5);
• Noise impacts; and
• Accelerated wear of pavements and intensified stress on bridges.

Weighing against these negative impacts is the acknowledged importance of efficient freight flow to the local economy. Efforts to improve the ability of trucks to move within and through the region must be judged in relation to the impacts associated with those movements. These are complex issues, the tradeoffs among which demand capable planning tools and reliable data.

Critics of the four-step process being applied to truck travel—including MPOs themselves—generally point to commodity-based approaches as structurally superior. Freight activity levels reflect a “derived demand” for freight transportation, the product of goods and services moving through the economy. These goods and services take the form of commodities, whose production levels and distribution are directly tied to the functioning of the regional, national, and global economy. Commodity-based freight models on the other hand first concern themselves with accurately representing the flow of goods through the economy, and second with the translation of those flows to freight movements by particular modes.

Many MPOs are aware of these methods and their benefits, but none have attempted to completely shift to a full commodity-based framework. There are numerous reasons for this. First, there are no working prototypes that can be evaluated or copied, so the concept at the metropolitan area is still untested and out of the mainstream. Second, data on commodity flows are not readily available—meaning they must be purchased from private sources—and are typically presented at too high a level of aggregation (i.e., county) to be directly useful in an MPO model. Third, these models have a structure (spatial equilibrium input–output) that is foreign to most MPOs, whose expertise, plans, and programs have been meticulously built around the four-step process. The exception may be those areas that possess integrated transportation–land use models, such as PECAS or UrbanSim, which have such a structure and theoretically can be used for freight modeling. However, none of the MPOs surveyed in this project were found to employ such an approach for freight planning.

In the absence of an explicit tie to commodities, MPO models are obliged to represent activity outside their borders with truck volumes at external stations. This is problematic in two ways. First, accurate statistical measurement of flows at the regional cordon requires substantial classification counts to determine the number and types of vehicles moving, but must also obtain origin–destination data from the trucks themselves to ascertain the orientation of these trips into, out of, or directly through the region. The expense and difficulty of obtaining these data limit their collection or quality and, correspondingly, the accuracy of the simulation. Second, external flows determined in such a fashion have virtually no connection with economic market determinants that explain their current or future levels.

Two important opportunities were observed in this synthesis that offer to fill this gap. The first is the steady advancement of statewide models with viable freight components. The second is the growing practice among MPOs to focus more energy and resources on understanding flows at major regional freight generators. Statewide models offer a natural basis for a commodity-based connection for MPO regional models. Their structure is at a sufficiently high level of aggregation that they can make use of both public and private commodity flow data, which can then be linked with economic forecasts for future planning. These models also generally include more than one freight mode (truck), and hence can address issues of policies or investments to shift freight from one mode to another (e.g., truck to rail). Michigan, Ohio, and Oregon are all examples of states where methods have been developed to link the outputs and geography of the statewide network with the traffic analysis zone network of the MPO models.
The complementary advancement is in the techniques being developed or encouraged by MPOs to gather detailed information on their major freight generators, such as ports, railyards, terminals, warehouse and distribution facilities, or air cargo operations. Both Los Angeles' and Portland’s MPOs have coordinated with the respective operating authorities to develop flow information on key freight facilities. Gate surveys compile information on total truck movements, as well as details of the movement from driver surveys. In effect, separate trip tables can be developed around the individual facility, which, when combined with other MPO truck data, can more effectively account for major truck movements into or out of the region. In addition, because commodities are determined in these surveys, it becomes possible to link forecasts of future movements with the flow of commodities either through the facility or outside the region as represented by the statewide commodity flow models.

A second important criticism of four-step model approaches to urban freight is that their structure fails to account for the unique tour-based patterns of metropolitan truck and commercial vehicle movements. Based on multiple handlers of a given shipment, warehouse and distribution networks, and even the activity of local deliveries or service providers, most light trucks and commercial vehicle trips have multiple stops. Hence, the notion of modeling these trips using traditional trip generation and distribution methods is greatly at odds with how these vehicles are used. As commodity-based approaches are the innovation target for larger trucks with external trip ends, tour-based microsimulation methods are seen as the more appropriate framework for intraregional truck and commercial vehicle movements. And as with commodity-based models, tour-based models have also not yet reached prime time. A working North American example has been created and used in Calgary (Canada), but from the standpoint of data and existing modeling tools, broader adoption of these methods does not appear to be in the immediate offing. However, as more MPOs begin to look at activity-based model structures as part of their future plans, the opportunity to bring tour-based truck modeling into the modeling structure is increased.

Given that the current state of the practice in metropolitan freight and commercial vehicle modeling is linked to the four-step process, this synthesis has discovered the following practices and problems associated with attempting to apply these methods:

1. Given inherent limitations in the modeling paradigm, along with inadequate data resources, the focus in most urban truck models is in creating a trip table that, when assigned, will produce the best correspondence between actual counts and forecast volumes on links in the network. Hence, some of the more resourceful and creative modeling methods involve ways to create or factor trip tables that give good assignment results.

2. Two critical types of information are needed for conventional freight (truck) models: classification counts and truck survey data. Neither is inexpensive or easy to acquire, and hence the sophistication and accuracy of models are directly challenged by gaps in either. Because the truck surveys are more difficult to come by than counts, count information is more frequently available and is more likely to be relied on in model development, particularly updates. Several major MPOs were found to base their models almost entirely on counts and on using those counts to tweak trips tables to give matching assignments. The major problem with such an approach is its credibility for doing anything other than depicting current activity. Its structural validity for forecasting beyond short time horizons should be seriously questioned.

3. MPOs that begin their model development or update at the trip generation step have the choice of either deriving unique trip generation rates from local survey data or borrowing them from another source (metropolitan area) and adapting them to local definitions. Most major updates will require a comprehensive regional truck survey that includes cordon roadside data, carrier intercept surveys at key internal locations
terminals, warehouses, distribution facilities), and possibly establishment surveys. It is believed that the relationship between the employment and household variables in the trip generation equations and the economic sectors that relate to those variables allows the model to be used for forecasting. However, this use requires the assumption that productivity relationships between the given employment type and freight movements will remain constant over time.

4. There is no substitute for good, current data on freight movements. A critical gap continues to be the ability to collect data from shippers or carriers that are reluctant to divulge confidential business information. The only substitute to date has been to purchase private data that have been cleaned and protected in such a manner as to minimize disclosure. Many states and MPOs contacted in this synthesis have acquired the private TRANSEARCH database to assist in model development or updates, and some MPOs (Southern California Association of Governments or Portland Metro) have conducted supplemental local data collections to leverage the information from TRANSEARCH. Technology may also begin to provide some assistance, particularly in the use of videography to aid in classification counts and the use of geographic information system and Global Positioning System methods to assist in the collection, processing, and validation of origin–destination survey data.

These are the primary findings and conclusions from this synthesis review of metropolitan freight and commercial vehicle forecasting. The review raises concerns about potentially inadequate processes and data, but it also offers encouragement on areas where innovative new approaches or better data could greatly enhance the current state of the practice. The final chapter of this report offers recommendations for additional investigations that can be useful in propagating the development and implementation of some of these new methods to improve MPO freight and commercial vehicle forecasting.
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF STUDY

The level of importance attached to freight transportation activity in metropolitan areas has grown steadily over the past 10 to 15 years. Federal mandates are responsible for some of this attention, requiring freight to be formally included in the transportation planning and funding process and air quality conformity requirements that underscore significant contributions from diesel-powered freight vehicles. However, more immediate concerns have taken hold in the metropolitan areas themselves, reflecting the rapid growth of commercial vehicle traffic, competition for increasingly scarce road capacity, conflicts with smaller passenger vehicles, accelerated wear rates for pavements and bridges, and concerns about congestion impacts on both economic productivity and quality of life. At the same time, metropolitan areas keenly recognize the importance of good commercial access to a healthy, growing, and diversified economy; hence, they need better tools for assessing the inherent tradeoffs.

From a technical perspective, however, efforts to incorporate freight into metropolitan transportation planning models have lagged noticeably behind the attention accorded to person travel. Partly this has to do with the greater size and visibility of the passenger travel segment, and partly to the need for improved tools for facility planning and traffic management largely linked to passenger movements, and particularly to peak period congestion issues. However, it also because freight transportation is different in nature from person travel, and neither existing data sources nor modeling approaches neatly conform to the special characteristics of freight. Faced with limited budgets and competing priorities, freight has historically not commanded the highest attention from planning agencies. Moreover, no one in either the federal government or the academic or research community has ever proposed a “best practices” approach for metropolitan freight modeling and forecasting.

In that light, the purpose of this project has been to provide an overview of the methods that are being used to forecast freight and commercial vehicle travel in metropolitan areas. It has identified and reviewed relevant studies, papers, reports, and planning guides that help explain the setting in which metropolitan freight planning occurs, the available tools and data with insights on their use, and new concepts that are emerging from research and advanced application. Although some information was known to exist on specific areas’ experience with freight modeling, that information was sufficiently uncoordinated that a special effort was made to contact a sample of metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) and systematically investigate their experience with and approaches to modeling freight.

This report is neither a best practices guide nor a comprehensive state-of-the-practice assessment of metropolitan freight modeling. Rather, it offers a systematic and in-depth review of the issues that are being faced and approaches that are being taken to model freight movements at a cross section of major MPOs whose regions are known to have significant freight activity. The goal is to draw the connection between the types of demands being placed on the planning process by local freight issues, explain the process by which the respective MPO chose the particular approach, and in so doing provide practical insights on current practice as well as on those areas offering the greatest opportunity for improvement.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Following this introduction, the remainder of this report is structured as follows:

Chapter two sets the context for metropolitan involvement in freight and commercial vehicle forecasting. It begins with a discussion of the motivations encouraging MPOs to develop freight planning tools, and then discusses the basic challenges in attempting to model freight activity. A critical aspect of this challenge lies in essential differences between person travel and commercial vehicle movements. The most salient of these characteristics in terms of the makeup of the freight industry and key trends that affect freight transportation decisions are then presented.

Chapter three provides an overview of freight modeling concepts and practice. The characteristics that are desired in freight models are contrasted with what is actually being done. A framework is presented that suggests a hierarchy in the aspects of freight that are modeled at different levels of spatial aggregation—global, national, state, regional, and local—and how these techniques attempt to correspond with the types of information that are available versus the types of planning and forecasting issues that are of greatest concern. Model-
Chapter six offers a set of case studies intended to illustrate or explore tools, applications, and methods that are exemplary in some fashion, and provide insights to planning agencies that are currently confronting or will be confronting similar issues. The case studies are:

- Use of Ohio Statewide Freight Model to Improve Metropolitan Freight Planning
- Oregon Travel and Land Use Model Integration Program Commercial Travel Model
- Los Angeles County’s Cube Cargo Model
- Calgary Tour-Based Commercial Model

Chapter seven concludes the report with a summary of the study’s findings and major lessons learned. It includes recommendations for future research and other measures to improve the tools and data available to MPOs for forecasting freight and commercial vehicle travel.

References and a Glossary of Terms, Abbreviations, and Acronyms are provided at the end of the report narrative.

Also included are the following appendices:

Appendix A provides a copy of the questionnaire used in the survey of MPOs.

Appendix B contains the profiles of current practice as derived from the survey of MPOs.
CHAPTER TWO

RATIONALE FOR AND CHALLENGES IN MODELING FREIGHT AND COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRAVEL

COMPELLING CIRCUMSTANCES

As noted in the Introduction, the heightened interest in understanding freight activity and attempting to better incorporate it in both state and regional planning is the result of both external and internal factors. Externally, pressure to consider freight in transportation planning appeared in the early 1990s with passage of the 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) and the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA). ISTEA introduced the term “intermodal” into contemporary planning jargon and practice, suggesting that transportation demand should be viewed from the perspective of the user rather than the transportation provider. Instead of focusing piecemeal on individual links and modes in the transportation network, ISTEA (and its successors TEA-21 and SAFTEA-LU) stressed the importance of planning for the “total trip,” causing greater emphasis to be placed on balance and connectivity in the transportation system. ISTEA also matched major new funding for transportation with new requirements for monitoring the condition and performance of the transportation system and making upkeep and preservation of the existing system a first priority when identifying system financial needs. In the specific case of freight, it was keenly recognized that the shipment of goods had become increasingly “multimodal,” that is, involving handling by more than one mode or carrier in transport from shipper to consumer. In relation to the management and preservation of system “assets,” the impact of increased pavement and bridge wear from growing volumes of heavy truck use was also made apparent.

Air quality also created a clear motivation for including freight in transportation plans and programs. Not only did the 1990 CAAA establish stringent new standards for ambient air quality that affected many U.S. metropolitan areas, but through its “transportation conformity” provision required transportation plans and programs to conform to an agreed-on timetable for achieving the national standards as set forth in the state implementation plan. Whereas off-road freight modes such as rail, water, and air did not fall under the provision for transportation conformity, meaning that MPOs were not responsible for their emission contributions, trucks were included in regional mobile source air quality budgets. Diesel power in many of these trucks contributed substantially to nitrogen oxide (NOx) and particulate emissions, at levels far beyond their proportion in the regional traffic stream.

Internally, metropolitan areas discovered other important reasons to be more active and thorough in their treatment of freight. Among the many issues involving freight transportation are

- **Congestion:** Roadway congestion is at critical levels in many U.S. metropolitan areas, with levels of vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) increasing faster than new capacity can be provided. Commercial truck volumes have been growing at a much faster rate than those for automobiles, and projections from the FHWA Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) suggest that freight flows will double in the nation over the next 20 years.

- **Environmental Impact:** Of particular interest is the effect of heavy-duty diesels on NOx, fine particulate matter (PM-2.5), and greenhouse gas emissions.

- **Safety:** Mixing of heavy trucks with smaller passenger vehicles on crowded highways raises the risks of collisions, with a high percentage of such collisions resulting in fatalities for occupants of the smaller vehicle.

- **Noise:** Heavy trucks significantly increase noise levels in the vicinity of urban highways, frequently requiring intervention.

- **Economic Sustainability:** Freight access and efficiency are tied to current and future business location decisions and investment. Regional economic health also relies on efficient and reliable access to manufacturers, suppliers, ports, terminals, warehouses, and customers—both inside and outside the region.

In attempting to address these issues with appropriate mitigation strategies, MPOs find they need better information and tools to assess the performance and effectiveness of such strategies as

- Air quality mitigation/emission reduction strategies aimed at heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs);
- Channeling truck flows onto or away from specific facilities, such as discouraging through trucks from a metropolitan area’s radial freeways and arterials;
- Tolls and congestion pricing measures;
- The ability to conduct freight movement, facility location, or access studies in relation to the local economy,
future development plans, or changes in market conditions; and

- Projecting the volume of trucks on key facilities in relation to congestion, safety, noise, rates of wear, and so forth.

FREIGHT MODELING CHALLENGES

Although the level of interest in modeling freight activity in metropolitan areas has been high, the challenges to developing effective models have been many. Chief among these challenges are the paradigm for modeling freight behavior and appropriate data to create reliable models. Most transportation planners and planning agencies have historically focused on analyzing person travel, almost universally through application of some variation on the four-step modeling process. Given that framework, it has been a natural tendency to try to incorporate freight into the same behavioral paradigm. However, even given a constrained definition of freight as truck travel in metropolitan models, trucks and other commercial vehicles operate much differently than the passenger vehicles with which they share the roads.

In his freight modeling action plan for Atlanta (Donnelly 2005), Donnelly notes that despite an increased emphasis on freight at the federal level, there has been little federal guidance about exactly how to integrate freight into the planning process. He argues that it is neither simple nor appropriate to simply lump freight into the same paradigm with person travel, and cites the following reasons for that argument:

- Major changes in technology and markets, which have a direct bearing on freight demand, occur in much shorter cycles than the 20-year horizon often used in highway and transit planning.
- Many of the key factors influencing the growth in freight are not included in the socioeconomic forecasting done by states and MPOs. Among these are changes in markets attributable to globalization of trade and continued competitive growth in intermodal rail, which are trends beyond the ability of most urban areas to analyze and forecast.
- Freight distribution patterns are decidedly different from those for person travel. Although people may organize their travel around tours, rather than independent trips, the tour is still anchored around a primary purpose (e.g., shopping or travel to work). Freight movements, in contrast, are influenced by multiple “agents,” which often do not share the same goals or information. They include shippers, consumers, carriers, and intermediaries (distribution centers, warehouses, intermodal terminals, freight forwarders, customs brokers, breakbulk facilities, and third-party logistics firms).
- Many goods found in retail stores are now delivered from distribution centers, rather than their manufacturer. Delivery patterns that are optimal for distribution centers and other intermediaries are different from when they were shipped by the producer. Such movements are often made by truck fleets whose travel is organized into tours with many more stops than person travel and have different sensitivities to travel time and network delay.

These characteristics call for different analytical approaches than are used for person travel, as well as specialized data. One question is whether truck travel can be effectively modeled—and, in particular, forecast—without a direct linkage to the economic activity that is creating the demand for the movement of particular commodities. Another question is whether truck travel can be simplistically represented through standard trip generation–trip attraction methods or whether the basis for truck travel is rooted in unique tours. Truck travel is also likely to be governed by entirely different values of travel time and cost than person travel, which are again likely to vary by commodity.

To begin to understand and attempt to create a framework for simulating freight transportation in general and truck travel in particular, special data are needed. Chief among these are vehicle classification counts and data on actual freight movements. The former are necessary to establish utilization levels of different classes of commercial vehicles on particular facility types, at particular locations, and at particular times of day. Because traffic volume counts naïvely register only total vehicles crossing a reference line, it is necessary to visually record the composition of the vehicle stream, requiring either human involvement or use of technology, either of which quickly raises costs.

Data on actual freight movements are the source for key “behavioral” data such as type of commodity being moved, vehicle type, origin and destination, and nature of stops. These data can be obtained by indirect means, such as mail-back surveys, but are most accurate when there is human intervention in collecting the information. Typically, roadside surveys are used for this purpose, generally at the metropolitan cordon (boundary) in order to also gather critical information on the number and nature of trips where the origin, destination, or both are located outside the region. Similar surveys might be conducted at major freight activity sites, such as ports or terminals. In any case, large samples are generally needed to deal with the high degree of variability found in this type of data.

The type, amount, and quality of these data have major implications for the types of modeling approaches that can be considered and the accuracy of the eventual methods. Many freight specialists believe that it is impossible to have a model that is credible for freight forecasting unless it is somehow
based on economic flows. Such a connection greatly raises the bar, however, in terms of data acquisition and handling, and introduces a new level of complexity to the modeling process that most MPOs have not seen as achievable, at least in the near term.

**IMPORTANT TRENDS**

The freight industry has undergone tremendous change and upheaval over the past two decades because of multiple factors, including technology, shifting of markets, industry practices, fuel prices, and others. Each of these trends speaks to a characteristic of freight transportation that adds further challenge to the goal of realistically modeling it. The following is a brief listing of key trends influencing freight transportation, as found in the original *Quick Response Freight Manual* (*QRFM*; Cambridge Systematics 1996):

- **Globalization of Trade**: Not only are developing countries producing more and varied items for export, but domestic firms are increasingly shifting production facilities or purchasing components from overseas. Most worldwide freight flows are intermodal, involving more than one mode and terminal exchange.

- **The Economy**: The volume, types, and values of commodities produced and consumed reflect the condition of the economy; hence, freight flows and their distribution among modes are heavily determined by production and consumption cycles and the types of commodities that are in greatest demand (e.g., bulk vs. high value).

- **Just-in-Time Inventory Practices**: Firms save costs by keeping inventory levels at minimum levels and coordinating delivery of supplies with production schedules. This results in more frequent inbound shipments, decreases the size of these shipments, and also places great importance on the timely receipt of these shipments. The impact is on the number of truck trips being made and possible shifts in the types of vehicles used for the deliveries and their distribution patterns.

- **Centralized Warehousing**: As transportation systems have become more efficient and reliable, manufacturing firms are increasing their use of third-party logistics providers that specialize in optimizing the distribution process. Centralized warehousing reduces the need to maintain inventories, which influences space requirements, storage costs, and shelf loss, but translates to increases in transportation demand.

In a paper prepared for the 2006 TRB freight conference, Turnquist (2006) emphasizes the role of improved logistics in evolving patterns of freight movement. He cites as one of the most important trends over the past 20 years the change in transportation and inventory costs as a share of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Data are presented that show how combined inventory and transportation costs have steadily declined from more than 12% of GDP in 1985 to about 9% in 2004, or about 30%, with the biggest reason for this decline being the fall in inventory costs (from 6% to about 2%).

These trends lead Turnquist to suggest three core ideas about how shippers and carriers operate that should be reflected in a good freight model:

1. Shippers increasingly focus on total logistics cost (transportation plus inventory) when they make decisions about how to ship materials across the supply chain. Paying more for faster, more reliable transportation is a key means to reduce inventory requirements and, hence, logistics and production costs.

2. The inventory–transportation cost evaluation is not done in isolation, but has significant implications for location decisions and service quality as firms design their supply networks and product distribution networks. The desire to provide faster delivery of products to customers, using smaller and more frequent shipments, means that the outbound costs from distribution centers are relatively high. This in turn creates an incentive to locate distribution centers near major customers.

3. As shippers have decreased shipment sizes in exchange for increased frequency, carriers have responded by getting better at combining shipments in vehicles using cross-dock operations, special vehicle routing software to optimize routes with multiple stops, and reducing empty equipment repositioning costs.
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1. Shippers increasingly focus on total logistics cost (transportation plus inventory) when they make decisions about how to ship materials across the supply chain. Paying more for faster, more reliable transportation is a key means to reduce inventory requirements and, hence, logistics and production costs.

2. The inventory–transportation cost evaluation is not done in isolation, but has significant implications for location decisions and service quality as firms design their supply networks and product distribution networks. The desire to provide faster delivery of products to customers, using smaller and more frequent shipments, means that the outbound costs from distribution centers are relatively high. This in turn creates an incentive to locate distribution centers near major customers.

3. As shippers have decreased shipment sizes in exchange for increased frequency, carriers have responded by getting better at combining shipments in vehicles using cross-dock operations, special vehicle routing software to optimize routes with multiple stops, and reducing empty equipment repositioning costs.
CHAPTER THREE

FREIGHT MODELING CONCEPTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

DESIRABLE MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

Given the special nature of freight transportation, there are a number of attributes that good freight models might be expected to incorporate. The Atlanta freight modeling action plan (Donnelly 2005) suggests the following features and capabilities:

- **Ability to Depict Local Characteristics:** The model should be capable of depicting the unique characteristics of the metropolitan area for which it is developed. It should incorporate the area’s major freight facilities and activity generators, communicate network connectivity and restrictions (which may be unique to the area’s geography), and be able to represent those commodities and activities that drive the local economy.

- **Link with National and Regional Databases and Models:** It should be possible to establish the context of the modeled metropolitan area within the overarching state, national, and global economy, as depicted in state, national, or international databases and forecasting models. Freight flows into, out of, or through the region should have a tangible relationship with the outside world, and the model should be able to distinguish between external trips that serve the region from those that are purely through trips.

- **Link to Economic Trends and Forecasts:** Freight flows are economic flows carried on transportation networks. They are much more sensitive to changes in market structure and economic activity than person travel. This underscores the importance of relating freight trends to economic trends. An important implication is that commodity flows, rather than vehicle flows, are the starting point for communicating these trends.

- **Assumptions About Technological Change:** Because the effect of new technologies on shipping and distribution patterns is so critical and changes in such short cycles, the modeling framework must be flexible enough to reflect these changes in a transparent manner.

- **Ability to Examine Local Effects:** The principal drivers of freight demand are regional in nature, reflecting the metropolitan area’s own production and consumption of goods, as well as its import and export of goods with the outside world. Thus, the model must be able to represent these demands on the region’s infrastructure and also have the sensitivity in its structure to evaluate actions to accommodate or mitigate the impacts of these demands.

Turnquist (2006) also offers suggestions for characteristics that are important for effective freight models. The four characteristics he identifies are:

1. The model produces an output someone actually wants and knows how to use. Freight models may be built with different ideas in mind about who will use the results and aim different types of models at different users. Often, the user is an organization whose ability to use a model is constrained by its culture and knowledge. It is important to know who the eventual model users will be, the applications to which the model will be put, and that practitioners are properly trained in the use of the model.

2. The model includes important variables that describe how the system works and represents their interactions clearly and correctly. The freight system is complex, making it difficult to describe concisely what elements of the system are most important to represent in the model. NCHRP Report 388 (Cambridge Systematics Inc. 1997) is recommended as an excellent guide in this process. A particular facet of freight transportation that is highlighted is the critical role of logistics (discussed in the previous chapter), which has significantly affected urban freight distribution patterns over the past 20 years.

3. The model operates in a way that is understandable and verifiable. Because model users are usually not model builders, they may fail to appreciate the elegant mathematical and statistical methods used to develop a model as opposed to the model’s versatility, consistency, and transparency. It must produce results that are reasonable, defensible, and relevant.

4. The model is based on data that can be provided so that it can be calibrated and tested. The issue of supporting models with appropriate data is particularly relevant in the case of public sector freight forecasting. If models are to reflect the practical logistics
concerns of shippers and the ever-improving ability of carriers to optimize distribution with technology, having access to appropriate data for capturing such behavior is critical. However, these types of data are typically private and closely held because of their competitive nature.

Turnquist’s conclusions following this assessment suggest an approach to freight flow forecasting that is quite different from past practice. Such an approach would start with the decisions made by representative firms as they design their supply and distribution networks, including decisions on facility location, transportation and inventory levels, and service characteristics to their customer base. For specific movements in this network, a more detailed analysis of inventory and transportation costs would be done to create representative shipment sizes, frequencies, and mode choices. Then on the carrier side, these shipments would be translated into vehicle movements on an origin-destination basis. The data challenges in following such an approach are acknowledged, but moving in this general direction is described as critical if the profession is to seek greater understanding of freight movements and increase its ability to make effective public policy.

**A MODELING HIERARCHY**

The logical conclusion that is reached from the observations of Donnelly, Turnquist, and numerous other freight modeling specialists is that a proper model of freight transportation should be ultimately linked to the flow of commodities in the economy and also be capable of simulating real-world distribution patterns. This is not the situation one observes at the metropolitan planning level, however.

Virtually all MPOs that model “freight” transportation are actually modeling “trucks,” to varying degrees of specificity and sophistication in terms of the classes of vehicles and the simulation methodology. There are several reasons that explain why MPOs limit their attention to trucks when modeling freight:

- **Evolution:** Many MPOs have only become serious about trying to model freight within the past few years. The freight sector is sufficiently daunting in its complexity that it may be expected to take a while for local planners and decision makers to come up to speed with freight issues and relationships and develop comfort with simpler methods before pushing to advanced concepts.
- **History:** Most MPOs conduct transportation planning through some variation of the four-step process, based on a long history of modeling person travel. Limiting the focus to trucks retains consistency with the generation and assignment of vehicle trips to a transportation network, which is both a familiar process and one that is closely tied to meeting regulatory requirements.
- **Data:** Information for analyzing truck travel is already limited itself because of data collection costs and difficulty, and obtaining information on commodities and tracking vehicles would add unrealistically to this burden. Public or private sources of commodity flow data are not sufficiently disaggregated for use at the metropolitan planning level.
- **Relevance:** Trucks have a real and immediate significance to regional planning organizations given their visible role in traffic congestion, highway safety, air pollution, noise, and other issues to which the public and elected officials are sensitive.

In addition to these reasons, a major factor cited in this project’s MPO survey was the lack of evidence of an existing, working version of such models. The related concern was that MPOs had limited resources and needed to be convinced that the additional time and effort for such a tool would be worth it in terms of additional accuracy or capability.

Commodity flow-based freight models do exist, however, at the state and national level. The reasons for a greater proliferation at this level are that, first, commodity flow data are more available and at an appropriate level of aggregation for state models. Second, states are more likely than metropolitan areas to be concerned about economic competitiveness and efficiency and on the economic interchanges that accompany freight movements. Models incorporating logistics and distribution tours also have been developed, although with their acknowledged special data requirements and minimal testing to date.

This separation of policy interests, modeling tools, and data availability suggests the existence of an effective “modeling hierarchy,” where different levels of geography coincide with models of different structure and aggregation. A simple depiction of this might be as shown in Figure 1, ranging from models at the national or international level, state or corridor level, metropolitan area, and down to the distribution networks of shippers and carriers. In this hierarchy, the model at the top level addresses major national
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and international economic flows, providing a system of control totals for states and economic regions to gauge overall activity levels inspired by economic trends occurring nationally, but also reflecting global trade influence. The second tier of model is of the type developed by states and applied at a statewide level, or within intercity corridors. This model is more likely to be based on commodity flows, whose levels are linked to national economic trends, and then translating those commodity flows to freight flows on the basis of allocation to appropriate modes of carriage. The metropolitan model can then focus more specifically on the movement of trucks as one freight mode transporting goods within and across its boundaries. It can rely on the state model to provide it with commodity-based control totals for trucks at its boundaries, and then concentrate on melding trips with one or more ends outside the metropolitan area with those trips generated and retained internally and distributing them across its highway network. At the finest level of detail in the hierarchy are the activities of shippers and carriers involved in goods distribution, engaged in the optimization of tours to maximize efficiency and minimize logistics costs.

In a framework such as this, it might not be necessary for individual metropolitan areas to undertake development of fully integrated and commodity-based freight models. If a state model exists with the right characteristics, it would be possible and probably more efficient for the state and MPO to coordinate efforts. However, much depends on the relationship between the MPO and the state, the existence and structure of the state’s model, and other factors of compatibility between models and data, including projected volumes at the metropolitan cordon line.

National and International Models

The FAF was developed by FHWA for use in policy and legislative analyses and, in particular, to address the need for comprehensive forecasts of intercity freight flow to help rationalize various Interstate highway corridor projects being advanced by local interests (Donnelly 2005). The FAF integrates data from a variety of sources to estimate commodity flows and related freight transportation activity among states, regions, and major international gateways. An original prototype of the FAF provided estimates of flows for 1998 and forecasts for 2010 and 2030, and a new version, FAF2, provides estimates for 2002 and the most recent year plus forecasts through 2035. More information on the FAF can be found at FHWA’s website: www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/faf/index.htm.

In the FAF, a commodity origin–destination database estimates tonnage and value of goods shipped by type of commodity and mode of transportation among and within 114 areas, as well as to and from 7 international trading regions through the 114 areas plus 17 additional international gateways. The 2002 estimate is based on the 2002 Commodity Flow Survey and other components of the Economic Census, for which data are collected every 5 years. Recognizing that goods movement shifts significantly during the years between each Economic Census, FHWA produces a provisional estimate of goods movement by origin, destination, and mode for the most recent calendar year. The FAF estimates commodity movements by truck and the volume of long-distance trucks over specific highways. Models are used to disaggregate interregional flows from the commodity origin–destination database into flows among individual counties and assign the detailed flows to individual highways. The models are based on geographic distributions of economic activity rather than a detailed understanding of local conditions; hence, FHWA cautions that FAF estimates should not be seen as a substitute for local data to support local planning and project development.

FAF relies extensively on existing data. The original model combined data from two principal sources:

- The TRANSEARCH database, a private database of county-to-county flows by commodity and mode prepared by Global Insight, and
- U.S. foreign trade data, consisting of monthly summaries of imports and exports by commodity, mode of transportation, and trip end within the United States.

Synthetic techniques were developed to allocate the foreign trade data from the state to county level. Input–output “make and use” coefficients for each industry were used to associate shipments with likely origins and destinations within each state. These flows were arrayed on a geographic information system (GIS)-based representation of the national transportation system using minimum distance paths through the network. Forecasts of flows by origin, destination, and commodity were generated by Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates (now part of Global Insight). A series of growth factors for each commodity was developed on the basis of detailed economic forecasts for each region of the country. The commodity growth rates in each region were constrained on the basis of a single national forecast. A similar methodology was used to estimate import and export flows within the United States, and exogenous forecasts of trade with other countries were used to forecast the growth in trade outside the United States. As with the domestic estimates, the trade forecasts were constrained to existing forecasts by gateway, commodity, and region of origin and destination. These growth rates were applied to base year flows to arrive at the forecasts. The baseline forecasts were supplemented by alternative domestic and trade forecasts that embodied assumptions about stronger and slower growth over the forecast period. The forecasts for international trade turned out to be 25% to 40% higher than those for domestic flows, varying by world region.
State and Intercity Corridor Models

The next tier of models that may be of strategic assistance to metropolitan area efforts to model freight are the state, large region, and intercity corridor models. These models potentially represent a “stepping stone” from the large-area economic activity databases such as TRANSEARCH and commodity flow models such as FAF to freight flows and truck movements at a metropolitan level. Ideally, models at this level of the hierarchy would be fairly specific to the economic makeup, commodity base, transportation system, and special quirks indigenous to the state or economic region. Such models might also be expected to provide a translation from commodities to actual freight flows and truck volumes impinging on the respective metropolitan area. This would provide the metropolitan area with the ability to link its modeling process realistically with the economic forces driving the flow of freight into and through its borders, and to be able to focus on refining its internal modeling process while having a context with the world outside its borders.

Statewide models, typically developed by state departments of transportation (DOTs), have increased in number over the past decade, both for regulatory reasons and because more states are acknowledging complex transportation system performance, maintenance, and investment needs. In some states, freight issues are sometimes more important than person travel issues, particularly in states with high-volume international border crossings, infrastructure deterioration issues, or significant port facilities. Increased motivation notwithstanding, a recent NCHRP review of statewide travel forecasting models (Horowitz 2006) found that only 19 of 50 states and the District of Columbia currently have operational statewide models, and only 15 of these have active freight components in those models: Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Montana, New Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, and Wisconsin. The Montana and New Jersey statewide models are actually freight only. As these models increase in number and sophistication, the opportunities presented for use of these models to complement MPO freight modeling efforts will also grow. This is particularly true for those MPOs where freight traffic into, out of, or through the region has major implications for transportation system performance and facility planning.

As pointed out in the NCHRP Synthesis 358 (p. 28), the freight components of statewide models do more than simply complement passenger modeling, as is typical for MPO models. Whereas most statewide models are a variant of the four-step process used almost exclusively by metropolitan areas, many have evolved to a level of sophistication well beyond what is seen in MPO models. For example, many statewide models employ linkages with input–output models that match employment with commodities, and others are moving away from simple gravity models toward logit-based destination choice models and microsimulation of multistop “tours.” Some even account for commercial vehicles that are not carrying a commodity.

However, perhaps the biggest difference between state and MPO models is the focus on commodity flows versus truck trips. Of those 15 states with freight models, 12 models are based on forecasts of commodities. State four-step commodity models are truly multimodal in nature. They are generally calibrated from commodity flows, and the first forecasts in the modeling process are annual flows in tons—a measure that is common across modes. The primary source used for this commodity flow data is the TRANSEARCH database, which may be teamed with data from other state and national sources, FHWA’s FAF model, and special roadside or establishment surveys. Most freight models that use commodities have many commodity categories. Among the states investigated in NCHRP Synthesis 358, the number of commodities contained in models ranged from 6 to 32, with 25 to 28 commodities being typical, generally based on relevance to the state’s economy. Flows are then modeled geographically through application of an economic input–output type model that links flows to land use and employment activity in traffic analysis zone (TAZs). Most models then allocate the resultant tonnage flows among the modes, including truck, rail, water, and air, even though the network assignment step usually deals only with trucks. Conversion of tonnage to vehicle flows requires knowledge of the typical vehicle “payload” (tons per vehicle), obtained from either national public data (e.g., vehicle inventory and use survey or railcar load waybill sample) or special studies or data collections by the state.

Because of the ready availability of freight origin–destination data for the entire United States, a majority of statewide freight models cover most or all of the continental United States rather than relying on external stations at the state borders. Half of the statewide freight components cover parts of either Canada or Mexico. For the out-of-state portions of freight models, none of the states chose to use national transportation analysis regions. Some used multiple types of zones, depending on how far the area is from the state border. Six of the states used counties or groups of counties for these external areas, six used business economic area regions, six used states or groups of states, two used transportation analysis zones, one used external stations, and one used multistate regions. State-level freight models use special generators sparingly, and most models do not have any. These include railyards, airports, seaports, truck terminals, warehouses, distribution centers, and even regional shopping malls. An interesting exception is Florida, where the Florida DOT developed a heavy truck freight model for the state’s ports (Cohen et al. 2008). The state was aware that its ports generated far more vehicle traffic than would be predicted by standard trip generation rates applied to the number of facility employees. This approach is detailed later in this section.
Although the commodity-based models used by the states tend to be more complex, they also tend to have a greater sensitivity to economic trends and conditions and to state policies toward industrial development. What is perhaps of greatest relevance to the possible metropolitan–state freight model connection is the manner and detail in which truck trips are projected from the state model. The first consideration in mating these modeling systems is in the presumed accuracy of the state’s methodology and forecasts. Techniques for freight modal split in state models range from sophisticated logit models to the simple application of fixed shares with little or no sensitivity to reflect market- or policy-induced changes in shipping cost or other factors. A second consideration has to do with the compatibility of networks, vehicle types, time-of-day breakdowns, and similar issues.

All 15 states in the NCHRP Synthesis 358 survey with freight model components generated estimates of truck flows. None of the models dealt directly with intermodal truck movements or industry-related distinctions among truck categories such as for-hire versus private truck. All had coded highway networks that were either truck specific or that had been modified for trucks, and almost all states combined all classes of trucks together, or dealt exclusively with heavy trucks. Only Michigan and Ohio divided trucks into heavy, medium, and light categories, consistent with how they are typically specified in MPO truck models. All states with a freight component do a 24-h forecast for trucks, although 5 states reported the ability to do a peak-period truck forecast. All truck networks have links that are coded to the same highway functional classes as passenger car networks. These are all factors that would have to be taken into consideration in a coordinated modeling effort.

The number of actual cases in which MPOs and states appear to be joining forces in their freight modeling capability at the time of this study was quite limited. Although Florida, Ohio, Virginia, and Wisconsin have accomplished major advances in their freight models, no evidence of the type of formal coordination of the type suggested here appears to have yet occurred. This is a situation in itself that deserves additional research and exploration.

In Oregon, the DOT is sponsoring development of a suite of integrated land use–transport models under its Travel and Land Use Model Integration Program, or TLUMIP. This sophisticated statewide modeling tool is rooted in the PECAS software, whose underlying structure is that of an economic input–output model. Metro, the MPO for the Portland area, has recently revised its truck model to make better use of new high-level information on activity at its port and railyards, and uses state commodity flow data to help in the quantification of external trip activity. Metro is anticipating a more formal linkage with the statewide model when it reaches a satisfactory stage of completion. A discussion of the TLUMIP effort is provided as a case study in chapter six.

A high potential opportunity for state and MPO coordination on freight modeling may reside in state corridor models. NCHRP Report 606 profiles several examples of where states have developed truck models for interurban corridors that might present a specific venue for coordinated freight planning:

- Minnesota’s Highway 10 Truck Trip Forecasting Model: To support a study of seven major intercity corridors, the Minnesota DOT developed a truck forecasting methodology centered on Trunk Highway 10 (TH-10). The methodology applied direct flow factoring methods to historic truck count data to project future truck volumes. Trip generation rates taken from the QRFM were applied to regional employment forecasts to arrive at the estimate of future daily truck trips. No external market data, travel demand models, or intermodal terminal activity measures were used in the TH-10 procedure.

- Florida Heavy Truck Freight Model for Ports: The Florida DOT sponsored research intended to provide planners with a tool for developing forecasts of freight traffic in the vicinity of Florida’s major seaports, including Miami, Tampa, Jacksonville, and Port Everglades. Initial model development focused on the Port of Miami (a large container port) to estimate inbound and outbound heavy truck traffic. Similar to Minnesota’s TH-10 model, the Florida port model is a direct facility flow factoring approach. Equations were developed using linear and autoregressive integrated moving average regressions of time series data to forecast future truck volumes. The model is a port-generated cargo truck estimation model and is not part of any larger demand model. However, it can be used to estimate productions and attractions from the port for inclusion as part of a statewide or regional model.

- Cross-Cascades Corridor Model: In 2001, the Washington State DOT (WSDOT) reached an agreement with state MPOs to develop a new planning and forecasting model that would integrate economic, land use, and transportation decisions and produce interregional forecasts across the full length of the Cross-Cascades corridor between Seattle and Spokane. WSDOT now uses this model to test the effects of transportation system changes on mode and route choice for passenger and freight, to forecast demand, and analyze issues statewide. The model was designed to be interfaced with the metropolitan models and is able to provide accurate estimates of external trips passing through the respective metropolitan areas in the corridor. The Cross-Cascades model is a spatial input–output model (linked to a MEPLAN integrated land use model) that considers not only the level of
transportation and economic activities but also their interaction across the state.

For models such as these to be useful to and welcomed by MPOs, there must be sufficient agreement on both sides that the model’s structure, data, and forecasts are sound. Models such as Minnesota’s or Florida’s might not necessarily be fully embraced by the respective MPOs because it is not clear that the MPOs were involved in its assumptions and development. These models base their forecasts more on trends than underlying forces in the economy, and hence could have their validity for forecasting questioned, particularly if they produce a forecast that is notably higher or lower than what the local planners are anticipating. Models such as the example in Washington State (and also Oregon and Ohio) appear less likely to provoke such caution because those models are based on a much more comprehensive paradigm and appear to have involved MPOs in the design and development process.

Metropolitan and Urban Freight Models

In contrast to states, very few MPOs attempt to model freight. Instead, efforts to model urban freight movements have typically focused solely on truck flows and their impact on the roadway system. This is not surprising given that trucks are the most prominent, economically viable, and efficient means to move goods within an urban area. Early efforts to model trucks in the United States date back as far as efforts to model person travel, and many of these efforts have attempted to adapt the concepts of person travel forecasting to truck travel.

In a recent national survey of 198 MPOs conducted as part of an assessment of the state of the practice in travel forecasting (Vanasse Hangen Brustlin 2007), it was determined that 108, or slightly more than half (54.6%), had some process for modeling freight (Figure 2). However, only 6 MPOs claimed to actually model “freight,” with the remaining 102 modeling only trucks. Not surprisingly, the survey showed a greater likelihood for larger MPOs to attempt to model freight/trucks, with 27 (79.4%) of the 34 “large” MPOs having a process, compared with 36 of 65 (55.4%) “medium” MPOs and only 45 of 99 (45.5%) “small” MPOs. Larger MPOs were also more likely to attempt to model “freight,” comprising 4 of the 6 cases.

The TRB committee study also found that a variety of techniques were being used by these MPOs in constructing, updating, or enhancing their freight models. Most of these techniques are rooted in the four-step process, which has been institutionalized as the accepted approach for metropolitan transportation modeling in the United States. This means that these areas used some combination of procedures to create or modify origin–destination trip tables and to assign these trips to a travel network in such a manner as to match observed counts on links or at travel screenlines. Generic categorization of these methods is provided in Figure 3.

About 24% of the responding MPOs reported using a factoring procedure (including growth factors and Fratar) to revise their trip tables, 21% used a synthetic trip table, and the remaining 55% reported using some “other” method, generally involving a gravity model. Unfortunately, the TRB survey was too broad to get into the more essential details of these approaches, but the following sections attempt to describe these approaches in a more general fashion. The MPO survey conducted as part of the present study did, however, get into the particular details of these modeling methods and provides a detailed accounting in chapter six.

An important question concerns those MPOs that did not indicate a formal effort to “model” freight, or even truck. This group numbered 7 of 34 large MPOs, 29 of 65 medium MPOs, and 54 of 99 small MPOs—in other words, almost half of all MPOs did not indicate a capability to model freight or truck. Although the data in the TRB committee survey did not permit an assessment of what circumstances these MPOs faced, or what techniques they may have used to represent truck flows on their networks, it is likely that many have used very simple factoring methods. Fischer and Han (2001) found as recently as 2001 that to the extent truck traffic is estimated in existing models, these estimates are mostly calculated as fixed percentages of total daily flows.

APPLICATION OF THE FOUR-STEP MODEL PROCESS TO FREIGHT

Although a growing number of MPOs are considering alternative approaches to modeling freight, including commodity-based methods, most still base their freight components
on the four-step process. And because virtually all MPOs limit their modeling of freight to truck trips, this vehicle-based approach is consistent with the format of the four-step planning process, long the staple for regional transportation modeling. Although this paradigm, developed and refined primarily for forecasting person travel, is at odds with the characteristics of freight transportation articulated in chapter two, it offers a familiar platform to MPO planners and the opportunity to share existing networks and basic algorithms. In short, it is the current paradigm for metropolitan planning, so it is no surprise that it has been extended for use by freight, and it probably will remain the choice platform until superior approaches—with available data—prove themselves in wider use.

Figure 4 provides a simple sketch of the four-step planning process. Although most planners are highly familiar with its structure and characteristics, a description is provided briefly here to set the stage for illustrating how freight is introduced into the process. The process starts with trip generation, in which the number of trip “ends”—consisting of either productions or attractions—is estimated for each TAZ. These estimates may be developed through several approaches, ranging from average rates developed from travel survey data to more complex regression models that may incorporate social, economic, or land use relationships. These trip potentials are then converted to actual trips with an origin and destination in the trip distribution step. The universe of TAZ-level trip productions is matched with
the universe of trip attractions, and production–attraction matches are made on the basis of the size of the production and attraction and the ease of access between the two locations (TAZs). A gravity model is generally used to perform this mathematical distribution and balancing, with the transportation accessibility function represented through friction factors, or $F$ factors. Frequently, separate trip tables will be developed for distinct time-of-day periods (e.g., a.m. or p.m. peak period, midday, or off-peak). Once the number of trips between zones has been estimated, they are assigned to the available transportation modes on the basis of the mode’s existence for that origin–destination and its comparative level of service (LOS) (time, cost) to other modes. This function is performed in the modal split step, resulting in a set of trip tables for each mode. In the final step, traffic assignment, the vehicle trip tables are assigned to the highway network in an iterative process of allocation and reallocation to links based on levels of service and travel time. The process is repeated until equilibrium is reached, where no traveler can find a more efficient path for a particular trip. There may be times in this assignment process when it is necessary to finesse the model’s allocations to accurately match forecast link volumes (or volumes by type of vehicle) with actual count data.

When truck is introduced to the four-step process, several differences occur, as highlighted in Figure 5. The biggest difference occurs early, between trip generation and distribution, where a special step is necessary to estimate external trips. Although a significant number of truck distribution and service trips may remain entirely within the metropolitan area, many heavy trucks on metropolitan roadways will have one end outside the metropolitan area, or in the case of pass-through trips, both ends outside the metropolitan area. Specific efforts are made to measure and characterize the number and type of trips that have external elements. These internal and external trips are then combined in the trip distribution step, which again allocates trips among zones on the basis of zone-to-zone attraction and transportation impedance reflected in $F$ factors specific to particular truck types. Mode split is eliminated as a formal choice in truck models given that there really is no other mode besides truck in metropolitan freight models. Distribution of trips across the different size or weight classes of truck is handled through individual trip tables and not a formal mode selection process. Finally, traffic assignment is similar to passenger travel, except that passenger car equivalence (PCE) factors are often applied to trucks to try to compensate for their extra size and capacity impact on the highway system. Also, special efforts are frequently made to match truck type (classification) counts on key links and at external stations.

**Methods of Application of Four-Step Approach to Freight Travel**

A great variety of methods have been developed and used to build, update, or enhance a truck model using the four-step process as the framework. These methods range from full model development, beginning with trip generation and going all the way to assignment, to updates or enhancements at any step based on new data becoming available or the need to reflect important changes in the region. In virtually all of these cases, the type and scale of model development or enhancement depend heavily on data—either in existing form or through a substantive pledge of resources for its collection.

A “full” model development for an area that currently does not have a truck model would begin with trip generation and the estimation of external trips. Doing this from scratch requires significant data resources, including survey data from which to develop truck trip generation rates and classification counts to capture truck volumes and percentages at key locations. Trip distribution is then performed to develop the necessary trip tables, requiring the development of $F$ factors that are relevant to the given metropolitan area. Trips are then assigned to the network and the assignments finessed as necessary to match counts.

Few MPOs have the data, budget, or even staff resources to develop an original freight/truck model. Hence, most truck model development efforts rely on derivative
methods that make the most strategic and leveraged use of their respective data and analytic resources. Included among these derivative methods are:

- **Borrowed Models:** A model structure, including its trip generation relationships (rates or equations), external trip rates, gravity model ($F$ factors), and vehicle type distributions on different facility types, is borrowed from one area and adapted to another with local data.
- **Trip Table Factoring:** In perhaps the most common method, an existing trip table is factored to reflect changes in volumes and distribution of trips seen in new counts or surveys. Some MPOs will develop growth factors on the basis of measured traffic growth or linked to underlying economic activity. The rows or columns in the trip table are changed to reflect the growth information, and the table is rebalanced using a gravity model or Fratar approach.
- **Synthetic Trip Tables:** If the area has good count data, it may try to manipulate its trip table in a manner that produces an assignment that looks like the counts on key interchanges. In this approach, the modeler works back and forth between the assignment results and trip table to finesse a reasonable correspondence.

Of course, there are many variations on these basic themes, but these are the principal approaches used when adapting the freight modeling approach to the four-step process. The following sections provide detail on the application of particular aspects of the four-step process to freight modeling, along with identification of methods used to fit these steps to a particular site application.

**Trip Generation**

Trip generation estimates the number of truck trips expected to be produced in and attracted to individual geographically defined analysis zones. The forecasts are keyed to zonal economic characteristics reflected by employment in particular economic sectors and by number of households. The conversion from economic activity variable to productions and attractions may be through annual or daily trip “rates,” or more reliably through equations.

The trip generation rates or equations are either developed for the area directly using existing commodity flow data or local vehicle surveys or they may be borrowed from some other source. The level of geographic disaggregation of the economic source data generally dictates the level of aggregation for the freight model. Most freight models use the same system of TAZs as in passenger modeling, but in some cases it is desirable to opt for a different basis—for example, counties or special “freight” zones—to achieve better consistency with the economic activity source data.

**Truck Classification**

Trip generation is generally done for different truck types or size classes. A common distinction is among heavy, medium, and light trucks, although there are differences in how these classes are defined. Some areas classify trucks using a configuration basis tied to number of axles, tires, and body type on the basis of FHWA’s FS-13 criteria, whereas others employ a weight-based approach, linked to gross vehicle weight (GVW). The definitions of heavy, medium, and light truck using these two groupings methods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truck Class</th>
<th>Configuration-Based</th>
<th>Weight-Based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Combinations, 3+ axles</td>
<td>&gt;28,000 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2 axles, 6 tires</td>
<td>8,000–28,000 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>4 tires</td>
<td>&lt;8,000 lb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reasons for adhering to one method or another are largely tied to source data. Those using the configuration basis generally tie their truck estimates to physical counts, whereas those using a weight basis have relied on registration data. Compatibility with regulatory emissions models is also a consideration, as the emissions factors embedded in those models are categorized by vehicle weight class.

**Commercial Vehicles**

Whereas most MPOs model heavy truck, some model only certain subsets of the other two groups. Some model medium truck but not light truck, whereas others combine the two into a single “medium” category. A further complication in truck type definition is the existence of a separate class of vehicles, termed “commercial,” which consists of pickups, vans, sports utility vehicles (SUVs), and even cars that are engaged in business or service activity. These vehicles include craftsmen, utility, service, repair, courier, and a wide variety of other activities that are more closely related to economic and trade activity than the activities of households. Typically, the ownership and use of these vehicles will not be captured in household travel surveys, and their number and VMT exceed that of the formally classified “trucks.” MPOs deal with commercial vehicles in a variety of ways, from ignoring them (and just carrying them as “noise” in the model), to accounting for them as an explicit class, to including them—in whole or subset—in the light truck category. Their trip generation characteristics and operating patterns are likely quite different from larger truck classes, and hence call for a variation of approach over the truck methods. Obviously, whether a separate class of “commercial vehicles” is included in the model, and how it is defined, depends both on the analytic needs of the respective MPO and the availability of appropriate data on their number and activity.
Developing Truck Trip Generation Rates

Estimating truck trip generation is most often done using equations, with rates estimated from regression analysis. These equations are estimated using data from truck travel surveys, with the number of truck or commercial vehicle trips regressed on the number of employees in various industries and household population. Although the same trip rate equations have often been used to predict both productions and attractions, which differ from person travel modeling practice, there has been an increasing tendency to develop separate rates for productions and attractions (referred to as production and consumption for freight). These regression equations are either developed by commodity group or by truck type, as illustrated in the example in Table 1 taken from the QRFM, Edition I.

These trip generation rates were developed in Phoenix as part of the MPO’s major model development project in 1990–1992, and were derived from extensive new data obtained through truck surveys. They estimate truck trip rates on the basis of four commodity groupings, plus households. More accurate estimates of commercial vehicle trip rates can be obtained using trip generation rates that correspond to specific land use or industrial classification if the employment data as well as the trip generation rates exist for the specific employment category.

Borrowed Trip Rates

Some MPOs have also undertaken development of their own trip generation rates or have collected new data to update existing rates. Many MPOs, however, may not have access to the necessary data to create their own rates and so may simply “borrow” rates from other studies or areas. This was the procedure used by the Baltimore and Atlanta MPOs in the recent update of their truck models and is discussed in chapter five. Both the Baltimore and Atlanta efforts used the Phoenix trip rates in Table 1 to initiate their process. The Phoenix rates are regarded as a good starting base, given the thoroughness with which they were developed, and form the basis of the descriptive sketch planning approach used in the QRFM. For those practitioners who are either looking for basic rates from scratch, who want to compare their rates with those developed by others, or who are looking for rates for particular types of commodity, the QRFM, Edition I has an extensive compilation of truck trip generation rates in an appendix. More recently (2001 vs. 1996), NCHRP Synthesis 298 was conducted with a focus entirely on the subject of truck trip generation rates, and also includes a substantial compendium of rate relationships in its appendix. Additional rates discovered during this study’s MPO survey are also presented in chapter four.

It is perhaps worth noting that there is not a great deal of uniformity in the estimation of truck trip rates. Whereas it is possible to refer to the ITE Trip Generation Manual for fairly specific rates linked to land use and other contextual factors for passenger travel, the same is not true for truck. Planners are currently resigned to borrowing rates from one or more other regions if they lack the resources to conduct surveys and develop their own. More assistance in this area would be of great utility to local freight planners.

Special Generators

Trip generation equations offer acceptable accuracy in estimating truck trips for “standard” situations where the equation reasonably fits what is going on in the zone. However, when a situation is encountered that varies substantially from the norm—say where a TAZ includes an intermodal terminal—it may be necessary to do a more focused assessment of the truck trip activity at those sites. There are a number of examples discussed in chapter five (Baltimore, Los Angeles, Portland, and Philadelphia) where the MPO either commissioned additional data collections around such sites or entered into partnership with the site manager/authority to use its data. In some cases, this information is fairly sophisticated, and may even be in the form of a model that projects truck trips on the basis of commodity movements (e.g., QuickTrips in Los Angeles), or it may be as simple as the analyst applying judgment and making estimates of how much the standard rates should be increased or decreased.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Generator</th>
<th>Heavy (combinations)</th>
<th>Medium (6-tire)</th>
<th>Light (4-tire)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, mining, construction employees</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>1.110</td>
<td>1.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing, transportation, communications, utilities, and wholesale trade employees</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>1.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail trade employees</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>1.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office and services employees</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

External Stations

A critically important part of modeling truck and commercial vehicle travel with a four-step modeling process is having reliable measurement of external trips; that is, those where one or both ends of the trip fall outside the metropolitan area’s boundaries. Most metropolitan regional travel forecasting networks include external stations through which these external trips are loaded onto the network. Trips through external stations include

- Internal–external (I-X) trips that begin in a TAZ and end outside the region;
- External–internal (X-I) trips that begin outside the region and end in a TAZ; and
- External–external (X-X) trips that are “through” trips that both begin and end outside the region.

To estimate the number and category (truck class) of truck trips that occur at each of these external stations, it would ideally be necessary to know the number of such trips by truck class, by time of day, and with enough information on origin and destination to place it in one of the three categories—1-X, X-I, or X-X. However, such ideal information does not exist, and so it must be approximated with count data and travel survey information. This is often an area where data are most limited in sample size or reliability, or are not current. The most common sources for these data are roadside truck intercept surveys, where drivers are queried about key elements of their trip, and classification counts to ascertain the number of trucks and commercial vehicles passing the reference point in a given time period. Unfortunately, these data are difficult (particularly the driver surveys) and costly to conduct, and hence the model development effort has far less information than it should have to describe these movements accurately. Some analysts have argued that failure to obtain good estimates of external trips is one of the most critical deficiencies in four-step truck models. Certainly, if freight activity is to be more functionally connected to trends in the economy and the flow of commodities, it is vital to have good information on external trips and to represent external trips well in metropolitan freight models. It is particularly important to account for through trips, which may constitute the majority of heavy truck trips in many regions.

The QRFM offers procedures for filling the gaps with these data, ranging from fairly simplistic default parameters keyed to highway functional class to more involved approaches requiring new count data and survey information. A variety of approaches was observed among the MPOs that were surveyed in this project and are recounted in some detail in chapter five. Some reasonably clever and statistically valid approaches were seen, such as the efforts in Baltimore and Atlanta. Although current traffic volume counts were available at most of the external stations, unfortunately few also included classification counts that detail the proportions of the different truck classes. A special effort was made to get classification counts conducted at a sample of the external stations to compensate. The counts were then analyzed in relation to such factors as facility type, location, total traffic, and time of day, and models were developed to estimate the truck proportions at all of the other external stations.

To ascertain the split between internal and through trips at external stations, the preferred method is to survey a sample of trucks—usually through a roadside survey, ideally at the same time the classification counts are being taken—and determine the proportion of trips that are internal, external, or through. Ideally, the sample size is large enough that it is also possible to get a distribution of origins and destinations for these trips, both to guide allocation of trip ends inside the study region and to get information on trip lengths for trip distribution. QRFM, Edition I, suggests that new counts should be performed at major external stations, whose data are old, missing, or suspect. It was also suggested that if data were available for a broad representation of lane and highway classifications, it would be possible to expand the data to lanes and highways that were not sampled. The QRFM also provides default values (Table 4.2 of the 1996 edition) for estimating the share of total traffic on roadways by functional class comprising combination, single unit, and four-tire commercial vehicles. In our survey of MPOs, we found relatively few cases where enough resources were available to obtain adequate size samples of these data, either counts or truck trip origin–destination. As a result, we found considerable use of factoring methods or applications of judgment.

In Baltimore, for example, there was no existing survey information on external truck trips. Hence, other than knowing that a given trip was either entering or leaving the region, there was no information on where the trip was coming from or going to in the region, or which of the trips were through versus having an internal trip end. To affect a solution, an estimate was first made of the percentage of through trips at each station on the basis of posted year 2000 total weekday volumes and a preliminary year 2000 through trip table provided by the MPO. This was used to first calculate the percentage of through trips at each external station, and then split them into classes of heavy and medium truck on the basis of a system of factors keyed to 14 different road types.

Trip Distribution

Trip distribution is the process of converting the production and consumption estimates from trip generation into trip flows, either between zones or between external stations. The product of this step is a trip table for each truck or commercial vehicle type being modeled. Essentially, this amounts to balancing a matrix that resembles the following schematic:
where:

\[ F_{ij} = e^{-\beta t_{ij}} \]

where:

- \( F_{ij} \) = value of the friction factor for travel between zones \( i \) and \( j \).
- \( e \) = exponential function,
- \( \beta \) = estimated coefficient, and
- \( t_{ij} \) = Generalized cost for travel between zone \( i \) and zone \( j \).

The \( F \) factors that are presented in the QRFM, Edition I are also derived from the Phoenix truck model, with the generalized cost, \( t_{ij} \) being travel time. A different \( F \) factor is developed for each truck type. The values of the coefficient \( \beta \) were estimated at 0.03 for heavy (combination) trucks, 0.10 for medium (six-tire) trucks, and 0.08 for light trucks (four-tire commercial vehicles). The travel times used to calibrate the friction factors were taken from the MPO’s model network. These times, costs, or distances can be modified to reflect truck prohibitions that prevent use of particular facilities or costs to reflect presence of tolls.

When the trip distribution equation is applied for each zone pair, an initial trip table almost always results in the total number of trips ending in a given zone differing significantly from the desired number of destinations (\( D_j \)). To address this problem, the gravity model is generally applied in an iterative manner, where after an initial allocation the adjusted destination total is used to guide the next iteration using the following equation:

\[ D_j^q = \frac{D_j^{q-1}}{C_j^{q-1}} \cdot \frac{D_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} D_j F_{ij}} \]

where:

- \( D_j^q \) = adjusted destination factor for destination analysis area (column) \( j \), iteration \( q \);
- \( D_j^{q-1} = D_j \) when \( q = 1 \);
- \( C_j^{q-1} \) = destination (column) total for analysis area \( j \), resulting from the previous iteration;
- \( D_j \) = original and desired destination total for destination analysis area \( j \), developed from trip generation;
- \( j = \text{destination analysis area}, j = 1, 2, \ldots n \);
- \( n = \text{number of analysis areas}; \) and

### Table: Destination Zone (\( j \))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin Zone (( i ))</th>
<th>( Z_1 )</th>
<th>( Z_2 )</th>
<th>( Z_3 )</th>
<th>( S_1 )</th>
<th>( S_2 )</th>
<th>( S_3 )</th>
<th>( S_4 )</th>
<th>( \text{Total } D_j )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Generally, iterations are performed until a 5% to 10% difference between corresponding origins and destinations is achieved. Chapter four of the QRFM gives an excellent illustration of how a set of trip tables would be developed through a hypothetical example.

External–internal trips are balanced in the trip table through this process because the external stations are treated as zones, although it is necessary to have estimates of the trip length of these trips for calculation of $F$ factors. Default estimates of the length of these trips outside the region can be estimated from external truck survey data; default values are provided in the QRFM. In Baltimore, the methodology assumed that the trip generation model would estimate total trip ends, both internal (I-I) and external (I-X and X-I), and then estimated the external share of total trip ends (productions or attractions) as a function of the zone’s proximity to the regional cordon. This was done using a model developed in Berks County, Pennsylvania, from actual survey data (Allen 2002a).

The X-X trips, however, present a separate distribution problem. In effect they will appear as trips from external station to external station in the trip table, but will not be derived as part of the preceding distribution process. Rather, a trip table for X-X trips is developed separately and then added to the base trip table. The process of creating this X-X trip table is often made challenging by the lack of good data that give clues as to cordon entry and exit points. Often it is necessary for the model developer to allocate the entry and exit station of trips not just by proportionate volumes but also by supplying information on “probable” paths. Not knowing the ultimate origin or destination of these trips, it is impossible to tell their heading through the region (barring license match or similar tracking techniques), and hence travel time impedances have little relevance. Often the analyst must examine the pattern of external stations and flows and make assumptions about which paths are likely or unlikely. These observations can be used in the subsequent distribution process if used as constraint factors. Chapter 8 of the QRFM deals with this particular issue, and the Baltimore or Atlanta profiles in chapter five also provide insight into techniques that have been used.

To check the validity of a “balanced” trip table, the traditional test is to see whether the distribution of trips produces a distribution of trip lengths and an average trip length for the particular truck class that are consistent with observed patterns. This is often a test that is challenged by data. In most of the cases reviewed, average trip lengths are used, not the more definitive trip length distributions. And those statistics are frequently old estimates. The Baltimore validation, for example, was obliged to use average trip length estimates from 1996—almost 10 years prior to the model update. The QRFM provides default average trip lengths, and summaries are also provided in chapter five based on this project’s MPO survey. However, given the rapid changes in technology, the economy, fuel prices, land use shifts, business practices, etc., that affect freight transportation, it would appear that this key parameter should be estimated and validated in the most robust possible manner before using it confidently to balance a trip table.

Other Methods for Modifying Trip Tables

The techniques described previously largely characterize the conventional approach to developing or updating a trip table, even in circumstances where data resources may not be ideal. There are other methods that have been used to create a set of truck and commercial trip tables that are then incorporated into the regional travel model for assignment. Some of these methods were introduced earlier in discussing the recent TRB committee survey of MPO model practices (Vanasse Hangen Brustlin 2007). Others are described by the QRFM, and still others are identified in this project’s survey of MPO freight modeling practice. These are some examples of those other methods.

- **Fratar Factoring:** Growth factors may be used to alter the row or column totals in an existing trip table, perhaps based on new counts at external stations or an attempt to match forecasts of commodities. The overall table is then rebalanced to reflect the incremental changes to row and column totals using Fratar, which is essentially a method for redistributing the initial allocation of trips by origin–destination in proportion to the change in the number of trips in the origin and destination. It may be thought of as a gravity model approach where the $F$ factors are equal to 1; in other words, trips are distributed and balanced on the basis of row and column proportions only, and not optimized in relation to a “constraint” such as impedance. In this project’s MPO investigations, it was found that Chicago’s MPO (CMAP) adjusts its trip tables by applying growth factors derived from changes in the truck population as determined through registration data, followed by balancing using Fratar methods. This technique was deemed reasonable until the basic structure of the 1986 base model came into question because of the age of the data from which it was developed. CMAP currently uses a completely synthetic approach, allocating their commercial vehicle trips to geographically match the distribution of non-home-based person trips.

- **Factoring Around Special Generators:** Some areas recognize that the biggest influence on their critical freight traffic trends are caused by a definable number of major freight generators. These may be ocean or river ports, airports, rail intermodal terminals, or major warehouse and distribution facilities. A concerted effort
Traffic Assignment

The final step of the modeling process is where the calibrated trip tables are assigned to the highway network. There are a variety of ways in which this can be done, but it comes down to essentially two approaches—fixed or dynamic path assignment (QRFM, Edition II 2007, pp. 4–24). In a fixed assignment, trucks are assigned to existing fixed paths. In a dynamic assignment, a computer program builds the paths. Key factors that go into building the paths include infrastructure or cargo restrictions, although specific routings are usually selected as a function of cost, travel time, and quality of service. Section 4.2.9 of the QRFM, Edition II, provides an in-depth discussion of the differences between and comparative advantages of these two assignment methods.

The most common assignment method—and that used by all of the MPOs in this study’s survey—is multiclass equilibrium assignment. In this process, the trip tables for all modes—auto, auto passenger, truck (by class)—are assigned to the network concurrently. Multiple iterations of path assignment are made using measures of travel impedance until equilibrium is reached in the system to where no traveler can improve the travel time over the assigned route; that is, there is no faster path for the same origin–destination movement.

By assigning trucks at the same time as autos, a more realistic environment is simulated given that trucks—particularly the largest and heaviest—tend to occupy “more space” on the travel network because of their size and different speed and acceleration characteristics. To make this impact even more realistic, many MPOs make use of PCEs to reflect the larger size and space needs of heavy trucks. Guidance from the Highway Capacity Manual suggests that the PCE values for heavy combination trucks might be on the order of 1.5 to 2.0, with values above that level occurring under special conditions such as steep grades or difficult geometry. All but one of the studied MPOs used PCE factors when assigning truck trip tables.

Assignments are also frequently done by time-of-day period and not just for a single 24-hour period. Common divisions of time periods are a.m. and p.m. peak, midday, and evening. The total truck trip tables are converted to respective time-of-day periods using either data obtained within the respective metropolitan area (counts and surveys) or default distributions from national data, such as are provided in QRFM, Edition I. Time-of-day assignment provides much more realistic assessments of the impact of trucks on congested highway networks and the converse. However, the only modeling approach that attempts to account for the effect of congestion or cost on truck choice of time of day is the Calgary tour-based model, profiled as a case study in chapter six.

Truck traffic assignment also generally makes allowances for prohibitions that may occur as trucks of certain types or sizes that are not permitted to use certain facilities. Generally, this is handled by inserting codes in the link
information to prevent trucks from being assigned to those links. Some models attempt to incorporate the effects of congestion or pricing disincentives as well in the impedance functions used.

Shipper and Carrier Models

The fourth class of freight model in the hierarchy is in the genre of operations or logistics models. As earlier noted, a major source of truck and commercial vehicle travel activity in metropolitan areas is associated with goods distribution, linked to such market trends as just-in-time deliveries, e-commerce, courier and package express, and warehouse-to-customer distribution networks. Although large trucks moving in and out of urban ports and industrial centers often draw blame for traffic congestion, the sheer number of vehicles making urban deliveries dwarfs this larger class of vehicles (Holguin-Veras et al. 2007). The principal challenge in trying to account for such travel activity in metropolitan truck models is that these vehicles do not correspond well or at all to the travel paradigms in the four-step model.

Light truck and commercial vehicles engaged in performing distribution functions tend to travel in multistop tours, rather than a simple origin–destination trip movement. As characterized by Turnquist (2006), the number and location of stops in these tours are guided by numerous considerations as to type of commodity, type of distribution function, and logistics criteria of the shippers. Hence, shifts in business trends, costs of transportation versus inventory, and even more advanced tracking technology and logistics algorithms for scheduling and optimizing trip tours can alter this behavior in a fairly short time frame. Tour planning has traditionally been the domain of the private sector, the work of logistics firms and transportation providers with the decisions of shippers also factoring in. Data on these decisions are closely held by the respective businesses, making these types of modeling approaches largely outside the reach of public sector planning agencies.

One seemingly credible effort to deal with this special characteristic of metropolitan commercial vehicle movement is a tour-based simulation method developed for metropolitan Calgary, by Hunt et al. (2006). As part of the development of a commercial vehicle model (CVM) component to Calgary’s regional travel model, interviews were conducted at more than 3,100 businesses in the Calgary region that gathered travel diary-type information on all fleet movements occurring over a 24-hour period. This information captured origin, destination, and purpose, along with fleet and commodity information on more than 64,000 commercial vehicle trips. The data were expanded by industry, size, and location to represent the population of commercial enterprises in the region. A sequential Monte Carlo-based procedure was then used to sample from the distribution of trips and generate tours. Tours are generated by establishment type for each of five time-of-day periods for each model zone. The number of tours and the number of stops and the location and duration of stop at each tour destination are all estimated through Monte Carlo sampling and selection probabilities determined through logit models, applied at each selection step. The model is then calibrated through an iterative process to match selected targets. Good success was achieved in matching link volumes and observed travel patterns, and the model is able to estimate the impact of such variables as population and employment growth and distribution, network capacity and connectivity, truck route policy, and various tolls, taxes, and fees. A more complete description of this method is provided as a case study in chapter six.

Another type of freight modeling need at this level of the hierarchy is for network operations studies. In concentrated industrial or commercial districts, for example, key issues have to do with truck access facilities, local roadway networks, and limiting geometrics, all compounded by higher volumes and congestion. Planning concerns such as this are less about net truck volumes into or out of the area and more about how the network itself can be better designed and managed to accommodate existing and future flows.

An example of such a planning process can be found in Los Angeles’ Goods Movement Improvement Program. This program was started with a joint effort by Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), the city, and the California Trucking Association to improve truck access to the Los Angeles Intermodal Center in the Central City North area. Chicago’s MPO, CATS, performed similar studies under its Project Green Light program in 1991. In Phase I of its study, SCAG focused on a major truck activity area, which extends from the Port of Los Angeles north to the city of Los Angeles and from the Harbor Freeway to the eastern boundary of the city. This area is characterized by older, narrow streets that, in the industrial portions, are in poor repair because of extensive heavy truck usage. The area contains the Port of Los Angeles, portions of the Alameda Corridor, the Los Angeles Intermodal Center, a large manufacturing base, and numerous truck distribution centers as well as the Hobart and East LA intermodal yards, which lie adjacent to the city. Among the conditions investigated was a doubling of average tractor–trailer length, which rendered the narrow streets and the traffic control devices as impediments, resulting in freeway access problems, site access problems, and en route delays. Detailed fieldwork identified 43 separate problem locations in this 6 square mile area, as well as a typology of solutions, including operational, traffic engineering, capital improvement, and programmatic/policy measures to ease truck access. SCAG did not make use of computer modeling or local network simulation for this study; however, the availability of microsimulation software and GIS now makes it possible to conduct detailed planning, flow management studies for areas such as this.
Metropolitan planning agencies looking to either begin development of a freight model component or to update or improve on an existing process have a variety of resources at their disposal. This chapter identifies some of the most relevant research studies, reports, planning guides, and professional papers that should be of value to organizations and individuals engaging in metropolitan freight modeling. It also includes a presentation on freight modeling concepts being used outside the United States and a section on emerging methods, both within and outside the United States. The final portion of this chapter deals with the critical issue of data for freight modeling and forecasting. Key national and private sources are identified and described, along with a discussion of special information items that must be obtained locally through surveys or traffic counts. The need for these data is described, along with protocols and techniques commonly used for their collection, as well as new methods that are being attempted to improve the efficiency and accuracy or reduce the cost of acquiring these data.

Primary information sources cited here are detailed in the References section at the end of this report. Various secondary resources are provided for the reader’s convenience in the Bibliography.

**MAJOR SOURCES OF INFORMATION RELEVANT TO METROPOLITAN FREIGHT AND COMMERCIAL VEHICLE FORECASTING**

To assess the state of the practice and evolution of metropolitan freight planning methods, we identified a variety of studies and reports. The content and relevance of these are described in the section that follows. With some important exceptions, many of these studies and reports deal with the subject of freight modeling more broadly than simply metropolitan truck models. Rather than being a distraction of attempting to distinguish between urban modeling practice and statewide techniques, this melding gives substance to the position that freight activity transcends metropolitan boundaries. It speaks to the importance and relevance of viewing metropolitan freight modeling within a broader context that extends outward to the national and global economy, as well as inward to the complex patterns of supply chains and logistics decisions made by shippers and receivers. Perhaps the most directly relevant resources to support urban and metropolitan freight modeling are the *Quick Response Freight Manual*—Edition I (Cambridge Systematics et al. 1996a) and its most recent Edition II update (Beagan et al. 2007). Both provide fundamental insight into freight issues, industry behavior, methods, and data, with primary emphasis on the metropolitan planning arena but excellent interfacing with the broader concepts and techniques.

This synthesis is also fortunate to have access to two timely supplemental sources of information: the papers and presentations of a September 2006 TRB-sponsored conference on freight demand modeling, and an August 2007 draft circular on innovations in freight transportation modeling. There are many insights to be found in these two sources. They have been heavily used in the preparation of this synthesis and are highly recommended as reading for practitioners in this planning area.

*Quick Response Freight Manual—Editions I and II*

This is perhaps the most comprehensive and basic guide for planners who are attempting to address freight planning or policy issues, and who lack either appropriate knowledge of freight concepts or data and modeling tools to engage in analysis. The *QRFM* is intended to help planners get oriented to freight concepts and issues, applicable analysis methods, locate available data or forecasts, and produce reasonable analyses. Even though many agencies that are likely to consult the *QRFM* either have existing models and databases or are planning to develop such tools, the *QRFM* is an excellent base for understanding the processes that are used to model freight, particularly in the urban and metropolitan context. Simple methods that assume little or no resources are stepped up for agencies that want to improve their approach. Guidance on methods is accompanied by examples and case studies, as well as details on data requirements. Extensive appendices serve as an encyclopedia for default data and parameters, as well as a guide to data sources and organizations involved in key aspects of freight transportation.

The first-generation *QRFM* has enjoyed widespread use and acceptance across the planning profession since its publication in 1996, and a second generation has been developed and was released at the time of development of this synthesis report. The second-generation *QRFM* is more than a simple update. Rather, it is a comprehensive remastering of
the original, and assumes that fewer users will be interested mainly in shortcut and parametric methods. Hence, it goes into much more detail on modeling steps and modifications, and also delves into new areas of interest and tools that have come into play since the original manual was published. This includes coverage of intermodal considerations in forecasting, commodity models, economic activity models, and hybrid approaches. The special data needs associated with both the conventional and the more advanced approaches are treated, and a broad new set of case studies is provided to illustrate application of the methods.

The QRFM, in its original form and the new second version, serves as a comprehensive resource for any planning agency attempting to embark on or improve its freight forecasting models.

**TRB Conference on Freight Demand Modeling: Tools for Public Sector Decision Making**

In September 2006, TRB sponsored a 3-day conference on freight demand modeling. The goal of the conference was to bring together practitioners, researchers, and industry experts in the field of freight transportation to comprehensively address freight issues and the challenges posed to public agencies to account for the impacts of freight on the transportation system. A set of five background papers was commissioned for the conference, all of which are available on the conference’s website, along with recordings and copies of presentations as e-sessions. Topics covered by the conference included national freight policy directions, why freight demand modeling is important, state of the practice in freight modeling, gaps and shortcomings in current practice, defining future modeling and data needs, emerging techniques and international practices in freight demand modeling, and critical needs to achieve the state of the art. More information on this conference can be found at www.trb.org/Conferences/2006/FDM/background.asp.

The five background papers are described here, each of which has been used in the development of this report:

Turnquist, M., Characteristics of Effective Freight Models, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., 2006: This paper describes the characteristics of good freight models from the standpoint of what practitioners need and can understand versus what aspects of freight make it difficult to model. Key ideas from this paper are featured in chapter two of this report.

Sureshan, S., Ontario Commercial Vehicle Survey—Use of GIS for Data Collection, Processing, Analysis and Dissemination, Ontario Ministry of Transportation, 2006: Data are perhaps the single biggest factor limiting more diligent and creative efforts to model freight. Essential data that are notoriously hard to find and are expensive to collect are counts and origin-destination information. This paper describes innovative methods for aiding these efforts and is described later in this chapter under Data Issues and Resources.

Tavasszy, L.A., Freight Modeling—An Overview of International Experience, TNO National Institute for Applied Scientific Research, Delft, the Netherlands, 2006: This paper, summarized later in this chapter under International Experience, describes freight modeling advances and practice developed and in use in Europe.

Hunt, J.D., Calgary Tour-Based Microsimulation of Urban Commercial Vehicle Movements, University of Calgary, 2006: The Calgary model is perhaps the only known working example of a tour-based truck model in practical use. This model incorporates many of the characteristics that have been described as desirable in a metropolitan freight model. Although it is not formerly a commodity-based model that originates with commodity flows, it does differentiate not just trip generation rates but tour types across five different activity types. The distinguishing feature of the model is that it attempts to capture the aspect of freight travel behavior that is classically missed in traditional four-step urban models, wherein trucks—particularly those involved in urban goods distribution and services—are deployed into representative tours with a variable number of stops, purposes, locations, and stop times. This modeling effort is described as a case study in chapter six.

Hunt, J.D. and B.J. Gregor, Oregon Generation 1 Land Use Transport Economic Model Treatment of Commercial Movements, University of Calgary, 2006: Oregon is one of the first states in which an active effort is being made to coordinate and integrate state and regional modeling processes. The Portland metropolitan area has recently updated its truck model to be more sensitive to external influences and the behavior of major freight generators, while the state is completing a multiyear effort to incorporate a version of the PECAS integrated land use and transportation model within its statewide modeling process. Although the state and regional models will not be combined, there is an active effort for the state model to be able to “inform” the metropolitan model on statewide trends. This work is also described as a case study in chapter six.

**Innovations in Freight Transportation Modeling**

This document, being developed as a transportation research circular under auspices of TRB’s Freight Data committee, was still being finalized at the time of this report; therefore, it is being cited provisionally here as a draft. In its present form, this circular is a compendium of papers on the general subject of freight modeling innovations. The papers were authored by individuals who were also substantially involved in TRB’s September 2006 freight conference. A summary of the topics included in this compendium and respective authors follows:
Donnelly, R., S. Lahsene, R. Walker, and M. Turnquist, Policy Context for Freight Planning, 2007: Provides an overview of the context for freight planning, desired characteristics of freight models, and types of issues facing decision makers.

Holguin-Veras, J., et al. Critical Issues for Freight Models to Address, 2007: Describes the types of questions that freight models may be expected to address and functions they might perform. Major needs are defined in three categories: increasing understanding of freight activities and patterns among a broader community of stakeholders; understanding future trends in relation to freight activity and transportation needs; and the ability to assess a growing list of policy questions and alternatives.

Southworth, F. and Z. Patterson, Emerging Methodologies in Freight Demand Modeling, 2007: Describes recent progress in six methodological areas—time series modeling of freight traffic growth, behaviorally focused demand models, commodity-based forecasts and input–output models, forecasting flows over multimodal networks, microsimulation and agent-based modeling (ABT) techniques, and incorporating supply chain and logistics chain considerations.

Fischer, M., B. Lambert, and S. Drumm, Implementation Issues, 2007: Outlines the critical issues that will need to be addressed for the innovative methods to move forward into common practice. These issues include challenging the long-held modeling structures used by MPOs with new methods and concepts; data needs; broadening of institutional relationships (e.g., states and MPOs); and methods of diffusion, education, and training to prepare agencies and practitioners for using new concepts.

A Freight Modeling Action Plan for the Atlanta Regional Commission (Donnelly 2005)

This paper, prepared for the Atlanta Regional Commission, is an excellent resource in several respects. First, it provides a good overview of freight issues and the importance of freight modeling, as well as the challenges and caveats in attempting to do so. It presents a good discussion of key trends and relationships in freight transportation, many of which have been borrowed for chapter two of this report. It then provides an overview of the practice of freight modeling in the United States, distinguishing between freight (commodity) and truck models and their respective prevalence in state versus MPO models. Numerous examples of each are given. The second aspect of the report that makes it a valuable resource is its development of a staging plan for freight modeling in Atlanta. Recognizing present limitations in data, but a need to move forward with a freight procedure, a near-term plan focused on synthetic matrix techniques is articulated. This is then teamed with a longer term vision of a more fully integrated, comprehensive approach that incorporates linkages to economic forecasts and commodity flows, deals with more than one mode, and is sensitive to a wide range of policy and planning issues. This staging plan is treated as a case study in chapter six.

NCHRP Synthesis 358: Statewide Travel Forecasting Models (Horowitz 2006)

Although primarily oriented to the characteristics and capabilities of statewide travel models, this recent report is valuable to urban freight forecasting for several reasons. First, it provides insight into how freight transportation has been incorporated into statewide models, which is relevant because these models have some of the characteristics that have been suggested for “ideal” metropolitan freight and CVMs. Most of these models are commodity based, hence tying freight movement to larger economic trends. A second reason is because statewide models have the potential for providing a linkage between economic forces that drive freight movement in the state (and national and international) economy and the truck movements that occur in and around the metropolitan area. In addition to the concept that they deal with truck travel only, a common deficiency in metropolitan freight models is in accurately portraying and being sensitive to the major trends outside their borders. The external trip element is typically the most uncertain step of metropolitan truck and CVMs.


As with NCHRP Synthesis 358, this report is also oriented to practices in statewide freight modeling, but it is much more of a planning guidebook than a research report. Seen as a comprehensive reference on the state of the practice in statewide freight forecasting models, it describes several approaches to model building. The approaches, which are explained in relation to project needs and data availability, include direct facility flow factoring, origin–destination factoring, truck models, four-step commodity models, and economic activity models. Perhaps of greatest interest to metropolitan modelers are 10 case studies that help illustrate the nature and potential compatibility of the various approaches with metropolitan modeling efforts. These case studies include

- Development of a corridor truck forecasting model by the Minnesota DOT to assess current and future truck travel demand in seven major highway corridors;
- Florida DOT’s development of a heavy truck model to analyze freight traffic to and from Florida’s ports, and also an intermodal statewide highway freight model;
- Ohio’s interim freight model, applied to analyze truck movements in several intercity and Interstate corridors;
...The New Jersey statewide truck model, which is used to produce aggregate-level VMT statistics by facility and area type for use in planning and air quality studies; and SCAG’s heavy-duty truck (HDT) model.

NCHRP Synthesis 298: Truck Trip Generation Data (Fischer and Han 2001)

Most urban truck models begin with trip generation, in which the number of truck trips likely to be produced or demanded by a particular pattern and intensity of land uses is estimated. This report identifies and assesses the procedures and data sources currently being used for truck trip generation. The review concludes that the state of the practice in truck trip generation is greatly limited by the quality of the necessary data. However, considerable data are compiled on sources for truck trip generation data, and parameters from numerous studies and models are provided for reference and use. Both commodity and truck trip generation approaches, data, and rates are presented. Trip rates are also provided for major freight generators.


This NCHRP synthesis project provides a good foundation for understanding the emergence of freight planning by states and MPOs in response to federal mandates. It explains the effect of two key “management systems” requirements imposed by the 1991 ISTEA that had major bearing on freight planning: the Intermodal System (IMS) and Congestion Management System (CMS). These management systems introduced freight transportation considerations into the planning process in three key ways: (1) by requiring identification of those facilities to be included in the freight networks for IMS and CMS, (2) the development of measures and criteria to monitor and evaluate the performance of the freight system, and (3) the use of freight forecasting methods to calculate future flows of freight demand on the network for planning and management purposes. The management systems’ requirements were subsequently made “voluntary” by Congress, except for the CMS, which continues to be a requirement for MPOs. However, the impact of these requirements in raising consciousness toward freight in the state and regional planning processes was lasting. The study was one of the first to acknowledge and attempt to distinguish between two fundamentally different frameworks for freight forecasting: a structured approach, which focuses on commodities and economic forces, versus a direct forecasting approach, where the emphasis is on predicting truck flows on network links. Many of the reasons identified among MPOs for preferring the direct forecasting approaches, such as their planning and regulatory requirements being more closely tied to link volumes and congestion levels, as well as issues with data availability and model complexity, remain detractors to this day.


This report is one of several that deal with the critical issue of trucks and air quality. Because diesel-powered heavy trucks are a major source of NOx and PM-2.5 emissions, the level of their contribution in relation to their comparatively small share of the vehicle stream makes them an important consideration in metropolitan areas attempting to demonstrate air quality conformity. This report performs a fairly detailed review of the methodologies used and issues associated with estimating the impact of traffic flow improvement projects as air quality mitigation strategies. The report’s primary benefit is in its coverage of the relationship between various types of flow improvements and how they affect vehicle movement in relation to determining emissions effects. Unfortunately, the report does not offer direct assistance on methodologies for estimating freight impacts, suggesting that most truck models have been developed at a statewide level, and those developed for urban areas operate independently with limited interfaces to the region’s existing conventional travel model. Two reasons are given for not performing a more formal treatment of heavy-duty vehicle emissions: (1) Modal emissions data anticipated from a parallel research effort were not available in time, and (2) the presumption that the majority of urban area travel demand models do not explicitly model HDVs separately from light-duty vehicles. Brief summaries of leading-edge commodity-based modeling efforts in Portland and Los Angeles are provided.


This NCHRP project was commissioned in specific response to a recognized need for better information on the emissions characteristics of HDVs, and most particularly diesel-powered heavy-duty trucks. Intensified National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ozone and PM-2.5 sharpened the focus on the role and importance of heavy trucks in regional emissions inventories and attainment efforts. The study’s primary objective was to improve access to reliable information on emissions for HDVs, but at the same time, gather such additional information on their operating characteristics as to be able to identify effective control strategies. Historically, emissions rates used in the EPA-sanctioned MOBILE models [or EMFAC (EMission FACtors) in California] have been based on “drive cycles,” where average emissions are derived from total emissions generated over a “typical” pattern of operation, including acceleration and deceleration events as well as steady-state operation. The relevance of a drive cycle approach to HDV emissions is particularly questionable in light of such variables as config-
uroration of the trip, weight and load, technology, vehicle configuration, speed and gearing, steep climbing grades, and prolonged periods of idling. An innovative approach was taken in attempting to marry information on operating profiles for a fleet of electronically monitored vehicles operating in California with extensive vehicle dynamometer emissions testing data assembled at the University of West Virginia. Unfortunately, the research approach was upset by the discovery that vehicles tested in the West Virginia University labs were diesel-powered heavy-duty trucks equipped with electronic engine controls designed to modify injection timing under certain driving conditions to improve fuel economy. These controls, described by EPA as “defeat devices,” cause large increases in NOx emissions (two to three times normal levels) when activated—an effect that dwarfs the impact of speed variation, which was a major focus of the study. To address this deficiency, new data were obtained from vehicles without these controls. There are some very interesting findings from this research as to which operating characteristics are most important in rates of emission of particular pollutants.

For MPOs interested in gauging emissions from HDVs, there is significant information in this report and its appendices in the form of tables and charts that depict emissions rates in relation to vehicle type, loading, speeds, acceleration and deceleration, operating environment, and type of pollutant. There is also detailed information on operating patterns for different types of heavy-duty trucks in terms of typical speed ranges and idling time for single-unit and combination trucks.


Similar to and a precursor to the NCHRP 25-14 project described earlier, this study was jointly sponsored by the three agencies—EPA, FHWA, and FRA—in recognition of the importance of intercity freight in both air quality planning and congestion management. Although the focus on “intercity” freight suggests a state or national perspective, the primary audience targeted with the methods was MPO planners. The reason for this is that intercity freight movements have perhaps the most substantial impacts within the respective metropolitan areas, where the goods are received, sorted, and sent on to their final destinations. Rapid growth in containerized cargo was found to entail significant truck activity in the exchange of containers between modes in metropolitan areas, particularly port to rail and rail to rail. These dray trucks clearly contributed to congestion and diesel emissions by their use of the roads during primarily prime travel hours, as well as in sustained idling periods at intermodal yards waiting for transactions to occur. As with the *QRFM* and the TRB Freight Toolkit, an important goal of this guidebook was to introduce the mechanics of freight movement to regional transportation planners and decision makers. The overall objective was to improve basic understanding of freight issues and then introduce tools and data capable of assisting in evaluation of potential congestion or emissions reduction strategies. A methodology was developed, presented in form of worksheets and look-up tables, to allow planners to quantify a baseline problem condition and then work through a range of mitigation strategies to ascertain their effects on travel and emissions. Emissions factor tables for HDVs are provided with the methodology. Case study applications of the method were conducted in three major freight regions—Chicago, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia—that serve to illustrate key issues in each location, quantify freight’s contribution to regional VMT and emissions, and identify and evaluate a range of mitigation strategies.

**INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE**

In a paper prepared for TRB’s September 2006 Conference on Freight Demand Modeling, Lorant Tavasszy offered a summary of the international state of the practice in freight modeling, primarily focusing on developments in Europe (Tavasszy 2006). He summarizes techniques being developed and used in three areas of freight modeling: (1) freight-economic linkages, (2) logistics behavior modeling, and (3) freight trips and networks. In addition to a summary of current practices and ongoing development activity in each of these three areas, the paper also includes an extensive bibliography that may be of interest to those readers who wish to delve more deeply into these research areas.

Although the author acknowledges that the policies dictating freight priorities may be somewhat different in Europe than in the United States and that the focus of the paper is on the European experience, the context for most cases is argued to be relevant for U.S. freight policy and modeling efforts as well. The discussion is centered on a tabulation of key freight policy issues and the modeling needs associated with addressing those policies, which has been summarized in Table 2.

From this taxonomy of policy issues and corresponding modeling needs, Tavasszy notes that the current emphasis in freight modeling in Europe is toward more detail in types of vehicles, logistics, and location, and a more deliberate extension of freight into the broader transportation system and its link with the economy. As background, he further provides that the existence of the European Union (EU) and its Common Transport Policy has had a major influence on freight modeling. The policy has led to the creation of continental models in which domestic and global freight are intertwined, all modes of transport are relevant, and borders play a critical role. Priorities in individual countries have
Game theory is also introduced, leading to models able to focus on freight exchange markets and address both public and private decision making. The new capability is to be able to describe actors in detail, but the accompanying challenge is calibration and validation.

Following this chronology, Tavasszy describes post-2000 modeling activity and development in three categorical areas:

1. Improving the representation of freight–economy forward linkages: Freight benefit–cost studies are increasingly considering the link between improvements in accessibility and growth in productivity. These “forward linkages” within the economy require models that incorporate transportation in the production function.

2. Logistics behavior: This area of interest involves explicit modeling of the tradeoffs between transportation and inventory holding. Accounting for this set of relationships is key to determining the spatial pat-
terns for goods flows, the cost of freight movements, and the economic impact of freight policies.

3. Freight trips and networks: There has been considerable progress in developing procedures for multimodal network assignment of freight, with models that operate at the EU or national level at various degrees of refinement. However, at the more detailed scale of a city or region, such models are virtually nonexistent because difficulties in disentangling light from heavy goods movement vehicles and service sectors from freight-only movements.

**Linkage Between the Economy and Freight**

Spatial economic models are being developed that integrate the first two steps in the framework linking trade and production or consumption. The latest addition to this family of models is the spatial computable general equilibrium (SCGE) models. SCGE models are based on a microeconomic general equilibrium framework that allows for substitution possibilities at the production or consumption side of the economy, using an endogenous price system. Numerous European examples are identified, beginning with a CGEurope model developed by Brocker in 1998, covering the entire European space (1,300 regions) and used to quantify regional welfare effects of transport-related and financial–economic policies (such as the Trans-European Network investments and transport pricing). National economic research institutes in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands have collaborated on a government-sponsored research program to assess the economic impact of infrastructure, resulting in the Dutch SCGE model RAEM (Knaap and Oosterhaven 2000). Models of this genre have also been developed in Denmark (BROBISSE by Caspersen et al. 2000), Sweden (Hussain and Westin 1997; Nordman 1998; Sundberg 2002), Norway (PINGO by Ivanova et al. 2002), Italy (Roson 1995), as well as in the United States (Lofgren and Robinson 1999; Sundberg 2002), and Japan (Koike et al. 2000; Ueda et al. 2001).

A logical next step seen in the advancement of these SCGE models is to connect them to a model of the rest of the freight system, replacing conventional input–output (I-O) and gravity type approaches. Although this concept raises various consistency problems with regard to measurement units, time scales, study area, spatial resolution, functional forms, etc., the desired primary benefit is a major gain in consistency within the freight modeling environment. A second benefit is an improved ability to assess the indirect welfare effects of freight policy. Thus far, only a few applications of this type have been attempted. The Dutch SCGE model was applied to several benefit–cost studies of long-term port and rail development, and the CGEurope model was used to advise the European Commission during its assessment of the EU White Paper on Common Transport Policy. Despite the concern that these models are data-hungry and tedious to calibrate, many countries have started to investigate them. The major challenge, however, relates to the preparation of national statistics (a detailed social accounting matrix or multiregional I-O matrix) on which to base the models.

**Models of Freight Logistics**

Tavasszy’s review describes several logistics-based freight models in use or under development in Europe, and he also acknowledges the development of a freight model for Los Angeles County in the United States (Tavasszy 2006):

- **The Strategic Model for Integrated Logistics and Evaluations (SMILE):** Developed by Tavasszy and Bergman in the Netherlands in 1998 this is thought to be the first aggregate freight model to account for the routing of flows through distribution centers. The model enumerates alternative distribution channels, takes into account freight consolidation possibilities, and calculates the usage of alternatives using a logit choice model. The model has been used for numerous policy studies since its introduction, and is credited with helping to initiate a stream of new survey and modeling work in this area.

- **The GoodTrip Model:** Developed by Boekamps and van Binsbergen at the Delft University of Technology in 1999, this model builds logistical chains by linking activities of consumers, supermarkets, hypermarkets, distribution centers, and producers. Based on consumer demand, the model calculates the volume of goods by type in every zone. The flow of goods in the logistical chain is determined by the spatial distribution of activities and market shares of each activity type (supermarkets, hypermarkets, etc.). This attraction constraint calculation starts with consumers and ends at the producers or at the city border. A vehicle loading algorithm then assigns the goods flows to vehicles. A shortest route algorithm assigns all tours of each transportation model to the corresponding infrastructure network, resulting in logistical indicators, vehicle mileage, network loads, emissions, and energy use of urban freight distribution.

- **The Spatial Logistics Appended Module (SLAM):** This model was an EU-level spinoff of the SMILE model and is appended to the EU-level SCENES transport model. It obtains trade flows between producing and consuming regions as an input from SCENES, and produces transport origin–destination matrices for the 200+ zone system in SCENES. A chain is defined as the combination of distribution centers and transport relations for interregional trade flows. This second origin–destination table—the output of SLAM—is then fed back into a European freight network model that uses the modified origin–destination table to deter-
mine modal split and routing of flows. This logistics module was adopted as part of the new standard EU transport modeling suite, TRANSTOOLS.

- **SAMGODS:** This is an advanced logistics module proposed for the national Swedish freight model that is being implemented as a joint Norwegian–Swedish initiative (Tavasszy 2006). In contrast to the preceding aggregate approaches, this model entails a mixed aggregate–disaggregate approach. Aggregate data on trade flows between regions are distributed over pairs of individual firms on the basis of various attributes such as sector affiliation and size. The resulting aggregated flows are then spread over different distribution channels, and possibly modes, using a microsimulation approach. In a final step, these flows are reaggregated to form interregional transport flows.

- **United Kingdom:** Following a 2004 review of the U.K. freight model, a recommendation was made to distinguish between trade and transport interactions in the freight modeling framework. Data describing the trade interactions were termed production–consumption matrices, and those for freight were termed origin–destination matrices. The bridge between these two matrices is provided by a logistics module. The first practical application of this recommendation was a logistics model for the Trans-Pennine corridor.

**Freight Trips and Networks**

Tavasszy’s review of the European experience also describes columns in modeling freight networks (Tavasszy 2006). Researchers in Belgium (Beuthe et al. 2001), the Netherlands (Tavasszy et al. 2003), the United Kingdom (Department for Transport), Finland (Florian), and Sweden (Swahn 2001) have developed national-level hypernetwork approaches for freight network modeling that simultaneously model mode and route choice. The Dutch model also includes choice of vehicle type. Other countries usually treat mode choice and route choice separately.

Both revealed preference (RP) and stated preference (SP) data are used to develop mode choice models. Recent freight mode choice model development work is identified in Italy (Danelis 2002), the United Kingdom (Shinghal and Fowkes 2002), and the Netherlands (de Jong 2004). Network assignment has received relatively little attention, although multi-user class assignment for road networks is becoming increasingly important as truck shares on the roads are growing. Identified work in development of multi-user class assignment routines for freight is attributed to Bliemer and Bovy (2003) for roads and Lindveld et al. (2003) for inland waterways.

The link between mode and route choice is proclaimed to be a weak one, with the usual approach being to use factors to covert tonnage to vehicles (or carrying vessel) for each mode of transportation, occasionally differentiated by commodity type. Even once shipment sizes are known, it is difficult to develop models because of data difficulties, especially as both service and product sectors generate freight movements and as vans carry both passengers and freight. Another problem area has been the ability to model empty trips. Overall, Tavasszy suggests that the general state of the art in urban goods modeling is such that local models are not much different from regional or global models. Especially at the urban level, hardly any transport statistics are available to help with developing freight transport demand models.

**EMERGING METHODS**

As part of a draft TRB research circular on innovations in freight transportation modeling, Southworth and Patterson (2007) prepared a comprehensive summary of emerging methods in freight demand modeling. The paper offers evidence that suggests that the state-of-the-art freight modeling is moving away from the traditional four-step process and starting to produce practical and innovative solutions for relating the determinants of freight demand to their physical expression as traffic flows.

Southworth and Patterson suggest that a combination of different methods will be required to meet the range of applications for which planners and decision makers need answers. They assert that the four-step process is overly simplistic for freight planning and that researchers are looking into ways to link freight demand forecasts more directly to the factors that determine the volumes and the spatial patterns of freight movements. At the same time, they acknowledge that freight modeling is proving to be much more complex than its passenger counterpart because of (1) the number of different agents that influence freight shipment decisions and (2) the variety in the number and type of commodities and the size and composition of the entities that create and receive them. The challenge that the modeler faces is to reduce this complexity to manageable proportions without overlooking key determining factors.

Six methodological areas are identified as holding key importance in improved modeling of freight, either through more realistic treatment of real-world practices or through more statistically robust methods and a wider range of explanatory variables:

- Time series modeling of freight traffic growth;
- Behaviorally focused demand models;
- Commodity-based forecasts, including interregional I-O models;
- Forecasting flows over multimodal networks;
- Microsimulation and ABT techniques; and
- Incorporating supply chain/logistics chain considerations.
Although each of these areas of development has some relevance to improved modeling of freight in the urban or metropolitan area context, in some cases the relevance is more direct than others. An emphasis has been placed on presenting those concepts with the most direct relationship to urban freight, although many of the methods that appear indirect still carry interest because of the ultimate vision of comprehensive, integrated, economic-based models.

**Time Series Modeling of Freight Traffic Growth**

When attempting to forecast future freight flows, the accuracy of the methods used to forecast the future values of the key freight determinants is critically important. National freight activity forecasts exist in most developed countries, and similar forecasts are now being required by state and some large planning agencies. FHWA’s FAF is one such key resource, in which commodity flow survey (CFS) data were supplemented with other data sources, and special modeling and data factoring were performed to create flow matrices containing more than 5.7 million data cells. Other recent studies have used time series data to forecast freight activity for smaller geographic areas, notably corridor-level studies that examine freight demands associated with special generators such as seaports. These models are noteworthy in drawing on large volumes of carrier-supplied shipment records and creative application of robust statistical methods to establish key relationships. Evolving characteristics of these modeling efforts offer potential for improved short- to medium-term operational or tactical freight planning models, as well as greater policy sensitivity if the models incorporate the relevant spatial and temporal components of freight demand.

**Behaviorally Focused Demand Models**

A strong case is made for understanding the underlying elements of behavior in shipping decisions as essential to creating realistic demand models. In investigating disaggregate forms of cross-sectional, survey-based demand models on several continents, some of the promising features observed included:

- Innovations permitting a wider range of explanatory variables, with evolution from generalized cost-based formulations to broader explanations of how firms select modes and markets;
- Modeling the demand-impacting decisions of freight receivers, intermediary distributors, and brokers as well as freight shippers and carriers;
- Modeling freight service choices such as combined mode/route/market/frequency and/or shipment size options that better reflect business decision making; and
- Improved econometric methods, including the use of both RP and SP data for getting the most out of costly surveys.

Although most of these advancements pertain to choice of mode, which is less relevant in metropolitan areas, some of these efforts appear relevant. Among the challenges hampering application of disaggregate freight demand models in urban and regional planning studies is the cost of obtaining information from a sufficiently large and representative sample of freight shippers, carriers, and receivers. To address this issue, several studies have experimented with a combination of SP and RP survey approaches. Questionnaire designs allow use of innovative econometric approaches to extract the maximum information from the collected data (Shinghal and Fowkes 2002; Bergantino and Bolis 2006).

These approaches also blur traditional questions about frequency, mode, and destination choice (Train and Wilson 2004, 2005, 2006) by, for example, asking shippers to identify their most likely response to a given situation, such as a loss of modal service or an increase in the freight rate. Possible answers may run the gamut from route or mode switching to shipping to other markets, to reducing or even ceasing production. Developments in data collection—demand modeling such as these should help to replace the somewhat artificial treatment of choices within the traditional four-step modeling process, leading to a more accurate representation of the choice environments faced by freight shippers and receivers.

Significant improvements in survey-based data collection have also been made recently in Alberta (Stefan et al. 2005; Hunt et al. 2005). These are within the context of intra-urban freight modeling, with establishment survey instruments built expressly to capture the commercial vehicle movements that have been largely missing from the urban transportation planning process to date.

The modeling of intra-urban truck freight movements has begun to draw greater attention (Southworth 1982; Holguin-Veras and Thorson 2002; Wigan et al. 2002; Hunt et al. 2004a; Holguin-Veras and Patil 2005; Figliozzi 2006; Outwater et al. 2007). The challenge has been to develop methods that translate the origin–destination demand for commodities into the multiple-stop daily truck tours that reflect the typical operations of light-duty commercial vehicles. Modeling these tours effectively requires proper accounting of the role now being played by real-time information and communications technologies (Golob and Regan 2002; Lin et al. 2002; Xu et al. 2003; Figliozzi 2006).

**Commodity-Based Forecasts and Interregional I-O Models**

Most researchers contend that the most realistic way to model freight is to first model the movement of commodities themselves. Spatial I-O models generally supply this framework, and most industrialized nations now maintain detailed I-O tables that describe how the inputs from one industrial

...
sector are provided to another. Interregional versions of I-O models are now used to estimate not only freight traffic generation and attraction, but also flows between regions and industries. By linking interregional, commodity-based versions of such I-O models to estimates of industrial sector growth, it is then possible to generate forecasts of future interregional and dollar-valued commodity flows.

Recent efforts to use commodity-driven I-O models to estimate freight demands have led to practical advances in at least three general areas:

- The treatment of spatial resolution, notably the application of flexible round-by-round computations to produce highly disaggregated spatial as well as industry- or commodity-specific forecasts;
- The treatment of temporal changes in the underlying interindustry coefficients; and
- The integration of I-O models within broader land use–transportation modeling frameworks.

Typically, the use of I-O analysis for freight modeling involves building an I-O component into a larger freight modeling “system.” The most prominent examples of this come from Europe and North America. In Europe, this modeling has tended to concentrate on either the national or international scale, with regions made up of large subnational or even national economies. In North America, a number of substate or cross-state corridor applications have also been reported in recent years. These include the Cross-Cascades Corridor Project in Washington State (2002), the Puget Sound region (2003), the Greater Springfield region in Massachusetts (1999), and Southern California (2000). The U.S. Department of Agriculture (2005) has also produced a national, multiregional I-O model that offers an innovative treatment of the role played by the freight transportation sector when estimating interstate commodity flows.

A number of I–O-based freight generation and distribution models have migrated into the broader realm of integrated land use–transportation modeling. The Cross-Cascades Corridor Project takes this sort of integrated transportation–land use approach, the basis of which is a spatial I-O table, as does the Oregon integrated land use–transportation model. Kockelman et al. (2005) and Ruiz-Juri and Kockelman (2006) merge an I-O approach with a logit-based utility maximizing procedure to examine spatial interactions in the Trans-Texas Corridor. Their model goes beyond traditional I-O modeling to consider land use intensities, floor space supply and rents, and worker locations. This and the work by Rey and Dev (1999), among others, is moving such modeling away from the traditional linear production functions implied by classic I-O modeling to consider more realistic (and unfortunately more data-hungry) linkages between the production and consumption technologies that lead to freight demands.

It should be noted that not all freight activity is easily forecast through commodity-based methods. Notable exceptions are special freight generators, such as seaports, airports, and large intermodal transfer hubs. These transportation facilities often require direct assessment of their vehicle activity levels. Truck trip regression models estimating container movements are receiving more attention (Al-Deek et al. 2000; Holguin-Veras et al. 2002). These findings suggest that techniques that draw from both I–O-based and trip-or vessel-based freight generation and attraction models are likely to be required at some point by state and metropolitan planning agencies.

Demand–Supply Modeling on Multimodal Networks

Observed volumes and spatial patterns of freight movements can be seen as the result of a balancing of demand against supply, with the costs of supply closely associated with what freight shippers and receivers view as an acceptable LOS. Important components of LOS include freight rate, in-transit time, and the reliability of on-time (and still intact) delivery. Receivers in the short term may be forced to live with less than optimal service levels. But over the longer term, freight demand would be expected to be sensitive to such LOS concerns and, hence, should be reflected in forecasts. Modern network analysis tools provide an efficient method for handling this balancing act, with link–node network representations proving to be among the most computationally efficient means for generating flow-based optimas and for deriving demand–supply equilibrium.

Recent technical developments in this area fall under two broad headings:

- Advances in the representation of multimodal networks and their supporting capacity and logistics cost functions; and
- Advances in the treatment of the different freight agents (shippers, carriers, warehousers, freight brokers) within supply–demand balancing network equilibrium models.

Network-based models may offer a long-term strategy for forecasting freight demand while taking LOS into consideration. A number of different representations of multimodal networks now exist, including approaches developed both in North America and Europe. These models differ somewhat in their link–node treatment of modes, capacities, and cost functions. Most simulate flows over large regions, including continent-wide freight movement systems with an eye to forecasting traffic movements for strategic plan generation. Software packages such as STAN (Crainic and Laporte 1997) and NODUS (Jourquin and Beuthe 1996, 2001) have been used in a number of national, regional, and corridor freight demand modeling exercises in Europe and South America in recent years (ME&P-WSP 2002). In these mod-
els, cost minimization routines are used to determine the optimal paths through multimodal networks with simultaneous selection of modes and routes based on a combination of travel cost and time components, including transshipment costs where intermodal routes are involved. A benefit of such approaches is that the optimization routine underlying the mode and route selections eliminates the need to define alternative choice sets.

Spatial price equilibrium models provide a well-studied approach to the long-range prediction of interregional and intercity freight demand. Linked to network-based “computable general equilibrium” methods (Miller et al. 1996; Nagurney 2004), this provides a powerful theoretical and computational approach to predicting freight demand in the context of transportation supply–demand balancing, or network “equilibrium.” By representing not only freight flows and their associated transportation costs, but also commodity prices, producer inventories, and consumer demands as link- or node-based network elements, it has proved possible to derive an economically rational balance of commodity flows between producing and consuming regions, as well as a balance between the selling and buying prices that give rise to such trades. This line of research has produced increasingly elaborate and comprehensive modeling of flow–cost equilibria on transport networks by, among others, Friesz (2000), Chang et al. (2001), Kim et al. (2002), Nagurney (2004), Ham et al. (2005), and Agrawal and Ziliaskopoulos (2006). The result is that we now have computable model formulations that link the demand for commodities to the activities, and interactions, between not just producers and their customers but also in some instances between shippers and carriers, and even among shippers, customers, and intermediate distributors, each with its own business objectives.

Recent practical advances in solution techniques can now draw on variational inequality formulations (Nagurney 1999) among other mathematical programming methods, while recent advances in computer science make it possible for the algorithms underlying these models to handle tens of thousands of links and nodes in relatively short order. To date, however, the relative complexity of the more inclusive spatial price equilibrium-based model formulations, along with significant data requirements, has limited their practical application.

**Microsimulation and Agent-Based Modeling**

Microsimulation applied to freight demand modeling usually refers to the simulation of large numbers of individual freight shipments, along with their many attributes. The most common method for associating specific attribute values with a given shipment is through a Monte Carlo pseudo-random selection procedure, although cellular automata-based simulation methods have also been used. Whichever method is used, the microsimulation model creates a synthetic population, in the form of a simulated 100% sample of shipments, by selecting from various probability distributions. To select the shipment’s frequency, mode, route, destination, or shipment size, the simulator draws from a set of probabilities that has already been modeled using one of the logit regression or econometric models of the type discussed earlier. The result is a representative set of shipments that would otherwise be far too costly to piece together from data collection alone.

Given the flexibility and transparent nature of microsimulation, one may wonder why it has not been a more popular tool for modeling freight demand. Increasing gains in computation power in recent years are making it easier to generate large and detailed synthetic freight shipment populations. To be useful, however, this capability needs to be tied to an appropriate understanding of how freight moves. This requires finding ways of using microsimulation to draw the most information possible out of econometric demand models that are in turn set within behaviorally accurate cause-and-effect frameworks. An important role for microsimulation here is as a practical method both for aggregating this information and for providing a means of representing the system dynamics involved. Some of the most promising opportunities are associated with recent advances in freight data collection where vehicle and cargo tracking technologies using global positioning system (GPS) satellites or radio frequency identification devices are bringing much-needed visibility to the step-by-step movement of goods through the economy. This includes the digital recording and storage of detailed electronic freight data manifests, creating a new opportunity to establish both the realism and statistical reliability of microsimulation methods.

Microsimulation is an especially efficient method for representing sequential events, including the generation of the multistop vehicle pickup-and-drop tours common to many urban truck movements that are otherwise difficult to reproduce as part of traditional demand models. Such methods are now proving to be useful in the modeling of freight through complete multistage product supply chains (Boerkamps et al. 2001 in the Netherlands; Wisenjindawat et al. 2006 in Japan).

Some of the most promising new freight demand models combine microsimulation with other modeling techniques. For example, Klodzinski and Al-Deek (2003) merged truck trip generation models based on the application of artificial neural networks with a microscopic network simulation model to reproduce heavy truck traffic movements at seaports and their adjacent road networks. Microsimulation was also an important component of the Oregon statewide commercial vehicle travel model. A bilevel model consisting of an upper level commodity flow model and a lower level microscopic model of truck flows was developed. This two-stage approach allows origin–destination commodity flows to be associated with a detailed physical representation of truck
tours, including the generation of truck shipments, the allocation of trips to carrier and vehicle types and transshipment points, and even to individual organizations. Tours can then be broken down into individual origin–destination vehicle movements that can be summed over all simulated tours for the purposes of traffic assignment.

In Alabama, a freight planning framework was devised, which is based on FHWA’s FAF Version 2 data, that uses freight analysis zones for data aggregation, urban transportation planning software for distribution, and a microsimulation model for final data analysis (Harris and Anderson 2007). In Massachusetts, Xu et al. (2002) used microsimulation to model the routing of trucks over transportation networks as part of a much broader approach to freight modeling that incorporates a freight traffic simulator, a supply chain decision-making simulator, and a pseudo–real-time information simulator, in what is an early effort to simulate the dynamics inherent in complete freight supply chains.

ABM, sometimes termed multiagent modeling, has emerged in recent years as a promising practical means of applying the ideas behind complex adaptive systems theory. ABM appears to be a natural adjunct to microsimulation in that it takes a bottom-up approach to estimating freight activity by first defining the potential actors (agents) involved in freight transportation. Given a set of allowable actions and possible strategies for action, ABM allows a population of autonomous agents to interact among themselves to determine the nature and amount of freight to be moved. The challenge is to define an appropriate set of individual agent behaviors based on each agent’s current status, its objective, and history of past actions. The technique appears well suited to activities such as freight transportation in which large numbers of individuals interact in complex ways, and in particular to systems whose emergent properties arise from the interactions of agents. Such approaches illuminate interactions that cannot be deduced simply by aggregating over the properties of the agents involved (Axelrod and Tesfatsion 2006).

Although the number of agent-based applications in freight modeling has been growing in recent years, there has been limited application to freight demand forecasting to date. Early efforts include the use of ABM of commercial freight movements within the Oregon statewide transportation model (Hunt et al. 2001) and experiments with various types of freight agents and their decision-making rules (Venkat and Wakeland 2006). In their review of the Great Britain freight model, ME&P-WSP et al. (2002) found considerable merit in a modeling approach based on agent-based microsimulation, noting that in terms of reflecting freight logistics practices, the most important missing stage was the current model’s “inability to reflect the way that agents organize the supply chain, transforming a production-consumption pattern into a set of distinct trips or consignments.” For all of the above reasons, further applications of ABM as a companion to microsimulation should be expected.

Incorporating Supply Chain Logistics Considerations

Better forecasts of freight demand call for better representations of the business processes that create the need for freight deliveries. This highlights the role played by supply chain logistics in the formation of freight shipments, where the number of different companies and agents making decisions about shipment details all affect the ultimate nature of the shipment. Most manufactured items require a number of freight movements before the final product reaches the customer. Figure 6 illustrates this chain, with freight movements occurring between raw materials producers, manufacturing plants, distribution centers, and final consumers (such as retail outlets or households). To date, freight demand models have focused on separately estimating the demands for and commodity flow patterns associated with the products in each link in such supply chains. What supply chain modeling does for freight demand forecasting is to capture the effects of changes in one link, or stage, in the supply chain on the volumes and patterns of freight moved in other stages. The value of being able to do this is considerable, and is likely to grow significantly over coming decades as more companies draw on global supply chains and logistics companies become more sophisticated in their tools.

The challenge to the modeler is capturing the effects of these rapidly evolving business dynamics through tractable, and data supportable, freight demand model formulations. Early efforts to do so have drawn on several of the methodological advances discussed earlier, including microsimulation, ABM, network optimization, and I-O analysis. Examples of such models include the SMILE and the GoodTrip models, both from the Netherlands and introduced in the preceding section of this chapter under International Experience.

Supply chain modeling of urban freight has also recently become popular in Japan (Hosoya et al. 2001, 2003; Wisetjindawat and Sano 2003; Wisetjindawat et al. 2005, 2006). In ongoing work, Wisetjindawat et al. (2005) uses microsimulation along with logistic demand, inventory theory, and optimal vehicle routing algorithms to develop day-to-day simulations of the agents involved in Tokyo’s food freight supply chain. This involves product acquisition, production and distribution activities, with “suppliers, manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and carriers” acting as rational, cost-minimizing agents at each stage in the supply chain. The activities of each microagent are simulated using a linked set of six sale, production, purchasing, inventory, transportation (carrier or vehicle choice and vehicle routing), and feedback modules. The feedback module allows the firm represented to adjust its demand forecast, which in turn affects its inventory decisions, and so on. Useful features of the approach are its use of this feedback step to rep-
resent agent-based learning and the need to track not only the physical movements of freight but also the movements of information within such a system.

In the United States, the analysis of freight movements associated with supply chains is in its formative stages, with recent advances in both practical and theoretical aspects of the problem as yet to find expression in empirical analysis. In Los Angeles, Fischer et al. (2005) and Citilabs (2004) describe frameworks capturing the physical impacts of supply chain logistics. To accomplish this, a multimodal freight forecasting model partitions its commodity flow matrices into long-haul and short-haul (truck only) flows that are transported either directly between origin and destination or by means of a transportation chain that is based on freight moving through “transportation logistics nodes” (TLNs), such as freight distribution centers. Fischer et al. then draw on Hunt’s (2006) work with tour-based urban freight modeling in Calgary and the modeling of logistics chains as demonstrated in the SMILE and GoodTrip models. They too describe an approach that seeks a practical means of applying current data sources to estimating the demands for different classes of commodity and at the level that urban planners can make use of. Under this framework, some commodity classes (e.g., agriculture and mining) are seen as amenable to supply chain tracking because of their relatively simple supply chain structures, possibly using choice models at each stage of the chain to allocate flows to shipment sizes, modes, and alternative transshipment points. Other commodities (e.g., retail trades and services, electronic equipment, and glass products) might be better represented by tour-based demand models. Some commodity classes (e.g., food, beverage, and tobacco product manufacturing) may require a combination of logistics chain-based modeling up to the distribution center and tour-based modeling from that point on.

FIGURE 6 Berks County, Pennsylvania, external truck model. (Source: Berks County Travel Model, Technical Memorandum, Calibration of the Travel Demand Model. Prepared by Garmen Associates for Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and Berks County Planning Commission, July 30, 1996.)

\[
\text{Percent External (MT)} = 0.919 \times D^{-1.2} \\
\text{Percent External (HT)} = 0.602 \times D^{-0.5},
\]

where

\[D = \text{distance to nearest external station (via highway net), miles.}\]
Dealing with mixed freight shipments is noted as a problem still to be faced.

Even more comprehensive in its conceptual approach, Nagurney et al. (2002) demonstrated a theoretical model for simulating freight movements through complete supply chains. These movements are subject to optimization and balancing of both commodity flows and their costs across all of the different stages in the chain, from producers through distributors to final consumers. Given a set of customer demands, a set of supplier and retailer or distributor production functions, and a set of transportation costs for each physical movement of freight within the supply chain, commodity flows and prices are iterated to a spatial demand-supply equilibrium. Broadening the scope still further, this market-driven equilibration of freight flows and their financial costs are linked to a microsimulation model for the purposes of computing the over-the-highway, physical transaction costs of these freight movements, as described by Southworth (2002) and demonstrated by Xu et al. (2002, 2003) and Xu and Hancock (2003).

DATA NEEDS, ISSUES, RESOURCES, AND COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

Perhaps the biggest single issue challenging the development of more accurate or comprehensive CVMs—either at the metropolitan or state level—is data. There are many reasons for this, but perhaps the chief reasons are cost and confidentiality issues. As revealed by the information requirements of the various forecasting techniques discussed in the preceding section, various specialized data are needed for even basic modeling approaches, and they must be acquired in sufficient sample sizes to deal with the many sources of variation. The costs associated with collecting these data are frequently beyond the budgets of many MPOs, particularly in relation to other planning needs. And attempting to acquire information associated with the movement of goods either interferes with the limited time availability of workers or poses the risk of divulging proprietary business information.

As pointed out in the QRFM (Cambridge Systematics et al. 1996a, p. 6-2), “the political, technological, and operating changes within the transportation industry have also rendered many traditional data collection approaches inappropriate for intermodal and multimodal planning purposes.” Whereas there are few simple one-stop/one-purpose trips in personal travel, they are a rarity in commercial vehicle movements. Multiple stops influenced by numerous factors characterize the typical urban commercial vehicle trip, not just manufacturer to user, but increasingly first to distribution centers and then to final user. Whereas the freight movement and origin-destination data available from federal and commercial sources for rail, water, and air modes may be adequate for typical state and local planning purposes, the quality of information on truck movements is generally inadequate. And given that the vast majority of all freight at some point moves by truck—particularly in metropolitan areas—the deficiencies in these data are particularly consequential.

The preceding section on modeling approaches distinguishes between the comprehensive modeling of “freight” based on commodity flows and the more typical modeling of “truck” in metropolitan areas. This is largely explained by the former’s preoccupation with economic development issues and the latter’s focus on truck flows on congested roadways, and also explains the respective priorities in collected data. If the direction in improving metropolitan commercial vehicle forecasting models is to make them more sensitive to commodity flows, then it will be increasingly important that quality data exist at both of these levels and that their use can be coordinated. In the ideal, an MPO might consider developing a comprehensive model that incorporates state, national, and global economic activity through commodity flows; however, it is more likely that this capability in metropolitan models will be arrived at through connection with a fully functional, commodity-based statewide model.

Commodity Flow Data Sources

Forgetting for the moment the question of which entity supplies the upper level commodity information for a metropolitan freight model, the following are the principal sources of data for freight flows (commodities) and vehicle utilization relationships that would be used:

- **The Freight Analysis Framework**: The FAF was developed by FHWA to address the need for estimates of commodity flows and related freight transportation activity among states, regions, and major international gateways. An original prototype, FAV, provided estimates for 1998 and forecasts for 2010 and 2030, and a new version, FAF (A Freight Modeling Action Plan... 2005) provides estimates for 2002 and the most recent year plus forecasts through 2035. A commodity origin-destination database estimates tonnage and value of goods shipped by type of commodity and mode of transportation among and within 114 areas, as well as to and from 7 international trading regions through the 114 areas, plus 17 additional international gateways. The 2002 estimate is based on the 2002 Commodity Flow Survey and other components of the Economic Census, for which data are collected every 5 years. Recognizing that goods movement shifts significantly during the years between each Economic Census, FHWA produces a provisional estimate of goods movement by origin, destination, and mode for the most recent calendar year. The FAF estimates commodity movements by truck and the volume of long-distance trucks over specific highways. Models are
used to disaggregate interregional flows from the commodity origin–destination database into flows among individual counties and assign the detailed flows to individual highways. The models are based on geographic distributions of economic activity rather than a detailed understanding of local conditions. FHWA cautions that the FAF estimates are not a substitute for local data to support local planning and project development. Chapter 9 of the second edition of the QRFM provides a detailed description of the characteristics of the FAF. More information on the FAF can be found on the FHWA website at www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/faf/index.htm.

• Commodity Flow Survey: The CFS provides the most complete view of freight transportation modes and originating shipments from selected mining, manufacturing, and warehousing establishments. The CFS is performed by the U.S. Census Bureau as part of the Economic Census, and has been conducted five times since 1977. The most recent CFS was conducted in 2002, with results just becoming available in 2005. Because the results are reported at the state level and for selected metropolitan areas—but not areas or subdivisions within them—these data have proven more useful for statewide or national modeling, and it is unlikely that they will ever become available at a level of geography relevant to MPO modelers because of confidentiality rules. Chapter 9 of the second edition of the QRFM provides a detailed description of the characteristics of the CFS.

• TRANSEARCH Database: The proprietary TRANSEARCH database, developed and marketed by Global Insight (formerly Reebie Associates), fills many of the gaps left by the CFS. Many transportation agencies featured in this synthesis have used TRANSEARCH to get a more complete picture of freight movements. The TRANSEARCH data are available at the county level and can be aggregated to larger areas as appropriate. Data from several public sources are combined with trade and industry data and a sample of motor carriers to present a more complete picture of freight movements than the CFS. County employment trends by industry are thought to be the factor used to allocate statewide flows to individual counties, which when combined match the state-level values reported in the CFS. Thus, the TRANSEARCH data represent the best approximation of county-level flows available from the highly aggregated CFS. Forecasts of commodity flows up to 25 years are available. Chapter 9 of the second edition of the QRFM provides a detailed description of the characteristics of TRANSEARCH.

• Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS): Formerly the Truck Inventory and Use Survey, the VIUS is another national data source compiled by the U.S. Census Bureau as part of the Economic Census, with potential for use in metropolitan freight modeling (A Freight Modeling Action Plan... 2005). The VIUS data include information on the physical and operating characteristics of the national truck fleet, collected from a stratified random sample of all licensed commercial vehicles in the country. Data available from the VIUS include typical commodities carried, average daily miles of travel, vehicle type, and ownership. It does not include origin–destination data or information about individual shipments, which means that it lacks the trip orientation that the CFS and other data provide. However, the VIUS data can provide highly useful target data for model validation, including total VMT by vehicle type and commodity. Because the VIUS data are available in microdata format, the user is free to develop customized summaries of the data and to examine the underlying statistical distribution of the data. The VIUS has been conducted since 1963, with the 1997 and 2002 surveys being the most recent products available and in a format usable by modelers. At the time of writing of this synthesis report, funding availability for the next VIUS survey had not been assured. Chapter 9 of the second edition of the QRFM provides a detailed description of the characteristics of the VIUS.

• Vehicle Travel Information System (VTRIS): FHWA’s VTRIS software is widely used for the analysis of data collected by weigh-in-motion systems. The information is designed to provide a standard format for presenting the outcome of vehicle weighing and classification efforts at truck weigh sites. Tables list the characteristics of each weigh station as well as summaries of vehicles counted, vehicles weighed, average weight, and truck classification, among other things, based on user input regarding state, year, and station or roadway classification. The VTRIS database and documentation can be accessed online at www.fhwa.dot.gov/ohim/ohimvtis.htm.

• Carload Waybill Sample: Less relevant perhaps in the urban setting, the Waybill Sample of the Surface Transportation Board is a stratified sample of carload waybills for terminated shipments by rail carriers. The waybill document is issued by a carrier and gives details and instructions relating to the shipment of a consignment of goods. Typically, it will show the names of the shipper and receiver, origin and destination, method of shipment, and shipping charge. More information on this resource can be found in Chapter 9 of the second edition of the QRFM.

• Waterborne Commerce Statistics Database: The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers publishes the Waterborne Databanks and Preliminary Waterborne Cargo summary reports every year. These contain foreign cargo summaries, including value and weight information by type of service on U.S. waterborne imports and exports. These statistics are based on Bureau of
Classification counts typically combine mechanical volume and cars) from similar vehicles engaged in personal travel. Other "light" commercial vehicles (vans, pickups, SUVs, and cars) is typically done using distinguishing visual cues such as equipment or logos on the vehicle. Chapter 10, Section 10.2 of the second edition of the QRFM present in-depth information on methods for conducting classification counts, sampling parameters, site selection criteria, costs, and data variability and quality issues associated with sampling methods.

**Vehicle Classification Counts**

Probably the most fundamental data need for commercial vehicle modeling is to know the number and type (class) of commercial vehicles that are traveling on key system links, their proportion of total travel volumes, and also the distribution of those patterns by time of day (particularly when different time periods are modeled). A common practice of factoring gross volume (axle) counts to approximate the number of vehicles that are likely to be trucks is inadequate for the accuracy requirements of commercial vehicle modeling. Such a process not only misses accurate counts of the number of vehicles at critical count locations that are heavy, medium, or light truck vehicles—useful later in comparing forecast to observed volumes—but also fails to distinguish other "light" commercial vehicles (vans, pickups, SUVs, and cars) from similar vehicles engaged in personal travel. Classification counts typically combine mechanical volume counts at selected locations with visual observation as to the number of vehicles that are of the various subject types. This can be a labor-intensive procedure, and more areas are experimenting with video technology to assist in these counts. Determination of "other" light commercial vehicles (vans, pickups, cars) is typically done using distinguishing visual cues such as equipment or logos on the vehicle. Chapter 10, Section 10.2 of the second edition of the QRFM present in-depth information on methods for conducting classification counts, sampling parameters, site selection criteria, costs, and data variability and quality issues associated with sampling methods.

**Origin–Destination Surveys**

Classification counts alone provide no information as to where observed trucks are coming from, going to, or what they are carrying. This information is of particular value when calculating trip generation rates, developing origin–destination trip tables, ascertaining trip length and VMT characteristics, and understanding time-of-day patterns. Although they may naturally focus on trip movements internal to the modeling region, origin–destination surveys are still the principal mechanism for ascertaining commercial trips that have one or both ends external to the model region. There are a variety of ways in which this information may be collected, each with its own strengths and weaknesses with regard to costs and accuracy. Again, the reader is strongly urged to consult Chapter 10 of the second edition of the QRFM for a detailed description of each of these techniques and guidance with regard to sampling strategies and survey methods, strengths and weaknesses, and costs.

- **Roadside Intercept Surveys:** This method entails stopping trucks moving in the traffic stream and questioning the driver about the origin, destination, and commodity carried during the trip. The key limitations of the intercept approach include the need to "interfere" with a trip in progress, issues of traffic obstruction and safety, and the relatively small amount of data that can be collected in the limited interview time. These factors limit the locations where intercept surveys can be conducted and work against obtaining information on multiple stops, which is particularly important if the modeling approach is to account for trip tours. Because of the need for adequate space to pull over vehicles, intercept surveys are often conducted on major highway links or at weigh stations, toll plazas, or rest areas. If they are conducted at metropolitan cordon locations, they can serve a valuable purpose by providing information on external trip movements.

- **Mail and Telephone Surveys:** Mail and telephone surveys are sometimes used as an alternative to intercept surveys as both a cost-saving measure and to avoid physically stopping trucks, which is not permitted in some states. Many mail and telephone surveys use state
vehicle registration files as their sampling universe, although samples may also be identified by recording vehicle license information at particular survey locations. Although telephone or mail-back surveys may be less geographically restricted than roadside surveys, if the sample is drawn from local registration data, the survey will tend to capture primarily local trips. The major drawback of a mail-back approach is the low response rate (typically less than 20%) and virtually no control over response bias, although this can be improved with addition of a telephone contact. More data can be requested from a mail-back or telephone survey than a roadside survey, although greater length will also adversely affect response rate.

- **Establishment Surveys:** More of a complement to rather than an alternative to the roadside or mail-back survey are surveys of individual workplace locations. During such surveys, the number of visitors, employees, and truck trips are counted, with travel data collected from a subset of them. Daily travel diaries are often used, which allow a more complete picture of daily truck travel than possible through intercept surveys. The amount of variability between establishments, even within the same industrial classification, is often high in such surveys; hence, the number of surveys required is often beyond the resources of the planning agency. This is a technique that has been used for obtaining better information on “special generators,” and is essential information for development of any tour-based modeling approach.

- **Carrier Surveys:** This is a variant of the establishment survey, in which trucking and logistics firms or owners—operators rather than shippers are targeted. Some surveys target all of the vehicles at a randomly chosen carrier firm, whereas others randomly select vehicles from a registration database. In either case, the respondent is typically asked to record daily trips into a diary that is collected by telephone, mail-back response, or personal retrieval. Carrier surveys are thought to be more efficient than an establishment survey of the same size, in that some of the latter might have only a small number or no trucks at all. Also, establishment surveys typically record information only from the trip serving that place, rather than the entire itinerary of the truck. The disadvantage of this approach is that carriers tend to be more difficult and costly to recruit than establishments.

Technology has already been mentioned as a likely future aid in the collection or compilation of vehicle movement data, such as the use of videography in the collection of classification counts. A more difficult application is obtaining information on origin–destination such as would be obtained in roadside or carrier surveys. Modelers are increasingly recognizing the importance of trying to better replicate the behavior associated with trip chains that is very typical for urban goods and services movements. Microsimulation techniques, such as those developed by Hunt in Calgary (Hunt 2006), offer an analytical framework for addressing truck and commercial vehicle trip tours. However, a stumbling block continues to be the difficulty and cost of obtaining the necessary data to develop one of these models.

The Ontario Transport Ministry has been successfully experimenting with use of GIS tools and electronic data entry to both simplify and increase the accuracy of data obtained on multistop truck tours (Suresshan 2006). An acknowledged issue with roadside surveys is the difficulty—based on pulling the vehicle out of the stream of traffic—in obtaining elaborate detail on multistop trips. Time is limited, raising the likelihood that not all of the information was obtained or that portions of it may not be accurate. Beginning in its 1999–2001 National Roadside Survey, Transport Canada started collecting data automatically through use of tablet computers. Data were subsequently checked and validated with GIS routing tools. In the most recent 2005–2007 survey, the survey software includes a GIS-based routing component that allows the surveyor to confirm the route with the driver and modify it on the spot, if necessary, to get an accurate profile of the highways used on the trip. The respondent receives real-time confirmation when entering data on the trip that the stop locations and routes used are correct. This both increases accuracy and reduces validation effort, plus speeds access to the collected data. The data in this format can be processed in a variety of ways, including creation of tours, origin–destination matrices, select link analyses, and assignment.

Other innovative commercial vehicle tracking methods that are being investigated by Transport Canada include the use of noninvasive GPS data to supplement and eventually replace data collected from roadside surveys. The number of trucks equipped with GPS receivers, which record the location of the vehicle every few seconds, has been steadily increasing. In addition to providing detailed origin–destination information, the GPS provides other benefits, including coverage of urban freight movement with detailed origins–destinations, link-level congestion conditions (time, speed), border transit times, impacts owing to incident delays, and fuel consumption and pollution impacts.
PURPOSE AND APPROACH

An essential part of this synthesis was contacting a cross section of MPOs in the United States to explore in some detail their experience with modeling freight. The goal was not just to learn about each area’s modeling procedures and technical issues, but to understand the context in which those modeling efforts were taking place, such as

- The scale and visibility of freight transportation as part of the local economy;
- The scale of public attention to freight issues, such as congestion, air pollution, and noise;
- Regulatory requirements, such as air quality conformity, in which freight might play a major role;
- Nature and complexity of the respective freight system; and
- Customers for freight-related information and types of information desired.

A typical NCHRP synthesis project such as this might undertake a nationwide canvass of subject organizations by means of a large-scale survey, with the intent of characterizing the “state of the practice.” However, that was not the stated intent of this review of metropolitan freight forecasting methods. Rather, it was desired to delve more substantively into the context, practices, and reasoning of a select group of large MPOs where freight was expected to be an important issue. Hence, in addition to identifying the tools and procedures used, this approach allowed for an investigation of the reasons for adopting the current methods, including regional travel model structure, data resources, budgets, planning priorities, and regulatory motives.

A hybrid survey approach was used in which a questionnaire was still developed but was viewed more as an “interview guide.” This questionnaire was sent out electronically to the respective MPOs by TRB. The recipient, typically a person in a management position, was asked to fill out as much of the survey as possible themselves and then call on other staff for key details. On review of the initial information submitted by means of the questionnaire by the 38-07 study investigator, various methods of follow-up were pursued to fill in gaps or embellish key elements. This process resulted in numerous back-and-forth exchanges with most of the participating MPOs, ranging from telephone conversations to being referred to model documentation reports or similar internal studies.

Survey Sample and Questions

Based primarily on guidance from the review panel, nine MPOs were selected for the freight modeling survey. The MPOs along with the principal contacts can be found in Table 3.

A copy of the questionnaire/interview guide used for the survey is provided in Appendix A. A summary of the information sought by this survey is as follows:

- Characteristics of area: size, growth rates, composition of freight system, key freight generators, freight generating activities, commodities moved, and air quality status.
- Audience: freight issues, and customers for freight analysis and information.
- Freight model characteristics: freight (commodity) or truck, truck size classes/definition, commercial vehicles modeled separately, integration with regional travel model, and integration with statewide or corridor models.
- Development history: age of current model, time since last update, reasons for change in approach, and alternative approaches considered.
- Methods and protocols used to develop model: trip generation, distribution, time of day, assignment, accounting for special freight activity nodes (ports, terminals, etc.), estimating external and through trips, truck prohibitions, and PCE assumptions.
- Data resources and gaps: truck survey data, commodity flow data, classification counts, and establishment surveys.
- Other resources: planning guides, external sources for trip generation rates/equations, models or factors borrowed from other areas, consultants, and special software.
- Model capabilities: types of applications can or cannot do, reliability of model for forecasting, future model change or enhancements.

The answers to these questions have been compiled into a series of tables, which are discussed in the following section.
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, and Philadelphia have long been areas whose high levels of regulated pollutants, particularly ozone and carbon monoxide, have required extra efforts to meet or stay in attainment. The change in the ozone standard from 1 hour to 8 hour has put a number of areas back into nonattainment. In addition, the designation of PM-2.5 as a regulated pollutant has put many areas into nonattainment, placing a new interest in the emissions impacts of freight activity.

Freight System Characteristics

Each of these major areas has a large and multidimensional freight infrastructure. All are served by one or more national Class I railroad and often one or more regional line, and all have at least one major international airport and one or more regional airport with substantial air cargo activity. A major differentiating factor among these sites is whether they are also a port located on major water body. Five areas are active seaports engaged in vigorous international commerce: New York and Los Angeles are immediately on the ocean and are the two largest ports in the nation; Baltimore, Portland, and Philadelphia have ports that require lengthy bay and river access but are also among the country’s busiest ports. Being an international seaport has a strong influence on the configuration of the respective freight systems and the composition of activity, with the ocean port areas having a much higher proportion of activity associated with the transshipment of goods through the region itself. Chicago and Detroit are major Great Lakes ports, which tends to make their waterborne commerce more focused on the
### TABLE 4
**CHARACTERISTICS OF SURVEYED METROPOLITAN AREAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region Characteristics</th>
<th>Atlanta</th>
<th>Baltimore</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Detroit</th>
<th>Los Angeles</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>Philadelphia</th>
<th>Phoenix</th>
<th>Portland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPO Planning Region Modeling Region</td>
<td>10 counties</td>
<td>25 counties</td>
<td>8 counties</td>
<td>7 counties</td>
<td>6 counties</td>
<td>10 counties</td>
<td>28 counties</td>
<td>9 counties</td>
<td>2 counties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3.4 mil</td>
<td>2.5 mil</td>
<td>9.2 mil</td>
<td>5.5 mil</td>
<td>16.4 mil</td>
<td>12.1 mil</td>
<td>5.4 mil</td>
<td>3.2 mil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1.9 mil</td>
<td>2.2 mil</td>
<td>7.9 mil</td>
<td>4.8 mil</td>
<td>11.5 mil</td>
<td>16.9 mil</td>
<td>5.7 mil</td>
<td>1.5 mil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>5.3 mil</td>
<td>2.9 mil</td>
<td>10 mil</td>
<td>5.4 mil</td>
<td>22.9 mil</td>
<td>14.3 mil</td>
<td>6.0 mil</td>
<td>7.6 mil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FREIGHT SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Regional freight related issues</th>
<th>Users/customers for model information</th>
<th>Air quality status</th>
<th>Types of applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air quality; Through trucks are 43% of all regional truck trips</td>
<td>Freight community, carriers &amp; shippers, local elected officials, regional planners &amp; policy makers</td>
<td>Nonattainment for 8-hour ozone and PM-2.5</td>
<td>Air quality conformity; alternative routes for through trucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air quality; Access to port and special generators</td>
<td>State DOT and transportation authority (truck volumes)</td>
<td>Marginal 8-hour ozone, PM-2.5 nonattainment; CO maintenance</td>
<td>Air quality conformity; alternative routes for through trucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air quality</td>
<td>Primarily internal (passenger forecasting gets primary attention)</td>
<td>Nonattainment for VOC and NOx</td>
<td>Air quality conformity; RTP development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highway maintenance, truck only lanes; trucks and crashes; deficient bridges; port access</td>
<td>Local electeds, government staff, facility operators, private sector reps, Canadian officials</td>
<td>Marginal nonattainment 8-hour ozone; nonattainment for PM-2.5</td>
<td>Air quality conformity; truck policies for expressways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air quality; diesel PM emissions &amp; health</td>
<td>Four of SCAG’s regional commissions; Truck freight planning and emissions are top regional issues</td>
<td>Major portions of SCAG region nonattainment for 8-hour ozone &amp; PM-2.5</td>
<td>Air quality conformity; congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air quality; congestion &amp; truck dominance; port &amp; terminal access; the economy; network continuity</td>
<td>Variety of public agencies and private freight companies</td>
<td>Nonattainment for CO; VOCs, NOx, PM-10 and PM-2.5</td>
<td>Air quality conformity; congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air quality; congestion; port &amp; terminal access; overnight truck parking</td>
<td>NJ &amp; PA Dept of Transportation &amp; Turnpike Authorities; internal planning staff</td>
<td>Nonattainment for 8-hour ozone and PM-2.5</td>
<td>Air quality conformity; truck volumes for highway planning &amp; pavement design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Need to facilitate truck movements due to dominant role in regional freight system</td>
<td>Consultants, members of the public, member agencies of MAG</td>
<td>Maintenance area for CO, ozone capped at 2002 levels; nonattainment for PM-10</td>
<td>“Part of regional travel forecasting and planning process”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land use planning &amp; goods movement; the Economy; Truck routes; Noise</td>
<td>Partner agencies; elected officials; freight advocates; carriers</td>
<td>Maintenance area for ozone and CO; will have to do conformity for PM-2.5</td>
<td>Truck VMT, congestion points for trucks, truck corridors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FREIGHT ISSUES, CUSTOMERS, APPLICATIONS

- **Regional freight related issues**: Air quality; Through trucks are 43% of all regional truck trips.
- **Users/customers for model information**: Freight community, carriers & shippers, local elected officials, regional planners & policy makers.
- **Air quality status**: Nonattainment for 8-hour ozone and PM-2.5.
- **Types of applications**: Air quality conformity; alternative routes for through trucks.
northeastern United States and Canada. The remaining two areas, Atlanta and Phoenix, are inland freight hubs. Chicago and Atlanta are also national rail hubs, with high volumes of freight moving through the region to other parts of the country, much of it changing carriers at one of many rail freight yards before moving on to final destination.

Each of these areas is home to major national, regional, and local trucking companies, which also conduct terminal operations within the metropolitan area. Truck is by far the dominant freight mode in each of the areas, typically accounting for more than 80% of all urban freight movement. This not only consists of movements into, out of, or through the region, but also local distribution and intermodal transfer. The interchange of goods between carriers in these freight centers—either between modes, such as rail to ship, or between carriers, especially rail to rail—frequently involves intermediate handling by truck. Another important characteristic is that most of these regions experience heavy amounts of through truck travel, frequently with more than half of all trucks crossing the regional cordon not having an origin or destination within the region. In the Atlanta region, for example, through trucks make up 73% of all external truck trips.

There are special characteristics in each of the areas’ freight transportation systems that contribute challenges to managing freight transportation impacts. Examples of these include:

- In the New York region, the largest concentrations of ports, terminals, and warehouses are located in New Jersey, which means that all goods must be transferred to truck for final delivery in the region. The region’s roads are heavily congested, and the situation is not helped by critical network discontinuities.
- In Chicago, the nation’s rail hub, extremely large numbers of containers are exchanged among the many rail intermodal yards. All these exchanges are made by truck, contributing substantial truck traffic onto congested roadways in the core of the metropolitan area.
- Detroit must deal with the peculiar geography of lying north of Windsor, Canada, and hence a significant amount of rail traffic passes between the United States and Canada, requiring international coordination and cooperation on freight planning.

**Freight Issues, Customers, and Analysis Applications**

**Freight-Related Issues**

Attempting to ascertain the important issues of concern to MPOs linked to freight activity did not always yield intuitive results. The survey did not choose to probe for specific issues, but rather to see what ideas were furnished openly or cited in current freight studies or modeling plans. The only issue where there was unanimity was air quality, and this essentially was because of the explicit federal requirement of transportation conformity. Air quality conformity was in many cases “the” issue driving the development of freight modeling capability to account for the impacts of truck in regional transportation plans (RTPs). The air quality issue is described separately in greater detail in the following subsection.

Table 5 lists the issues that were mentioned in the survey and the frequency with which they were cited. These summaries are taken from the information tabulated for individual MPOs in Table 4. Following air quality, the next most common issue was the interest in routing heavy trucks: either restricting them from particular facilities or directing them to dedicated facilities or acceptable truck routes. MPOs in Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, and Portland mentioned this as an important issue area, and three of these also cited underlying concerns about the volume of through trucks (Atlanta, Portland, and New York). Closely related was the issue of congestion as contributed by heavy trucks. Although this concern is evident in materials from all MPO sites, it was specifically mentioned by Philadelphia, Portland, New York, and Detroit.

Another set of popular issues was access to port, terminal, or intermodal facilities, mentioned by three MPOs, closely linked to issues of network gaps, geometrics, size, or capacity limitations (two MPOs). Other issues less frequently mentioned included health impacts from diesel emissions (Los Angeles), noise (Portland), importance of freight to the economy (Portland and New York), heavy truck involvement in serious highway crashes (Detroit), desire to shift more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue or Concern</th>
<th>No. of MPOs Citing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting air quality standards, conformity</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative truck routes, truck only routes, prohibitions, managed lanes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port or intermodal terminal access</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through truck traffic volumes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance to the economy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge or pavement wear or maintenance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network gaps, design or capacity deficiencies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck parking and rest facilities</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health impacts</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crashes involving heavy trucks</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting freight from truck to rail</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning for freight facilities and locations</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
freight from truck to rail (Portland), planning for the location of freight generating facilities (Portland), and providing locations for truck facilities such as parking or rest areas (Philadelphia and New York). It is likely that with explicit probing, the number of MPOs indicating that they shared the concerns in the table would be much greater.

Customers

A concerted effort was made to try to determine who the “customers” were for the types of information that might be generated by a freight or commercial vehicle modeling tool. The reason why this was thought to be an important question is that it helps explain the base of support for developing or improving freight models. MPOs are known to have many model-related demands and priorities given to them by their various constituents, of which freight is just one, and quite possibly not one of the top priorities. Indeed, for several of the MPOs, freight issues did not have an obvious constituency, and hence, freight model enhancements, data, and applications were not a top priority. CMAP in Chicago had such limited data to update its 1986 freight model that it had to resort to an entirely synthetic approach because there continues to be much more interest in passenger modeling—owing to federal requirements and funding programs—reinforced by the opinion that freight is a largely private business affair. The Baltimore Metropolitan Council (BMC), which has recently updated its truck model, has had very little interest expressed by its constituents in freight issues despite the considerable growth and investment associated with the Port of Baltimore and BWI Airport. In direct contrast, freight is such a hot issue in Los Angeles—owing to congestion and air quality—that freight is one of the top-funded programs at SCAG (some programs try to demonstrate a freight connection in order to improve funding prospects).

The range of customers described by the sample of MPOs is summarized in Table 6 and shown in more detail in Table 4. In order of frequency mentioned, most MPOs indicated that internal planning needs provided the most compelling demands for freight-related information. All MPOs indicated that their primary “customer” for freight information of the type generated by data collection and models was defined by internal activities that needed measures of freight activity or impacts for plans or programs.

Closely linked to this audience were partner agencies (local government, planning, or transportation agencies) and state DOTs and transportation authorities that desire information on current or future truck volumes for pavement design or highway planning. Members of the freight community are also frequently cited as customers, although it is not clear whether the type of information or capability that these groups desire (particular movements or projects) is readily provided by MPOs, especially if detailed information on operations and micromovements is part of the analysis. However, freight planning committees or task forces (convened under federal guidance) in virtually all MPOs are populated with many of these interest groups and, hence, issues they raise or strategies they would suggest implicitly make them customers for freight information. Local elected officials and the general public typically want help in addressing visible issues, such as noise or accident rates. It is interesting that, despite the top-level importance accorded to air quality, environmental agencies were not cited as consumers for MPO freight data.

Freight and Air Quality

A common concern across all of the surveyed MPOs is air quality attainment and the critical role of freight. Most of the regions represented in this MPO sample were at one time severe air quality nonattainment areas for 1-hour ozone, with the sole exception of Portland. Time, improvements in technologies and fuels, and new NAAQS, have changed the playing field somewhat; however, most of these areas are still facing challenges with air quality conformity. The switch from a maximum 1-hour to an 8-hour average standard for ozone aided some areas with ozone problems but raised the bar for others. And the recent issuance of standards for PM-2.5 has put many areas under new conformity burdens. Freight has a very significant role in regional air quality. Diesel engines are major sources of NOx, sulfur oxides, and PM, especially fine PM (PM-2.5), in regional inventories. Although technology is gradually taking effect through improved fuels and engine standards, the replacement cycle for heavy-duty diesels—either in trucks, which are regulated mobile sources, or trains, ships, or construction equipment, which have not been heavily regulated—is very long and slow. Each of the surveyed MPOs indicated that air quality conformity was a major planning and policy issue, and saw freight operations as a major element in the solution. In Los Angeles, for example, it was recently estimated that more than 80% of the entire state’s PM-2.5 exposure, and more than half of the entire country’s, is occurring in the Los Angeles region—primarily as the result of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customers for Freight Information</th>
<th>No. of MPOs Citing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal agency needs and activities</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shippers, carriers, facility operators</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner agencies</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local elected officials</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State departments of transportation</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation authorities</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freight advocates</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPO committees/boards</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental agencies</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
intense port and intermodal activities focused around the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach and the massive movements inland through the Alameda Corridor. A number of these MPOs are pursuing freight-system strategies for air quality, although for many of the strategies, current modeling tools offer limited help in quantifying impacts or benefits. It is probably fair to say that the activity of freight and heavy-duty trucks is probably the single biggest reason that these MPOs have endeavored to incorporate freight in their regional modeling.

Types of Applications

Building off the issues and customers described previously, it comes as no surprise that the number one modeling application for freight information is air quality conformity, cited by all the MPOs. However, in many areas this is the only application where the freight model outputs are used directly or officially. The next most common application is for accurately forecasting truck volumes for highway congestion analyses or pavement design. The ability to model truck reaction to transportation network changes—truck-only lanes, special truck routes, truck exclusions, pricing—is also an area of rapidly growing interest.

Types of Freight Modeling

As shown in Table 7, all of the nine MPOs surveyed model truck. Seven of the nine model only truck, whereas two—Portland and Los Angeles—employ a hybrid approach that partially incorporates commodity flow information. Detroit is something of a hybrid also in that it obtains its information on external trip activity from the Michigan statewide model.

Truck Class Definitions

Given the universal modeling of heavy truck by this group, there are some differences in what truck classes are modeled and how they are defined. About half the sites define heavy-duty trucks by configuration and half by weight class. The configuration approach draws from FHWA’s FS-13 classification, in which heavy trucks (heavy–heavy) are those with three or more axles, medium truck (medium–heavy) are vehicles with two axles but six tires, and light trucks (light–heavy) are basically other commercial trucks and vans.

Atlanta, Baltimore, Detroit, Philadelphia, and Portland use this functional classification for trucks, primarily because this definition corresponds most closely with classification count data. The remaining sites—Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, and Phoenix—use a weight-based approach keyed to state vehicle registration categories. In this approach, heavy trucks are defined as those with GVWs greater than 28,000 lb, medium as weights between 8,000 and 28,000 lb, and light as less than 8,000 lb. Los Angeles uses slightly different weight ranges, with heavy as greater than 33,000 lb GVW, medium as 14,000 to 33,000, and light as 8,500 to 14,000 lb.

Although all of the sites model the heaviest truck category (three+ axles or > 28,000 lb), there is a bit more variation in what occurs at the levels below heavy truck. All but one site, Philadelphia, model a medium truck category. Philadelphia models only heavy and light truck, and its light truck category includes all vehicles that would otherwise be classed as medium, light, and commercial.

Commercial Vehicles

A definitional difference that appears to be growing in importance is between commercial vehicles and other “trucks.” Commercial vehicles are defined as those vans, pickups, SUVs, and even cars that are commercially registered and primarily used for nonpersonal activity, such as craftsmen, service, utility, or delivery. All but two of the sampled MPOs—Los Angeles and Portland—acknowledge and attempt to incorporate such vehicle activity in their models. However, in all cases where they are considered, commercial vehicles are incorporated with the light truck class. In terms of comparable activity, this is probably not an inaccurate association. The important thing is that the lighter vehicles are captured in the classification counts used to develop the model, which was explicitly done in Baltimore and Atlanta. Los Angeles and Portland basically acknowledge that commercial vehicle trips are embedded in other trip purposes in their models.

Model Structure

All of the metropolitan freight models studied in this review are three-step variations of the traditional four-step process, involving trip generation, distribution, and assignment. Because the freight models are truck-only, mode split is not employed. The major differences among the models in this group have to do with the detail and sophistication of particular steps, which are largely predicated on the particular data resources available to the given MPO. These aspects that differentiate the various models are discussed in subsequent sections. Although none of the MPOs surveyed employed a true commodity-based process as their model structure, Portland and Los Angeles substantially drew on commodity flow information in developing their trip tables.

Special Generators

Portland and Los Angeles also incorporated detailed information from “special generators” to strengthen their models, particularly with regard to external trips. This information
| TABLE 7 |
| NATURE AND EVOLUTION OF FREIGHT MODELING |
| FREIGHT MODEL STRUCTURE |
| Truck categories modeled |
| Atlanta | Baltimore | Chicago | Detroit | Los Angeles | New York | Philadelphia | Phoenix | Portland |
| Heavy | 3-plus axles | 3-plus axles | >28,000 lb | 3-plus axles | >33,000 lb GVW | 3-plus axles | >28,000 lb | 3-plus axles | >28,000 lb | 3-plus axles |
| Medium | 2 axles/6 tires | 2 axles/6 tires | 8,000–28,000 lb | 2 axles/6 tires | 14,000–33,000 lb GVW | Included in LT | 8,000–28,000 lb | Included in LT | 8,000–28,000 lb | 2 axles/6 tires |
| Light | Part of commercial | Part of commercial | <8,000 lb | Part of commercial | 8,500–14,000 GVW | Included in LT | 8,000–28,000 lb | Included in LT | <8,000 lb | 2 axles |
| Model commercial vehicles? | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | No | Included in LT | Yes | No | Yes | No |
| Definition | All light duty vehicles (truck, van and car) used for business purposes | All light duty vehicles (truck, van and car) used for business purposes | Light duty pickup trucks with state assigned "b-plates" | Pickup trucks, vans, SUVs, limousines, commercial sedans | Commercial delivery vehicles ("vans") | Pickups or vans registered to a business and used for commercial purposes | Vehicles designed/used for carrying freight/merchandise, or >8 passengers but not van-pools/shuttles | No directly modeled, embedded in other trip purposes |
| Variation of four-step process? | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes |
| Interface with statewide or corridor model? | Georgia currently working on statewide freight model | Maryland working on statewide model—will eventually supply external volumes | No | Yes—Convert trips from statewide model to SEMCOG zone system | LA County developing Cube Cargo model—commodity based | Yes—taps trip tables from NY and CT statewide models; truck zones are county level | Pennsylvania now developing a statewide model | No | Will interface with Oregon statewide model when completed |
| Model truck tours? | No | No | No | No | No | No | No | No | Account for reload activity |
| MODEL HISTORY |
| Previous methodology | Heavy truck only—combination of Heavy & Medium, no Light or Commercial | 1996 update of 1960s model | 1986 approach estimated generation & distribution from diary survey; fraternal update until base info outdated | N/A | Growth factors | N/A | Methodology in use since 1970s, validated as new data becomes available | Methodology in use since comprehensive development in 1992 | Previous approach assumed distribution patterns for goods using professional judgement |
| CURRENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW |
| General features of model development/update process | New models for heavy, medium, & light truck/commercial vehicles | New models for heavy, medium, & light truck/commercial vehicles | Needed to go entirely synthetic in update due to lack of observed data | Major update building on a 1999 Commercial Vehicle Survey | Major update involving trip generation, distribution with latest socioeconomic & employment data; use of commodity data for external trips; trip tables for special generators | Do not have a formal truck model—current truck model is result of synthetic and assignment and external truck trips | Trip generation, distribution and assignment for internal truck trips | 1992 model developed with extensive new data; later updates using factoring data from 1992 vehicle "occupancy" study, new zone system (1998), congestion study counts (1998), new counts (1999), new surveys & counts (2004) | New comprehensive approach recently completed |
| Adaptable assignment approach to finesse trip table from counts | Adaptable assignment approach to finesse trip table from counts | Commercial vehicle population allocated to match distribution of NHB person trips | Developed new trip generation models, re-do distribution | Synthetic trip tables for external—internal and external—external trips, Fraternal to match counts | Significant new information used from counts as well as surveys at ports, railyards |
| Used QRFM to develop seed matrices | Used QRFM to develop seed matrices | External trips determined through statewide model | | | |
| NOTE: N/A=not available |
was taken from facility origin–destination surveys, conducted by or in cooperation with the facility operators.

**Link with Statewide or Corridor Models**

Both Detroit and New York’s freight models are informed by existing statewide models. In Detroit, county-level truck trip tables produced by Michigan’s statewide model are linked to the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG) zone system and used as the primary information source for external truck trips, as well as the internal origin or destination of those trips. The New York Metropolitan Transportation Commission (NYMTC) in New York City has a similar connection to trip tables from the statewide models of Connecticut and New Jersey. The New Jersey statewide model is essentially a freight-only model and, as with Michigan, is driven by commodity flows. Portland Metro expects to link with the PECAS-based Oregon statewide model within the next year, and Atlanta, Baltimore, and Philadelphia are monitoring development of state models in their respective states, which they anticipate will provide them with greatly improved information on external trips.

**Truck Trip Tours**

Much has been made of the importance of the aspect of freight supply and distribution networks in dictating truck activity levels and patterns in urbanized areas. Trucks and commercial vehicles engaged in deliveries, performance of services, or distributing goods from warehouses to consumers make up the substantial share of urban truck travel. Four-step models are notoriously ill-equipped to deal with these trip patterns that are shaped by multistop/multipurpose trip chains, or “tours,” which more closely resemble dispatcher algorithms than production and attraction of individual trips. None of the observed models has such a capability, with the only known functioning model in North America being the Calgary tour-based model, featured as a case study in chapter six. Most sites are aware of this issue, and several—Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, and Portland—obtain data from truck surveys that would support multistop analysis. A minor variation in current practice is SCAG, whose heavy truck model currently accounts for a certain percentage of all less-than-truckload shipments moving through a distribution or consolidation facility.

**Model History and Development Overview**

All sites surveyed have fairly recent truck models. For most areas, the current models simply reflect updates to incorporate new counts, new demographic forecasts, or changes in the transportation network, rather than structural changes to the models. Portland and Los Angeles have only recently completed fairly major updates of their truck models, in which critical new data on freight movements obtained from truck surveys at major freight generators were incorporated. However, prior to the late 1990s, both areas essentially used judgment methods to forecast truck activity. Detroit and Phoenix undertook significant truck model development in the early 1990s. Detroit performed a comprehensive overhaul in 1999 based on new truck survey data, and Phoenix is in the process of such an update based on new truck surveys. Chicago’s original truck model was created from extensive truck travel diary survey data collected in 1986. These data were eventually determined to be too old to be reliable, and since the late 1990s, an entirely synthetic approach has been used. Baltimore and Atlanta recently had major updates that primarily resulted from new counts and the development of synthetic trip tables. Philadelphia has employed essentially the same modeling approach since the 1970s, with regular updates when new data have become available. A major regional cordon survey using roadside interviews and a general truck survey using trip diaries was conducted in 2001, with the results used to update trip generation and distribution.

**Model Characteristics and Development Methods**

This section describes the methods used to develop or update specific elements of each MPOs’ truck and CVMs. As noted earlier, each of the surveyed sites is in a different place with its model, based on data, resources, and priority to make improvements on the basis of demand for the information. Two distinct types of approaches are evident:

- **Comprehensive Update**: Based on major new sources of truck trip data gathered from roadside, major generator, or systemwide truck surveys, a systematic approach is undertaken to redo trip generation, distribution, and assignment.

- **Trip Table Factoring**: The best available data on truck activity are from counts, with either no new truck survey data or survey data that are insufficient for a more comprehensive update.

The sites that fall into either of these categories may be seen in Table 7. The approaches of Detroit, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Portland are examples of comprehensive updates, as each had access to fairly recent origin–destination data from which to recompute trip generation. Phoenix is in the process of performing such an update, pending completion of an ongoing set of truck surveys. Meanwhile, Baltimore, Atlanta, Chicago, and New York are examples of the factoring approach, in varying degrees of sophistication.

A third factor that may differentiate these sites and their approaches is the degree of attention applied to external trips. This aspect of metropolitan truck models is extremely important as it quantifies the number of truck trips that are merely passing through the region as opposed to having a trip purpose (origin or destination) within the region. Knowing the origin or destination of internal–external or external–internal trips
is also crucial to developing accurate trip tables. And finally, depending on the manner in which these external trips are identified, if the external trips are linked to economic or commodity flow criteria, a strong basis is provided for forecasting changes in activity levels linked to trends and policies outside the region. In this regard, the models of Portland, Detroit, and New York are strengthened by external truck relationships linked to statewide, commodity-based models.

The following is a brief description of each site’s approach, details of which may be reviewed in Table 8.

Baltimore and Atlanta use a factoring approach termed “adaptable assignment.” Neither site had access to sufficient or reliable truck survey information but had recent and fairly comprehensive classification counts. Trip generation and distribution were performed, resulting in trip tables for heavy, medium, and light truck/commercial vehicles using equations originally developed in Phoenix as part of its comprehensive, federally assisted 1992 model development project. Trips were then assigned to the travel network and link volumes obtained. A set of synthetic trip tables was then developed by working backwards from count data. The synthetic tables that, by design, better represent the actual counts were then compared with the original trip tables, and adjustments were made in the originals until they better replicated the performance of the synthetic tables.

Chicago’s truck model is a fully synthetic approach. Extensive truck survey data obtained in 1986 were adjusted periodically using growth factors to update the model to match current truck activity levels. However, by the late 1990s, the source data were deemed too old to still be reliable. Lacking resources or the priority to obtain new survey data, CMAP modelers have been obliged to massage the existing trip tables to match forecast counts at external stations. Truck and commercial vehicle trips are assumed to obey the same distribution of non–home-based person trips, and entropy factors are used to balance the matrix.

New York has a freight modeling procedure that is similarly challenged by lack of data and a very complex freight network. NYMTC’s person model—termed the best practices model (BPM)—was developed in 1996 and is regarded as state of the art, but the emphasis in developing the BPM was clearly on the person travel side. The current truck models are the result of a factoring approach that tries to blend classification counts and miscellaneous truck origin—destination data from a variety of sources and time periods. A linear programming approach is used to develop a set of synthetic trip tables. Activity outside the 10-county metropolitan area is addressed partly by cordon survey and count information and significantly by the extension of the modeling area to 28 counties. This extension allows NYMTC to substantially incorporate trip table information from the Connecticut and New Jersey statewide models.

Philadelphia’s truck model has maintained the same basic structure since the 1970s. It incorporates trip generation, distribution, and assignment for two truck classes—heavy, which are those with three or more axles, and light, which includes all two-axle trucks and commercial vehicles. The trip generation and distribution steps are redone whenever new truck survey data are obtained, with the most recent survey conducted in 2001. External trips are modeled through use of cordon survey data, which are Fratared to estimate through trips, and a synthetic trip table is formed to estimate internal—external and external—internal trips.

Los Angeles has a new HDT model that includes light, medium, and heavy truck. It resulted from a comprehensive update, involving trip generation and distribution, the use of commodity flow data to estimate external trips, and the incorporation of truck trip tables created for special generators, including the Port of Los Angeles.

Portland Metro also has a new truck model for both heavy and medium truck; light trucks and commercial vehicles are not modeled at this time. The new model was developed through a comprehensive process, with trip tables derived from commodity flows. The commodity flows were the result of a 1999 regional CFS, which were eventually converted to zone-to-zone truck trips and trip totals at each external station. New commodity data were compared with the 1999 base, and growth factors were developed to increase the trip counts at the external stations. These external station totals were then distributed into I-X, X-I, and X-X on the basis of cordon roadside survey information. The resultant I-X and X-I totals were regarded as control totals, and their internal trip ends were subsequently distributed to internal distribution sites on the basis of survey findings and to other internal locations as a function of warehouse employment and acres. Special generator surveys were used to develop stand-alone truck trip tables for the Port of Portland and its associated railyards and for PDX Airport. Ultimately, matrices for the following five trip markets were combined into a single trip table: internal—external, external—internal, internal—ports and railyards, internal—PDX, and internal—internal.

Phoenix is in the process of a major update to its existing truck model, developed as part of a nationally sponsored research study in 1992. The methodology itself has not changed since 1992; however, a suite of new surveys will allow the Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG) to perform a comprehensive update extending from trip generation to assignment.

**Model Components**

Table 8 summarizes the individual components and the particular methods used in the model development or update process for each of the freight modeling tools described pre-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Components and Development Methods</th>
<th>Trip Generation</th>
<th>Trip Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baltimore</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Gravity model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denver</strong></td>
<td>112, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Los Angeles</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miami</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Orleans</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orlando</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phoenix</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Portland</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Antonio</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Diego</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Francisco</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seattle</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tampa</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Washington, D.C.</strong></td>
<td>46, 112</td>
<td>Multiclass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8**

- **Trip Generation**
  - 2007: Use recent external vehicle trip survey; estimated from recent external vehicle trip survey.
  - 1999: Use survey on flows in and out of Port and rail yards; PDX commodity flows.
- **Trip Assignment**
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.
  - Multiclass, multiple-trip assignments; truck prohibitions coded.

**NOTE:** NA = not available.
### TABLE 9

**SAMPLE TRIP GENERATION RATES FROM MPO SAMPLE**

**Atlanta (2004) and Baltimore (2002) Truck Trip Generation Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Light Truck</th>
<th>Medium Truck</th>
<th>Heavy Truck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atlanta Coefficient</td>
<td>Baltimore Coefficient</td>
<td>Atlanta Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total households</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial employment</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office employment</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail employment</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phoenix (1992) Truck Trip Generation Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>0–8,000 lb</th>
<th>8–28,000 lb</th>
<th>28–64,000 lb</th>
<th>&gt;64,000 lb</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total households</td>
<td>0.15433</td>
<td>0.06859</td>
<td>0.00671</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.01260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident households</td>
<td>0.04004</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.00288</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.00288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group quarter households</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7.52348</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial employment</td>
<td>0.64087</td>
<td>0.09972</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
<td>0.01781</td>
<td>0.04991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office employment</td>
<td>0.30925</td>
<td>0.02119</td>
<td>0.00225</td>
<td>0.00095</td>
<td>0.00320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public employment</td>
<td>0.29491</td>
<td>0.00596</td>
<td>0.01349</td>
<td>0.01049</td>
<td>0.02398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail employment</td>
<td>0.59091</td>
<td>0.13253</td>
<td>0.03075</td>
<td>0.00609</td>
<td>0.03685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other employment</td>
<td>0.76348</td>
<td>0.10567</td>
<td>0.04026</td>
<td>0.0350</td>
<td>0.07527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total area (acres × 100)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.00062</td>
<td>0.00062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Los Angeles (2005) Truck Trip Generation Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment Category</th>
<th>Light–Heavy</th>
<th>Medium–Heavy</th>
<th>Heavy–Heavy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>8,500–14,000 lb</td>
<td>14,000–33,000 lb</td>
<td>&gt;33,000 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural/mining/construction</td>
<td>0.0390</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
<td>0.0836</td>
<td>0.0569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>0.0605</td>
<td>0.0962</td>
<td>0.0359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation/utility</td>
<td>0.0353</td>
<td>0.0575</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale</td>
<td>0.2043</td>
<td>0.4570</td>
<td>0.1578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.0393</td>
<td>0.0650</td>
<td>0.0633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Detroit (1999) Truck Trip Generation Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Light Truck</th>
<th>Medium Truck</th>
<th>Heavy Truck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>0.1703</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total acres</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment acres</td>
<td>0.8724</td>
<td>0.3176</td>
<td>0.4513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic employment</td>
<td>0.3717</td>
<td>0.1113</td>
<td>0.1408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail employment</td>
<td>0.8101</td>
<td>0.0413</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale employment</td>
<td>1.3104</td>
<td>0.2842</td>
<td>0.7590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** N/A = not available.
uels. In many instances, the reader may wish to consult the respective profile in Appendix B for greater detail.

Only a portion of the surveyed sites performed a new trip generation step as part of the model development or update. Detroit, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia performed trip generation with rates derived from recent travel surveys. Atlanta and Baltimore also performed trip generation, but borrowed rates from the QRFM (originally sourced from Phoenix) because they had no current travel surveys from which to develop their own rates. The QRFM rates were then adjusted to match the respective MPO’s truck definitions and employment categories. Tables illustrating the various trip generation rates used by these sites are grouped for comparison in Table 9. Rates for Philadelphia were not available for the comparison. Portland’s generation of truck trips was done indirectly through commodity flows, which were subsequently converted to truck trips using payload factors.

**Freight Activity Nodes and Special Generators**

Two sites, Portland and Los Angeles, made special efforts to incorporate the high rates of trip generation associated with major freight generators. In the case of Portland, truck volumes and origin–destination patterns between the port/railyards and internal sites and external stations were determined through a combination of commodity flow factoring and driver surveys, and a similar effort was performed for PDX Airport, but without the driver surveys. This information was used to create special trip tables for these sites to explain the significant activity associated with these facilities over and above all other truck travel within the region. In Los Angeles, special new data were collected from a set of warehouse and distribution centers and used in a manner similar to Portland. Truck trips associated with wholesale are now generated with the following new relationships instead of the trip rates shown in Table 9:

**Productions:**

\[
\text{Warehouse Trips} = \exp[0.8350 \times \ln(\text{Wholesale Employment})].
\]

**Attractions:**

\[
\text{Warehouse Trips} = \exp[0.2453 \times \ln(\text{Manufacturing Employment}) + 0.2233 \times \ln(\text{Retail Employment}) + 0.3647 \times \ln(\text{Wholesale Employment})].
\]

In addition, special activity trip tables were developed for air cargo using the regional airport demand allocation model (RADAM) for port-related trips using the Port of Long Beach’s QuickTrip model and the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s Cube Cargo model for rail intermodal facilities. More information on the composition and method of application of each of these tools can be found in *QRFM, Edition II, Section 4.2.5.*

In Baltimore and Atlanta, a less direct approach was used. Major freight generators, per se, were not identified and separately modeled, but rather a number of zones were identified as truck zones, and trip generation was handled differently for these areas. These were zones in which the MPO’s planning staff believed that the type of freight generating activity was sufficiently different in character that its trip production or attraction would be much greater than the estimates of the trip generation models applied to the respective employment data. In Baltimore, 113 of BMC’s regional total 1,326 zones were designated as truck zones, falling into one of six categories: business district, warehouse/manufacturing, intermodal transfer facilities, airport, institutional, and delivery (see Table 10). A set of adjustment factors was developed for each of the six activity types to approximate the additional trips likely to occur in each type of zone. As shown in the table, different factors were assumed for light, medium, and heavy truck, and by “scale” of the activity in the zone. A threshold of 300 truck trips per day was used to distinguish smaller from larger scale facilities. These factors are multiplied by the basic trip generation that would be calculated for the respective zone to reflect the expected larger activity volume.

Although no data were cited to validate these assumptions for trip increases, the “adaptable assignment” process in which these data would be used essentially treats starting trip estimates in the trip tables as part of the seed matrix and subject to adjustment in the next step. A nearly identical adjustment process for truck zones was developed (by the same consultant) for the subsequent update of the Atlanta model. However, only 46 zones were designated in the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Type</th>
<th>Larger Scale</th>
<th>Smaller Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business districts</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse/manufacturing</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermodal terminals</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional/other</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery/medium truck</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: N/A = not available.
External Trips

Perhaps one of the most challenging and critical aspects of a truck model is accounting for external trips, which are of course further subdivided into those trips that have either an origin (I-X) or destination (X-I) inside the metropolitan area versus those that pass totally through the region (X-X). To model these trips properly would require extensive counts and roadside surveys at all key cordon points to the metropolitan region. Because such data resources are difficult and expensive to come by, fallback approximation techniques of various types are used.

The most fortunate areas will have access to statewide models that will give them truck volumes at their external stations, an estimate of the percentage that is through (X-X) and for those with a trip end inside the metropolitan area, and a sense of the location of the respective origin or destination. Detroit has such an option available to it and uses the Michigan statewide model to obtain this information, and NYMTC in New York has a similar opportunity in access to the New Jersey and Connecticut statewide models. The profiles for both Detroit and NYMTC in Appendix B offer additional detail on how this coordination is done. In Portland and Los Angeles, the use of commodity flow information also provides a means to a solution by virtue of being able to discern flows to, from, and through the region. However, a reasonable amount of blending and factoring is still necessary. The following is a brief summary of how the various sites handle the challenge of modeling external trips:

- Baltimore and Atlanta: Discussed together because they have taken virtually the same approach, both have reasonable count data but neither has adequate cordon survey information. It was assumed that the trip generation model would estimate total trip ends, both internal–internal (I-I) and internal–external (I-X and X-I). The external share of total trip ends is then modeled as a function of the zone’s proximity to the cordon, with zones closer to the cordon gaining a higher share of external trips, based on a model developed in Berks County, Pennsylvania (see illustration in Figure 6). In addition, external trip ends at the internal zones are balanced to match the total external trip ends at the external stations. At the external stations, trips are split by type into external versus through on the basis of a preliminary through trip table developed from cordon survey data. First, the percentage of through trips is calculated at each station. The through trip percentages of heavy and medium truck are then estimated as a share of total external trips using a system of factors developed by the consultant keyed to 14 different road types. To estimate through trips, the population of external stations was studied to ascertain likely and unlikely X-X patterns. A pattern file was developed and used to create a seed matrix, which was then Fratared to match the estimated number of daily X-X truck trips at each station, by truck type. The resulting tables were subsequently checked for reasonableness by assigning them to the network.
- Chicago: A fairly simple approach is used, keeping with an overall approach that is greatly limited by the lack of current data. External trip volumes for 12 external stations were distributed using the entropy approach employed for internal truck distribution. The external volumes leaving the region at the external stations were weighted differently from internal stations to achieve the proper volume.
- Philadelphia: Data from the regional cordon survey along with recent counts were Fratared to estimate through truck travel and develop a synthetic trip table to estimate I-X and X-I flows.
- Los Angeles: External trips were generated using commodity flow information from TRANSEARCH, using county-level commodity flow estimates and two-digit employment data to allocate the flows to TAZs. Through trips for medium truck (MT) and heavy truck (HT) were estimated by adjusting 2001 truck trip tables:

\[
\text{Percentage External (MT)} = 0.919 \times D^{-1.2},
\]

\[
\text{Percentage External (HT)} = 0.602 \times D^{-0.5},
\]

where

\[
D = \text{distance to nearest external station (via highway net)}
\]

in miles (Allen 200b).

- Portland: Flows with an external origin or destination are allocated to specific entry or exit cordon stations on the basis of employment shares by industry. X-X trips are computed as the difference between the volume of I-X and X-I trips predicted from the commodity flow data and the actual counts at the station.
- Detroit: A correspondence table was established between a 560-zone truck trip table from the statewide model for the SEMCOG region and SEMCOG’s external stations. This was done by coding the entry points as zones in the statewide subnetwork. A correspondence between the SEMCOG internal zones and the statewide model zones was also developed using zone allocation fractions. These fractions were developed using the percentage of regional heavy truck trip ends (established during trip generation) for all internal zones. The fractions represent the percentage of each statewide internal zone that is represented by each SEMCOG internal zone. Zone allocation fractions for external zones were developed using the base year truck counts at the external stations. These fractions represent the percentage of each statewide...
external entry point zone that is represented by each SEMCOG external zone, which was necessary because the SEMCOG network includes roadways that do not appear in the statewide network. The internal and external fractions were used to expand the statewide truck trip table to the SEMCOG zone system, resulting in an expanded table of truck trips between pairs of SEMCOG’s 1,505 zones. Total truck trip ends at each SEMCOG external station were compared with actual truck counts, and factors for productions and attractions at each external station were developed by dividing the count by the trip ends from the expanded trip table. Each row and column of the X-I and I-X portion of the trip table corresponding to an external zone was multiplied by the production and attraction factors. For each external zone, the total production and attraction trip ends of the X-I and I-X portion of the trip table were subtracted from the counts, with the remainders representing the target numbers of X-X trips. For each external zone, the target was divided by the total X-X trip ends from the developed truck trip table. The resulting quotients were used as factors in a Fratar adjustment of the X-X portion of the trip table. The X-I and I-X portions of the trip table were then combined with the X-X trip table to create the total external truck trip table for the SEMCOG model.

Trip Tables

All MPOs develop and use trip tables for each of the truck classes they model as a necessary prestep to performing traffic assignment and computing link volumes. The differences among the sample in how the trip tables are created or revised are considerable. Those sites with adequate data from recent truck surveys will have probably performed trip generation with new trip rates and then used these zonal productions and attractions to prepare a new trip table, typically using a gravity model that accounts for interzonal travel impedance. At the other extreme, factoring methods are used to “grow” an existing trip table to match new counts or to adjust for discrete system changes on which there is specific knowledge about how travel may be affected. And then there are hybrid sites such as Baltimore and Atlanta that converge on a proper trip table by working forward from trip generation and backward from trip assignment.

Another important factor impinging on the method used to develop a trip table is the type of information that is available on external trips and for special generators, both of which were discussed in the previous section. Whereas external–external trips are not an issue in the development of a truck trip table, internal–external and external–internal trips are. Hence, MPOs such as SEMCOG, SCAG, Metro, and perhaps even NYMTCL have the advantage of supplemental information based on commodity flow data or state-wide models that greatly improve the credibility of estimates of these two key travel markets. The use of internal trip generator surveys or models to create supplemental trip tables is also of great value in better defining the nature of both internal–external trips as well as internal–internal trips created by these major traffic sources. In essence, the more sources of variance that are accounted for in regional truck movements, the less uncertainty remains in completing the regional truck trip table.

If a trip table is not being generated from scratch, a common approach is to use growth factors to increase base year row and column totals, and then rebalance the matrix using Fratar or one of several other allocation methods such as entropy factors or linear programming. In New York, NYMTCL develops growth factors for internal truck and applies them to the base year number of internal truck trip origins and destinations, and then uses a linear programming approach to balance the matrix. CMAP in Chicago uses state vehicle registration data and count data to begin its trip table update, which it then balances using entropy factors. Portland Metro uses changes in commodity flows between the base year and the current model year to estimate the growth in truck trip ends. Metro does as much of its trip table development as it can from its freight activity center data and roadside survey to create the I-X, X-I, X-X, I-port and I-PDX Airport trip tables, but then determines the remaining I-I residual from growth-factored link volumes.

For those MPOs that do create new trip tables, their primary information needs are for $F$ factors and truck trip length distributions to use in applying the gravity model. These $F$ factors are a measure of the relative difficulty, or impedance, in traveling between zones $i$ and $j$ calculated by the following relationship (QRFM, Edition II 2007, p. 11-6):

$$F_{ij} = e^{-k n_{ij}},$$

where the $k$ coefficient in the exponential function is, by definition, the inverse of the average trip length expressed in the travel units, usually time or distance, measured by $t_{ij}$. Thus, in an urban truck model, when the travel unit is in minutes and the $k$ coefficient for a particular trip purpose is 0.08, the implied average travel time is 12.5 minutes ($12.5 = 1/0.08$). If the travel unit is distance, then the $k$ coefficient will reflect average minutes of travel time.

$F$ factors are fairly unique to a particular region because different land use patterns and transportation networks lead to different average trip lengths and travel times. QRFM offers default $F$ factors, again based on the original Phoenix truck model, in which the $k$ coefficient values in the impedance model above are 0.08 for light trucks, 0.10 for medium trucks, and 0.03 for heavy trucks. In this case, the $F$ factors
are based on travel time, so the coefficients represent average travel times of 40 minutes for light truck, 30 minutes for medium truck, and 200 minutes for heavy truck.

In Baltimore and Atlanta, the modeling consultant opted for an alternative form of $F$ factor based on the gamma function, for the claimed reason that it has the proper shape and is easy to calibrate. The equation is as follows:

$$F = \alpha * t^\beta * e^{(\gamma t)}$$

where

$t$ = travel time in minutes, and

$\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ = calibrated coefficients.

Various coefficient values were tested until coefficients were found that produced a trip table that yielded the target average trip lengths of 17.4 minutes for medium truck and 33.8 minutes for heavy truck. These coefficient values were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medium truck</td>
<td>$e^{(14.0000)}$</td>
<td>-2.95</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy truck</td>
<td>$e^{(15.0000)}$</td>
<td>-1.32</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same $F$ factors were applied to internal–internal and external trips, and the resulting tables were then summed to determine the overall average trip length. $F$ factors were computed for travel times from 1 to 120 minutes. Figure 7 shows the resulting $F$ factor curves. (It should be noted that a gamma value of zero converts the equation to the basic exponential form of the model.)

In Atlanta, the conventional exponential impedance form of the $F$ factor was used for internal trips, although this approach was not found to produce reasonable-looking average trip lengths for external trips. Hence, the gamma function was used to calculate the $F$ factors for external trips. The final $F$ factors resulted in estimated average trip lengths of 15.0 miles for medium truck and 25.4 miles for heavy truck found in Table 11.

Once again, it should be noted that a gamma value of zero means that the equation reverts to the basic exponential form. $F$ factors were computed for travel times from 1 to 180 minutes, and the resulting $F$ factor curves are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the curves for external trips have a shape that is quite different from those for internal trips.

Although average trip length or average travel time is a well-accepted method of balancing a trip table with $F$ factors,
a potential drawback is that these measures are frequently old, casting doubt on their validity. Given the dramatic and rapid changes that have occurred in the freight industry, as described in chapter two, it is reasonable to believe that average trip lengths or travel time would change over time. Changes in land use development patterns, transportation network configuration, transportation LOS, etc., would also affect the distribution of trips and correspondingly trip length or travel time. Nevertheless, this is the common practice for balancing trip tables. Examples of average trip lengths or travel times used by the sample of MPOs, and the date of their origin if known, are summarized in Table 12.

In New York, NYMTC does not use a gravity model to develop and balance its trip table, but rather applies a linear programming approach. The matrix estimation model is a linear programming solution that minimizes the deviations from the observed values while conserving flows in a seed matrix. Use of a linear programming approach allows an objective function with several constraints to be optimized, rather than the singular constraint in maximum likelihood techniques. More information may be obtained on this approach in Holguin-Veras et al. (2001).

TABLE 11
FINAL $F$ FACTORS FOR MEDIUM AND HEAVY TRUCKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truck Type</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial I-I</td>
<td>1,750,000</td>
<td>–0.107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium truck I-I</td>
<td>1,750,000</td>
<td>–0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy truck I-I</td>
<td>1,750,000</td>
<td>–0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial external</td>
<td>1,750,000</td>
<td>–3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium truck external</td>
<td>1,750,000</td>
<td>–2.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy truck external</td>
<td>1,750,000</td>
<td>–2.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 12
AVERAGE TRIP LENGTHS OR TRAVEL TIMES USED BY SAMPLE OF MPOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>22.8 min.</td>
<td>34.0 min.</td>
<td>10–3 miles</td>
<td>20.1 min.</td>
<td>24.1 miles</td>
<td>16.2–3.1 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>19.9 min.</td>
<td>17.5 min.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>20.5 min.</td>
<td>13.1 miles</td>
<td>11.9 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16.2 min.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>18.3 min.</td>
<td>5.9 miles</td>
<td>16.4 min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Detroit, SEMCOG calibrates its trip table with a technique that starts with skimming its highway network to obtain base year congested highway travel times. This travel time was attached to each trip record from the commercial vehicle survey on the basis of origin–destination information provided. Travel times for all records were then tabulated to obtain trip length distributions and average trip times by vehicle type. The distributions were smoothed to overcome the lumpiness associated with small sample sizes, and a subroutine in the modeling software was then used to develop initial F factors. These initial F factors were used to provide the best fit for the average trip length and trip length frequency distributions, using the gravity model application in the modeling software package. Validation of the trip distribution then consisted of comparing average trip lengths and trip length frequency distributions for the three commercial vehicle types with the observed values from the commercial vehicle survey database. The estimated gravity models were found to work well, using the coincidence ratio as the goodness of fit measure. This ratio is computed as the sum of the lower values for the percentage of total trips at each time interval divided by the sum of the higher values. The value range is 0 to 1 (1 is optimal), and values of 0.85, 0.83, and 0.80 were achieved for the light, medium, and heavy truck trip tables, respectively.

Chicago (CMAP) applies an unusual approach to creating a truck trip table. It creates a synthetic trip table from counts and state truck registration data, and then distributes the row and column totals using entropy factors with the objective of matching the distribution of non-home-based person trips. The difference between a standard gravity model approach and entropy models is in the use of observed link flows instead of trips to estimate the origin–destination matrix. There are minimum and maximum information versions of the entropy approach. In the information minimization approach, an attempt is made to add as little knowledge as possible to the information contained in the general equation for the trip table estimation from the link counts. In the maximum entropy models, the probability of a particular trip distribution occurring is assumed to be proportional to the number of states (entropy or disorder) of the system. Thus, the most likely trip matrix is defined as the one having the greatest number of microstates associated with it. The derived origin–destination table can be seen as the most likely one that is consistent with observed information, such as length and free speed of the links contained in the link flows. More information on this approach may also be obtained in Holguin-Veras et al. (2001).

Another unique approach for balancing a trip table is the “adaptable assignment” methodology used in Baltimore and Atlanta. In this approach, an interim set of truck trip tables is estimated through the conventional steps of trip generation and distribution. Absence of truck survey data or an existing believable trip table caused both efforts to borrow a starting model from QRFM, with local adjustments to trip rate equations and F factors and use of local trip length distributions. These trip tables were then assigned to the network and preliminary estimates of link volumes determined. At that point, the analysis shifts to the development of a second set of trip tables by “working backwards” from detailed count data. The result is a synthetic trip table that, by definition, replicates actual counts fairly accurately. This synthetic trip table is then compared with the original (interim) trip table, and adjustments are made to the original to reflect key differences between it and the synthetic. This is believed to help make up for activities and behaviors in truck travel that are simply outside the ability of the standard model and data, and often requires going back to investigate disparate origins and destinations to try to explain the reason for the difference. The original table is modified and reassigned, then recomputed and readjusted until a satisfactory compromise is reached. The remaining unexplained differences between the trip tables are retained as a separate “delta table,” which are then added to future model runs or forecasts as residuals.

The approaches used by Portland and Los Angeles are distinct in several respects from the other MPOs, but an important difference is in the use of activity data from major freight generators or “nodes.” Because much of the region’s freight activity is presumed to be linked to these major generators, scarce data collection resources are directed toward compiling the most significant information on activity levels and patterns at these locations. Generally, the data collection also involves a significant collaborative effort with the centers themselves or the agency that presides over the centers. In Los Angeles, extensive truck activity data are compiled by the ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles, and have been used to create a special model—“QuickTrips”—that predicts truck trip volumes and orientation in relation to economic variables. In Portland, a major survey of both truck volumes and origin–destination was conducted at the Port of Portland and key railyards, as well as truck activity levels at PDX. This information is then combined with current count data (updated with commodity-based growth factors) to develop new trip tables. In the case of Portland, the most reliable data are the port and railyard activity and count data and the measurement of external trip activity supported by roadside surveys. Ironically, the internal–internal trip estimates, which are normally the core of most standard model approaches, are weakest in the Portland model. This is by design, with no attempt to actually perform internal trip generation given skepticism about the accuracy and realism of available methods and data to do that. Therefore, the internal–internal trip table is developed largely as a residual of the other trip tables (external–internal, external–freight activity site, external–external). As SCAG and Los Angeles move closer toward combining resources with the Cube Cargo model, the linking of truck (freight) activity to more of the region’s major freight traffic generators will be for-
mally accomplished through the identification and quantification of activity at TLNs.

**Network Assignment**

Each of the surveyed MPOs performs multiclass equilibrium assignment in which trucks and commercial vehicles are loaded onto the travel network concurrently with passenger and noncommercial vehicles and allocated among links until equilibrium is reached. Each area also performs separate multiclass assignments by time-of-day period. Truck prohibitions for using certain facilities are made part of the assignment process for most of the MPOs. Philadelphia clearly does not apply truck prohibitions, and Los Angeles, New York, Phoenix, and Portland also apparently do not.

Traffic assignment is generally guided by the use of impedance factors, which in some cases are based on changing speed or travel time, whereas in others a more “generalized cost” approach embodying costs and potentially other factors is used. In these latter models, examples of which are New York and Philadelphia, the inclusion of cost in the impedance function ostensibly makes it possible to examine the effects of pricing policies (such as congestion or toll pricing) on trucks. Portland uses truck impedance factors that incorporate slope and geometry in its assignment process.

**PCE Factors**

PCE factors are adjustments made to truck trips usually at the time of assignment to adjust for the effects of their larger size and slower speeds on the effective capacity they use compared with smaller vehicles. Factors used are generally as recommended by the Highway Capacity Manual, which suggests values of 1.5 to 2.0 for six-tire or combination trucks, allowing for values of up to 6.0 in mountainous areas. However, individual agencies experiment and choose the values that provide the most reasonable results. Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago, and Los Angeles use PCE adjustment factors, with the values shown in Table 13. Los Angeles uses factors that are a combination of grade, geometry, and congestion. Detroit, Portland, Phoenix, New York, and Philadelphia do not use PCE factors in assignment. In Philadelphia, the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) explicitly noted that its reason for not using PCEs is that it felt they were not relevant in an urban setting.

**Time of Day**

All of the MPOs surveyed perform separate assignments by time of day. Most have four standard time-of-day periods: a.m. peak, p.m. peak, midday, and evening. The time cuts designating the periods differ slightly among the areas. Philadelphia consolidates its two peaks into a single peak time-of-day period. Chicago uses eight time-of-day periods, essentially breaking the a.m. and p.m. peaks into a peak hour and two shoulders. The distribution of trucks into time-of-day periods is done by individual class. The source for these data ranges from counts, truck surveys, weigh-in-motion data (California), and adaptations from other sources, such as the QRFM (Baltimore). Sample time-of-day allocation factors used in Atlanta, Baltimore, Detroit, and Phoenix are provided in Table 14.

**Model Validation**

Truck flows on links of the transportation network should match reasonably well to the observed volumes on those links. The QRFM (Section 8.5.1) advises three levels of validation tests for truck assignments: systemwide, corridor, and link specific. Aggregate validation checks are generally made on daily volumes, but it is prudent to also make the checks on volumes by time of day as well. Systemwide checks include VMT, cordon volume summaries, and screenline summaries. Based on accepted standards for model validation, modeled regional VMT should generally be within 5% of observed VMT. When regional models are used to track for air quality, the EPA requires that estimates be within 3%; however, given that commercial vehicles represent only about 13% of total VMT, if an estimate of commercial VMT fell within 5% of observed values, it would be consistent with the overall evaluation standards. At the corridor or screenline level, validation targets are set by screenline, with the maximum desirable deviation being inversely proportional to total screenline volume. At the link level, validation frequently makes use of two statistics—the correlation coefficient and percentage root-mean-square error, or RMSE. RMSE will vary by facility type, and may be as small as 5% for freeways and as large as 40% to 50% on local roads.

The validation procedures used by the surveyed MPOs for their freight models may be compared on the bottom row of Table 14. In Atlanta and Baltimore, a high level of correspondence between predicted link volumes and observed should be expected on the basis of the methods used, which essentially tweak the trip tables until predicted and observed values are closely matched. Assigned volumes from the adjusted trip tables were compared with recent medium and heavy trip counts and assignment errors computed by type of facility. In Atlanta, a total error of +7% for medium trucks and +15% for heavy trucks was realized, and the RMSE values were 37% and 64%, respectively. The new model’s combined error rate of +14% and RMSE of 49% for medium and heavy trucks combined were considerably better than the existing model’s values of ~27% and 117%. In Baltimore, the total error was ~0.4% for medium trucks and +4.3% for heavy trucks, and the RMSE values were 24% and 33%, respectively. These were found to be substantially better than the previous 1996 model, where the RMSE for all vehicles was calculated as 59% for the BMC region.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>DATA RESOURCES AND NEEDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Socioeconomic &amp; Employment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 13**

**DATA RESOURCES AND NEEDS**

- **Atlanta:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: Leveraged year 2000 TAZ data with supplemental classification counts at 65 locations
  - Origin-Destination Information: 1996 truck survey, joint BMC/MWCOG survey in 1999 (6,361 trucks, 4,537 trip records)

- **Philadelphia:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: Very limited—not reliable on its own; more from statewide model
  - Origin-Destination Information: 1999 Commercial vehicle OD survey (5,537 trip records)

- **New York:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: Statewide registration & count data
  - Origin-Destination Information: Statewide model trip tables

- **Chicago:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: None (last done in 1986, no longer usable)
  - Origin-Destination Information: Statewide model trip tables

- **Baltimore:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: Joint BMC/MWCOG survey in 1999 (400 completed surveys)

- **Phoenix:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: None (last done in 1986, no longer usable)
  - Origin-Destination Information: None mentioned

- **Detroit:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: None (last done in 1986, no longer usable)
  - Origin-Destination Information: None mentioned

- **Los Angeles:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: None (last done in 1986, no longer usable)
  - Origin-Destination Information: None mentioned

- **San Francisco:**
  - Year 2000 TAZ data; data households, office, retail, and industrial employment
  - Classification Counts: None (last done in 1986, no longer usable)
  - Origin-Destination Information: None mentioned
Data Resources and Needs

Table 15 lists the various data and other resources that were used by the MPOs in development of their truck models, as well as key identified gaps. Availability, quality, and timeliness of data are perhaps the biggest issues dictating the approaches taken in freight modeling and the capability of those approaches.

Socioeconomic Data

All MPOs were found to have access to good socioeconomic and employment data from the cooperative forecasting process. These data are available at the TAZ level and are used to provide the inputs to trip generation. The primary concerns in this area would be in needing data for a year that was not available through the cooperative forecasts (generally 5-year increments) or for employment categories that the MPO either does not currently tabulate or forecast. None of the surveyed sites appeared to have a truck modeling problem associated with socioeconomic data.

Classification Counts

All areas had access to classification counts, with the principal caveat being the age, number, and coverage of those counts. Counts are critical to model development, particularly for assignment and model calibration and validation, and they are particularly important in relation to gauging external travel. Unfortunately, their numbers and timeliness are frequently limited given the additional effort required to discern the composition of the traffic stream in addition to simply recording total vehicle trip volumes. As can be seen in Table 15, most sites indicated a relatively modest number of classification counts, and only Philadelphia suggests that it obtains a reasonable number of counts on a regular basis (200 per year). Some MPOs, such as NYMTC, have access to large reserves of count data, although they come from many different sources and time periods and must somehow be synthesized. SCAG’s validation of its new truck model included several tests. It was first determined that model-estimated truck volumes were within 5.8% of matching counts at 23 screenlines (all screenlines combined). All differences at individual screenlines were found to be within allowable tolerances for the regional model. In addition, estimated daily truck VMT was satisfactorily compared with truck VMT estimates from other statistical sources.

NYMTC validates its model against classification counts on major links and at major traffic generators. Phoenix compares matches on links and also regional VMT. Portland attempts to match both counts and highway performance monitoring system totals. Metro especially checks for accuracy at cut lines and adjusts flows by modifying internal–internal trips, which are the least reliable flows based on the methodology used to develop the regional truck trip tables.

Because its approach was so significantly tied to matching predictions and counts, BMC (and Atlanta) made exceptional efforts to improve its access to counts. This was done both by performing supplemental counts at existing traffic volume recording stations and also coming up with a formulaic method of projecting classification distributions at other locations where there were no count data. This is a clever approach that may help others in a similar bind, but it should be stressed that such approximation methods are not a perfect substitute for actual counts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Year 2000 TAZ data, household &amp; employment data sources</th>
<th>1999 Commercial Vehicle Survey (6,361 trucks, 4,537 trip records)</th>
<th>1996 truck survey data only, no actual information collected</th>
<th>Some preliminary research, but no actual information collected</th>
<th>Key information sources</th>
<th>Data gaps</th>
<th>Special studies done</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Commercial population of major retail &amp; commercial employment</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Statewide registration &amp; count data; trucking company data</td>
<td>Quick Response Freight Manual</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Truck Surveys**

Truck surveys are the critical link in most areas to understanding the types of commodities that are being moved, the types of vehicles used, origin and destination, time of day, and increasingly, number and location of stops in trip tours. It is virtually impossible to perform a comprehensive model update—involving trip generation and distribution—without adequate truck survey data. And, because the data are difficult and costly to obtain, these surveys are infrequently done or their sample sizes are too small (or otherwise biased) to make them fully useable. The typical approaches used to obtain these data are roadside surveys, typically done at cordon stations, truck surveys administered by mail or phone, or gate or establishment surveys where the carrier and sometimes the shipper can be interviewed in some detail. Generally, these surveys are conducted at the same time or in locations where counts are also occurring, so that the two sources can be coordinated to complement each other.

Each of the MPOs with major model development or comprehensive update projects built those efforts around recent survey data. This was the case in Detroit (1999), Phoenix (1992 and current), Portland (current), and Philadelphia (1999), where surveys are done every 10 years. Chicago developed its original truck model around a truck diary survey, but that was in 1986, and the lack of an update to this information has pushed CMAP to revert to a completely synthetic process in recent years. The virtual absence of truck survey data in Baltimore and Atlanta is the principal reason why their model update focused on thorough massaging of new count data. Los Angeles and Portland have good data from their special generator surveys, described here, although Metro recently engaged in a program of roadside surveys, carrier surveys, and “gate” surveys to greatly enrich its data trove.

Although some MPOs and analysts express a degree of skepticism over just how valuable truck survey data are, most generally agree that—properly done—they are extremely useful. The biggest issue appears to center on cost. It is sufficiently difficult to obtain these data accurately and in sufficient number that their eventual usefulness is called into question. BMC, for example, attempted a truck survey in 1996 in a cooperative effort with the Metropolitan Washington (D.C.) Council of Governments, and issued travel diaries from 400 different locations. Only 1,800 completed surveys were received, however, and BMC was greatly dissatisfied with the reasonableness of the results. Ultimately, the agency chose not to use the results in their new truck model. Some MPOs and analysts have also questioned the value of truck surveys given the nature of freight transportation: With so many factors underlying a freight trip, the concern is that simple origin–destination type surveys are unlikely to capture enough of the underlying process to be credible. A particular problem discouraging truck survey efforts is the difficulty in gaining cooperation of drivers or shippers in either taking the time to properly complete a survey or being unwilling to divulge confidential information. No easy solutions exist to dispel these arguments, although new data collection methods that make use of GIS and GPS technology offer to reduce the cost and improve the accuracy of truck travel information (see Sureshan 2006 in chapter four).

**Special Freight Generators**

An area for optimism is the increasing emphasis on obtaining detailed information on special generators, such as seaports, railyards, airports, and intermodal terminals. SCAG conducted a special study of truck activity at warehouses and distribution centers in the Los Angeles region as part of its most recent update, where it believed that existing information on truck operations was most deficient. This was combined with information already available from the Port of Long Beach, the airport authority, and rail intermodal terminals being modeled by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA) with Cube Cargo. Similarly, Portland Metro makes direct use of count and origin–destination information obtained at its port, railyards, and PDX Airport. If areas know more about their primary freight generating activities, these are major building blocks in understanding the system as a whole and in constructing a regional freight model. Moreover, because flows through these facilities can more readily be tied to the movement of particular commodities, forecasting future activity levels becomes more tractable.

**Key Information Sources**

Most MPOs in the survey were familiar with and had made use of the *QRFM*, Edition I. The second edition was too new to attempt to gather any reaction to its new format and content. Most of the MPOs were also either aware of Global Insight’s TRANSEARCH database of commodity flows, and several (Portland, Philadelphia, New York, Los Angeles, and Detroit) were users. A similar pattern of agencies was familiar with and had made use of the FHWA’s FAF.

**Data Gaps**

Almost all of the surveyed MPOs listed accurate commodity and origin–destination truck survey data as their most essential need. Next important was the need for more classification counts. Both Portland and Los Angeles indicated an interest in obtaining more data on the operations of special generators, building on the base that they had already successfully constructed in their modeling process.
Special Studies

The MPOs were asked whether there were any special studies or unique data sources that were instrumental in their model planning or development activities. It appears noteworthy that several of the organizations had earlier commissioned freight model feasibility studies that substantially set the stage for the programs now in progress. These studies are generally very thorough in identifying both local freight planning issues and needs as well as setting the historical and future context. The studies done for Atlanta, New York, and Portland lay out the respective region’s modeling options for the near and long term in relation to current tools, data needs, and key desired modeling capabilities. These studies are recommended reading for others embarking on model development or update.

Applications, Limitations, and Future Enhancement Plans

Table 16 concludes the review of current MPO freight modeling experience with an overview of how models are currently being used, their acknowledged strengths and weaknesses, and where the agencies are planning to go with the freight modeling in the future.

Current Applications

Almost universally, the surveyed MPOs indicated that the primary reason for attempting to model freight has to do with air quality. Most in the sample are currently in nonattainment of at least one regulated pollutant, which causes them to routinely address the conformity of transportation plans with air quality targets. Others are maintenance areas that have demonstrated attainment, but continue to need to stay abreast of travel growth trends to ensure that they stay in attainment. As a mobile source, trucks must be part of the travel and air quality assessment. And because diesel-powered freight modes such as truck are disproportionate contributors of problem pollutants such as NOx and PM-2.5, it is both necessary and desirable to include truck activity in the regional transportation modeling process. Only one or two of the MPOs, however, indicated that they were using their modeling capabilities to examine specific freight strategies designed to reduce emissions. For most, the current need was simply to be able to estimate freight travel levels in regional inventories. Also, for most, use of the truck model for air quality conformity was the only official use it had in the agencies’ planning and programs. Several MPOs made it clear that they used their truck model capability for other routine planning tasks, such as RTPs, corridor studies, highway design, and miscellaneous project planning.

A growing need at most of the MPOs was for models to help in examining truck restrictions, such as truck-only routes, route prohibitions, and even toll pricing strategies. Most of the current models are able to deal with hard truck prohibitions, but few have the behavioral structure to examine the effect of policies, such as pricing.

Strengths

The capabilities of the current truck modeling efforts reported here appear to be strongest in performing regional or large-area studies with a reasonably short time horizon. They should be reasonably reliable for representing truck volumes by class on given facilities, even by time of day, along with service levels. They can do a reasonably good job of reflecting change in route choice on the basis of “hard” prohibitions; that is, the facility does not permit trucks of the given type or at particular times of day. If information is provided on changes in population and employment, the structure of most of these models allows them to furnish estimates of the additional number of truck trips that would be generated and the direction of their travel.

Limitations

Most MPOs and practicing planners recognize the major limitations of the current generation of truck models. Although truck trip rates are generated from “land use” data; that is, development conveyed in terms of households and employment, the stability of the trip generation coefficients over time is in serious question. Although those relationships may make sense in representing industry and business protocols for today, the rapid changes seen in freight and the overall economy over the past 10 to 20 years leave little reason to believe that these relationships will be valid 20 or even 10 years from now. Even if the trip rate relationships stayed constant, shifts in distribution patterns and logistics associated with technology and factor costs would challenge the predictions of today’s models. Most MPOs recognize the structural limitations of their current models, and are dubious about their credibility for long-term forecasts (beyond 5 years), although that is often what they are used for (e.g., for air quality analyses in long-range plans). There are also behavioral deficiencies in the current generation models in that they lack sensitivity to predict response of freight to either policy actions (congestion pricing) or exogenous events (fuel cost and availability, congestion).

A major weakness in most of the current models is the absence of a realistic connection between the urban area and the outside world. The location of an area such as Baltimore, Philadelphia, or New York in a major national commercial corridor would be expected to have significant implications for current and future freight volumes, both linked to the respective urban area as well as in relation to the world at large, and the impact on through travel volumes by mode. Some MPOs are attempting to capture this broader context by either coordinating with adjacent statewide or corridor
TABLE 16
MODELING APPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT PLANS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most common applications</th>
<th>Atlanta</th>
<th>Baltimore</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Detroit</th>
<th>Los Angeles</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>Philadelphia</th>
<th>Phoenix</th>
<th>Portland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air quality conformity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Regional plan; corridor studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengths</td>
<td>Up-to-date truck and commercial vehicle models; accurate at representing current travel</td>
<td>Up-to-date truck and commercial vehicle models; accurate at representing current travel</td>
<td>Commercial vehicle trip levels &amp; distribution sensitive to employment forecasts</td>
<td>Reasonably sold base for forecasting; OD survey tied to sociodemographics and land use</td>
<td>Model is tied to underlying land use (pop &amp; employment); have decent OD and volume info from ports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations</td>
<td>Reliability of structure for long-range forecasting questionable</td>
<td>Incorporate freight nodes in model, but not sensitive to changes in activity</td>
<td>Can’t do long-range forecasting</td>
<td>Does not directly model commodity flows, freight, tourists</td>
<td>Questions about capability for long-range forecasting</td>
<td>Best at regional level, not acceptable for county scale</td>
<td>Although structure is keyed to land use, standard questions about capability to do long-range forecasting</td>
<td>MAG is concerned about its ability to predict impacts associated with changes in the external economy</td>
<td>Truck reaction to pricing; time-of-day shipping decisions; truck commodity contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative approaches considered</td>
<td>Developed freight modeling action plan in 2005, lays out plan for evolution of freight modeling capability; current approach is a 5-year interim capability. Extensive review of other models and alternative approaches</td>
<td>Continue to monitor other MPO efforts; believe commodity-based models may offer more capability, but concerns about complexity and data needs; BMC currently implementing the PECAS model, which has a solid economic input/output structure</td>
<td>Should use econometric based commodity flow model—4-step paradigm not appropriate for freight</td>
<td>Presently coordinatating with LACMTA in development of Cube Cargo model, which would provide basis for a more commodity-based approach to modeling freight.</td>
<td>2001 study by Holguin-Veras et al., extensively considered wide range of tools and applications key to types of issues faced.</td>
<td>Recognize that some MPOs and states are using commodity flow-based approaches. A concern is that the commodity flow data is generally for sale by private vendors and can be very expensive.</td>
<td>The truck models have been refined in previous years and will continue to be improved in the future. Commodity-based approach is among the considerations.</td>
<td>Not clear that any model functionally capture entire supply chain; plus, a model cannot be too data or labor intensive—higher maintenance cost must be balanced against greater confidence in answer, and not clear that degree of extra effort is worth it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned enhancements</td>
<td>Believes state of practice has not evolved beyond interim model, but will continue to monitor. See evolution to two-level model, with statewide model providing the economic framework for freight flows</td>
<td>None currently planned; Intend to increase number of future roadside surveys, incorporate video technology, coordinate with classification counts</td>
<td>None currently planned; much effort spent on passenger models because of regulatory and funding programs—no similar incentive for freight</td>
<td>Developing a next-generation model in upcoming work plans; awaiting system of new classification counts, will then recalibrate model</td>
<td>Looking to improve existing truck model in upcoming work plans; possibly going to a freight modeling approach and improving the port trip model</td>
<td>Intends to include truck, rail, marine and logistic components in a facility-level model to describe trip generation &amp; attraction at freight facilities; location, accessibility, service, parking will be factors</td>
<td>Over next 15 years, regional screenings, travel times, truck and external travel surveys are planned</td>
<td>Tie into statewide PECAS model when it is completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: N/A: not available
models or by basing their vehicle trip estimates on commodity flows.

*Alternative Approaches*

Most of the MPOs surveyed indicated that they were skeptical about the validity of their models for long-range forecasting, and several confessed that the traditional four-step process used for modeling person travel was ill-suited to modeling freight or truck. Most believed that a commodity-based approach keyed to economic activity appeared to be a more appropriate structure for modeling freight—and truck—but no one indicated a clear intention to adopt such an approach in the foreseeable future. The closest associations are in Portland and Los Angeles, where Portland is intending to tie in with the statewide PECAS model and SCAG is intending to coordinate its truck modeling tools with the state and regional Cube Cargo model. Neither appears willing or interested in taking on the complexity of such models in-house, but appreciates the additional help those tools will provide to the accuracy of their future efforts. It appears that MPOs would like to stick with trucks if they must model freight, and leave the more complex economic analyses to others with the appropriate expertise and resources to deal with them.

Although commodity-based approaches appear to be admired by most MPOs, and appear to possess the type of structure that can begin to deal with the myriad intricacies of freight movement, the general sense among the MPOs is that these methods—perhaps such as activity-based person travel modeling—have not yet made it to “prime time.” Filled with such uncertainty and foreboding, some agencies—such as CMAP in Chicago—have elected to minimize the time and resources for freight modeling in deference to other more pressing planning and regulatory priorities. Some, such as Portland and Los Angeles, are planning to eventually tie in with a more global commodity-based process, although they sense that the state or a broader authority (e.g., LACTMA in Los Angeles) will be the entity that supplies that structure. Among those agencies attempting to do a better job with the tools they have, two types of interim approaches appear to be getting attention: (1) a synthetic trip table approach that works most extensively with count data and focuses on accurate depictions of truck volumes on facilities, and (2) a pronounced focus on linking freight activity to major freight producing nodes.

Indeed, the foreseeable freight model enhancement plans for those MPOs responding was to do a better job with the tools they have, starting with securing better count data and better information on trips entering or leaving the region. Added to this is a new perspective about collecting better information and having better modeling tools for dealing with major freight generators and transfer nodes.
An interim study was undertaken with the new model involving four applications case studies, each addressing a different aspect of freight movement. In one of the case studies, the specific objective was to evaluate how statewide freight–truck information might be applied in improving the travel demand models at a regional and metropolitan level. MPO-supported travel demand models in Ohio generally forecast truck trips at external stations by extending the trend of observed historical growth. This method of forecasting the external–external truck trips passing through the metropolitan area or the external–internal trips between the metropolitan area and areas outside the region were viewed to suffer an important weakness in not being sensitive to economic changes outside the region. The TRANSEARCH database was examined to determine whether the forecasts of truck traffic in that database could be used to improve the model's forecasts of truck trips. The investigation was conducted in cooperation with the Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission (MORPC), the MPO for the Columbus metropolitan area.

The assessment determined that freight–truck trip tables can be converted to a standard travel demand forecasting package such as the one used by MORPC and the information can be extracted for a specific region. Expansion factors can be developed to convert the county-level trip table in the statewide model to the TAZ system of the MPO. The truck forecast from the statewide model was determined to be particularly valuable for external stations, which are generally problematic in regional forecasting exercises, and are often forecast on the basis of historical trends. However, because the number of external stations that have substantial volumes in the subarea freight–truck table is fairly limited, the most appropriate use of the truck forecasts may be to qualitatively guide the adjustment of the MPO model's external forecasts. The converted truck trip tables may be to qualitatively guide the adjustment of the MPO model's external forecasts. The converted truck trip table was found to be valuable in identifying and planning for major regional freight corridors and terminals. In addition, the complete statewide freight model can identify routing and demand for regional trucks on the entire Ohio system, implying that the relative importance of I-71 in Cleveland to trucking in the MORPC region can be quantified. The MORPC assessment also acknowledged that the state freight–truck trip table and assignment represented only a small portion of the total truck movement in the region. Local delivery, construction truck, service trucks,
etc., were not accounted for and still needed to be forecast at the regional level.

**CASE STUDY 2: OREGON TRAVEL AND LAND USE INTEGRATION PROGRAM COMMERCIAL TRAVEL MODEL**

The Oregon DOT is sponsoring the development of a suite of integrated land use–transport models under TLUMIP. One component of the suite is a commercial travel model for the Portland region, described by Donnelly (2005). The model is a bilevel hybrid simulation, consisting of an upper level regional commodity flow model and a lower level microscopic model of truck flows. At the upper level, commodity flows are modeled across the state at a coarse level of geography. The economy is represented by approximately 35 sectors. An interregional input–output model is linked to a structural econometric model of the region. Together they simulate the growth in the Oregon economy over time that is allocated to the major sectors within the economy.

Other components in the TLUMIP framework link these flows to estimates of production and consumption in TAZs. When passed to the upper level of the commercial travel model, these flows are represented as annual origin–destination flows between different sectors of the economy, expressed in current dollar terms. The upper level of the model transforms these estimates into tonnage flows by commodity and mode of transport. The mapping from economic sector to commodities is carried out using the make and use coefficients from an input–output model of the state. These coefficients describe the factors of production or consumption of commodities by economic sector. The result is an origin–destination matrix for each of 40 different commodities.

The lower part of the model is an agent-based microsimulation of goods movement in the region. The model generates discrete shipments from the commodity flow matrices, which are attributed to individual firms in the region. In most instances, the process is sampling from observed distributions of operation freight behavior, which are gathered from a variety of sources. The major steps in the model are

1. **Generation of discrete shipments**: A Monte Carlo process is used to sample from observed distributions of shipment sizes by commodity group, up to the total tons shipped between each origin–destination pair in each commodity flow matrix. The sum of the individual shipment weights are scaled to the origin–destination interchange in the commodity matrix. This process is carried out in turn for each of 40 different commodities.

2. **Microsimulation of trip ends**: Specific establishments, identified by industry type and size (number of employees), and point location within the origin and destination TAZs are selected as the exact origin and destination of the shipment. Weights are assigned to establishments on the basis of the likelihood of producing or consuming the commodity, and a Monte Carlo process is used to select specific establishments (which include households on the destination end) within that range.

3. **Transshipment allocation**: A percentage of the interurban trips are allocated to transshipment facilities, which include transportation terminals, warehouses, and distribution centers. The probability of stopping at such facilities differs by commodity and is taken from observed field data.

4. **Itinerary generation**: The shipment list with the aforementioned attributes is sorted by origin establishment. For each commodity generated at an origin, a carrier and vehicle type are selected using a Monte Carlo process conditioned with observed choice data. When a private carrier is selected, successive trucks are filled to their observed average load weight until all shipments are accommodated. A more complex process is used for for-hire trucks, where nearby trucks with available capacity are used before a new for-hire truck is generated. For-hire trucks not filled to capacity are left at the origin to possibly accept additional loads from nearby establishments.

5. **Itinerary optimization**: A traveling salesman problem solution is used to sort the destinations on each itinerary so as to reduce total distance traveled on the network and return the truck to its origin after all stops have been completed.

The resulting optimized itineraries are packaged for network assignment. At the present time, the assignment is carried out in another part of the TLUMIP suite, where the commercial flows are combined with passenger flows in a multiclass equilibrium assignment.

The simulation makes extensive use of observed data from a variety of sources, to include nationwide commodity flow and vehicle utilization surveys. Data from truck intercept surveys in Oregon and Canada were also used. Some of the data not observable in the field, such as the operation of transshipment points, have been synthesized from a variety of secondary data sources. The Oregon DOT maintains a database of geocoded business locations, including freight terminals and distribution centers, which are used to anchor the flows to individual establishments in the model.

The model has been validated in tests in Portland, and further development work is ongoing. A variety of model validation criteria have been suggested for the model. These
are summarized in Table 17, which shows the outcomes to date. The model performs better than the conventional truck model it replaced, and incorporates several important dynamics present in urban and regional freight movements (most notably transshipment and trip chaining).

**CASE STUDY 3: LOS ANGELES COUNTY’S CUBE CARGO MODEL**

Two separate processes are being developed for freight forecasting in the Los Angeles region—one is at a macro level and commodity based, the other at a more typical regional level involving heavy truck modeling. LACMTA, which has purview over the region’s ports and airports, undertook development of a new model to provide it with better information and tools for understanding the region’s freight system operations and needs in relation to the state, national, and global marketplace. The platform chosen for this procedure is Cube Cargo, a commodity-based input–output type model that is expected to do a much better job of predicting freight demand and freight movements in and through the Los Angeles region from the perspective of Los Angeles County. Meanwhile, SCAG, the MPO for the region, maintains and has recently completed an update of an HDT model that is integrated within the region’s travel forecasting model and used for all planning and regulatory (e.g., air quality conformity) analyses. The two processes are being coordinated, with the expectation that they will eventually be formally joined. More information on the regional context of these efforts and the planned coordination can be found in the MPO profile for Los Angeles in Appendix B.

**Cube Cargo Model**

Cube Cargo is a freight forecasting model that was initially developed through research undertaken as part of the German National Freight Forecasting Model. The underlying methodology and parameters were subsequently adapted in urban and regional applications in other countries. Cube Cargo was designed for use on urban, regional, and long-distance applications. It estimates origin–destination matrices of annual tons of goods by commodity class and mode, as well as origin–destination matrices of truck trips by truck type. It also generates matrices of urban service trips to provide a complete estimate of truck flows.

The Cube Cargo model requires as inputs zone-level socioeconomic and employment data, zone-to-zone modal travel times and costs, and matrices of existing commodity flows as a base for projection. A *trip generation* step estimates annual tons of commodities produced and consumed by zone using regression models with locally adjusted parameters. Special generators are used to represent externally generated commodities; for example, ports by location and commodity class. User-specified values direct the amount of production exported to external zones and the amount to internal zones by commodity class. Trend rates are used to represent production efficiencies and other factors not represented in the base regression models, as well as trends in the level of imports and exports (e.g., based on observed level of imports coming into a port).

Goods produced by commodity class are allocated to origin–destination matrices through a *trip distribution* step. In this process, the model makes assumptions about the percentage of goods considered to be short haul versus long haul by commodity class. This is a key assumption given that goods considered to be short haul are assumed to go by truck (and do not go through the mode choice model). Trend rates are used to represent changes in short- versus long-haul percentages by commodity class over time. The model then assumes that the long-haul flows can be segmented into flows that will be attracted to the internal and external areas. For example, in this application, the state of California was considered to be the “internal” area and the rest of the United States, Mexico, and Canada were considered to be “external.” These assumptions provide a mechanism for constraining the model, and trend rates are used to adjust the internal and external fractions. Finally, gravity-model parameters are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conserves Input–Origin–Destination Flows</td>
<td>Matches zonal totals</td>
<td>Always achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matches Modal Shares by Commodity</td>
<td>Coincidence ratio (CR) &gt; 0.9</td>
<td>Always achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matches Average Trip Distance by Commodity</td>
<td>± 10%</td>
<td>Usually achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matches Percent Trans-Shipment</td>
<td>± 10%</td>
<td>Always achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of Carrier Type by Commodity</td>
<td>CR &gt; 0.9</td>
<td>Always achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of Vehicle Type by Commodity</td>
<td>CR &gt; 0.9</td>
<td>Usually achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matches Payload Weight Distribution</td>
<td>CR &gt; 0.9</td>
<td>Usually achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matches Known Portland Control Totals</td>
<td>± 10%</td>
<td>Exogenous constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matches Observed Daily Truck Counts</td>
<td>Percent RMSE &lt; 40%</td>
<td>Always achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
calibrated by commodity class for long-haul and short-haul flows, with the impedance being a generalized cost linear combination of time, distance, and cost by mode, weighted by the mode choice coefficients. The results of this process are origin–destination matrices of goods by commodity type segmented into short and long haul.

A mode choice model then splits the matrices of long-haul flows by commodity class into modes—in this case, truck, rail, and air. The models are multinomial logit choice models, stratified by commodity and distance class. The models are applied on long-haul flows only—short-haul flows are considered to move by truck. The mode choice models use travel time, travel cost, and constants, are calibrated using observed data (defaults are provided), and may be segmented by distance class to provide improved sensitivity by range.

An important feature of Cube Cargo is a TLN model, which partitions the long-haul matrices into direct flows and transport chain flows. Transport chain flows are those that do not go directly from zone of production to zone of consumption, but rather pass through a transport logistic node, or TLN. These TLNs are defined and located by the model user, as are the areas that are served by the TLN. The TLN model then produces a series of origin–destination flow matrices—long-haul direct flows by mode and commodity, long-haul flows to and from TLNs by mode and commodity, and short-haul flows to and from TLNs, also by mode and commodity class.

A fine distribution model then redistributes each of the short- and long-haul flow matrices from “coarse” zones to “fine” zones. A coarse zone system is used until this point in the process because many of the data are only available for large zones (e.g., county level). However, to obtain truck matrices that can be assigned to the roadway network, the geographic resolution must be refined to the same level as the auto matrices, that is, TAZs. This is done through a nesting and weighting process in which the coarse zones are mappable onto the fine zones. The origins and destinations within each coarse zone are determined using socioeconomic-derived weights; the flows are then allocated with gravity models.

Finally, vehicle models convert the estimated annual commodity flow by truck into number of heavy and light trucks. Cube Cargo has two vehicle models—standard and touring. The standard model represents direct origin–destination-style delivery, although the model can represent trucks traveling out of their way to find a return load. The user can specify the size of the zone in which return loads can be found. The touring vehicle model estimates delivery tours (dropoffs and pickups). Vehicles are assumed to have the same starting and ending zone but make intermediate stops to load and unload. Because this model is computationally intensive, its use is frequently limited to TLNs and zones selected by the user. A service model is used to estimate all other truck traffic not represented by the commodity flow/truck model. These trips are normally characterized as urban service truck trips. The service model is used directly on the fine zone system, performing trip generation using regression models based on zone type and socioeconomic data. Trips are then distributed using gravity models.

Phase I of the Cube Cargo project was completed in June 2004 (Citilabs 2004), and resulted in a framework and a preliminary model based on readily available data. Phase II, which is developing a functional tool capable of analyzing congestion impacts of future infrastructure projects such as rail intermodal facility capacity improvements, truck-only lanes, or policy or operational changes at the port, has been underway in the period since. Major Phase II activity has focused on gathering all of the necessary specialized data, both from existing studies and databases, as well as obtaining new information on activity at TLNs. Phase II was scheduled to be completed by August 2005 (Cambridge Systematics 2004), but various difficulties have delayed its completion. The model is currently undergoing application and validation testing, with completion expected in June 2008.

**CASE STUDY 4: CALGARY TOUR-BASED COMMERCIAL VEHICLE MODEL**

Perhaps the most advanced “urban” freight model currently in existence is the one developed for the city of Calgary in Alberta, Canada. It was developed by J. Douglas Hunt of the University of Calgary and Kevin Stefan and J.D.P. McMillan of the city of Calgary as an additional element to the regional travel model (RTM) (Stefan et al. 2005; Hunt 2006). The commercial vehicle model, or CVM, uses a “tour-based” approach to simulate the multistop nature of urban commercial movements, and employs a series of Monte Carlo simulation steps to assign these commercial trips with respect to tour purpose, vehicle type, next stop purpose, location, and duration. The system is referred to as an agent-based microsimulation framework, reflecting the disaggregate level of the analysis on the “agent” making the trip.

The Calgary RTM covers the entire Calgary region, which includes the city and the area within a radius of approximately 80 km (50 miles). Much of this area is agricultural land, dotted with satellite towns and smaller market centers. The 2001 population of this region was a little more than 1 million. Although not a particularly large, dense metropolitan area, Calgary nevertheless is a key hub for shipping in western Canada, with key strategic highway and rail routes for commercial traffic.

The RTM was initially developed with a focus on personal travel, and the treatment of commercial vehicle move-
ments before the CVM was limited to the scaling of truck flows derived from count data. Various special characteristics and impacts of commercial vehicle travel were noted to be sufficiently different from those of person travel as to deserve a separate methodology to account for them within the regional travel model. Among those characteristics and resultant impacts were

- Higher concentrations of commercial vehicles, particularly heavy trucks, in industrial and commercial areas;
- A higher concentration of activity in the middle of the workday than the peaks;
- Because of the large size, more significant impacts on congestion and traffic flow, emissions, and pavement wear; and
- A higher value of time associated with commercial transportation, compelling separate consideration of travel time savings.

“Commercial” vehicles in the Calgary CVM model include not only light-, medium-, and heavy-duty trucks, but also all other four-tire, two-axle vehicles such as pickup trucks, vans, and even passenger cars involved in commercial service. This latter group of “LCVs” (light commercial vehicles) was shown to make up more than 50% of urban commercial trips in the region. Whereas almost all interurban transport is goods hauling, Calgary surveys revealed that about 50% of all business stops were made to provide a service. This finding led to the conclusion that properly modeling urban commercial vehicle movement required consideration beyond freight hauling and needed to include service deliveries within the urban area.

The overall RTM has three basic components: a person travel model, the CVM, and a joint vehicle assignment process. The person travel model is an aggregate, equilibrium model (traffic zones, trip tables, and equilibrium assignment), including 25 travel segments based on person category and movement type. Walking and cycling are considered as modes, along with various private vehicle modes and transit. The joint vehicle assignment component loads the trip tables generated by the person and CVMs to the coded highway network, establishing a network equilibrium loading that accounts for congestion on links. Assignment is done for five time periods: the busiest ½ hour and remaining ½ hour shoulders of both the a.m. and p.m. peak periods and the off-peak period covering the remainder of the day. Network travel times for each period are fed back to the respective models to account for congestion, with multiple iterations until equilibrium is achieved.

A fourth component to the RTM is a procedure for dealing with external trips; that is, those having at least one end outside the region. External flows account for about 6% of total vehicle trips in the Calgary region. The procedure consists of a set of singly constrained gravity models that consider exogenously forecast vehicle flows passing cordon entry and exit points. This procedure generates additional vehicle trip tables for each of the light, medium, and heavy commercial vehicle categories for each time period, and they are combined with the personal and commercial vehicle trip tables before assignment.

The CVM itself is a disaggregate microsimulation model. It attempts to represent tours generated by five categories of industrial activity on each of five different land use types. The individual trips on each separate tour are simulated, providing a vehicle type, an origin, a destination, a time of trip, and various other attributes. The microsimulation process is pictured in Figure 9.

The number of tours based in each zone is first established using an aggregate trip generation model. This “number” determines the length of the list of tours whose specific attributes are identified in a sequential fashion as the microsimulation progresses. Each tour in the list is then assigned a vehicle type and trip purpose using a Monte Carlo process, followed by a projection of the specific start time and the characteristics for each stop on the tour, iterating stop by stop until the tour is completed. This is repeated for each tour in the list—one at a time.

The tours are grown incrementally, by having a “return home” alternative within the next stop purpose allocation. If the next stop purpose is not “return home,” then the tour extends by one more stop. This approach is believed to more realistically portray the nature of urban commercial movements, where there are a comparatively large number of equally important stops in many tours.

The selection probabilities used in the microsimulation are established from logit models estimated from a special commercial vehicle travel survey. Interviews were conducted at more than 3,100 businesses in the Calgary region that used an approach similar to household travel diaries to collect information on tours made on a typical weekday in 2001. The sampled businesses provided information on the movements of their entire fleet over a 24-hour period, including origin, destination, and purpose, along with fleet and commodity information. The resulting sample provided detailed information on just over 64,000 commercial vehicle trips. These data were expanded by industry, size, and location to represent the total population of commercial enterprises in the region.

Three categories of vehicle are considered in the CVM:

- Heavy: multiunit trucks with more than six tires;
- Medium: single-unit trucks with six tires; and
- Light: small, four-tire vehicles, including vans, pick-ups, cars, and SUVs.
Four stop purposes are considered:

- Goods: goods delivery and pickup, including goods handling and transport activities;
- Services: service delivery, including an incidental materials handling (such as an electrician picking up supplies);
- Others: all nondirect goods and service activities not included in the above, or at the point where the tour started (including meal breaks, refueling, etc.); and
- Return to Establishment: returning to the starting point of the tour, either at the end of the day, during the day, or for any reason.

The business establishments are segregated into five categories, based on two-digit North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS). These are

- Industrial
- Wholesale
- Retail
- Transport
- Services

Each of these five categories is handled separately throughout the microsimulation, with a unique set of coefficients, so the results show different behaviors and reactions to policy changes by category. Among these categories, the transport category is somewhat different in that it includes private “for-hire” carriers, in essence trucking companies that sell transportation services. These are different in that the “goods and services” stop and tour purpose categories are combined into a single “business” purpose, recognizing that transport establishments provide the definition-blurring service of handling goods.

Each of the zones in the model is also classified into one of five land use types on the basis of specific attributes:

- Low density
- Residential
- Retail and commercial
- Industrial
- Employment node

These land use types are used to differentiate coefficient values and resulting models’ sensitivities at various points in the microsimulation. In particular, they work in combination with the establishment categories to separate blue-collar and white-collar components of given industries, which the microsimulation distinguishes between in determining the patterns of commercial movements.

The actual step-by-step process for applying the CVM model is described here:

**Step 1: Tour Generation**

First, the aggregate number of tours for each category of establishment is determined for each time period in each zone. The tour generation rate (tours per employee in an industry) is determined for the entire day for each zone using an exponential regression equation with zonal attributes such as land use and accessibility as independent variables. This rate is multiplied by the number of employees in the respective industries in the zone to produce a total number of tours generated. These tours are then split among the five time-of-day periods using a logit model with utility functions containing the same types of zonal-level attributes used in the tour generation models. In each case, the resulting number of tours in each time period by type of establishment in each zone becomes the length of the list of discrete tours to be further defined in the next step.

**Step 2: Tour Purpose and Vehicle Type Allocation**

Next, each tour in the list is assigned both a primary purpose and a vehicle type (light, medium, or heavy). A Monte Carlo process is used to assign both simultaneously. The selection probabilities in this process are determined from logit models based on establishment type, with utility functions that include zone-level land use, establishment location, and accessibility. Alternatives for the primary purpose are goods, service, other, and fleet allocator. The first three of these are consistent with the stop purpose definitions introduced earlier; the fleet allocator purpose includes tours by vehicles in which the activity of the tour is more of a continuous nature, such as delivering papers or refuse collection, and not some finite number of stops.

![FIGURE 9 Tour-based microsimulation framework.](image-url)
Step 3: Tour Start Time

In this step, each tour in the list for each time-of-day period is assigned a precise start time, again through use of a Monte Carlo process with sampling distributions based on the weighted sample of observed start times differentiated by type of establishment and time period. Because the sampling distributions are static, there is the implication that changes in the distribution of start times established by the microsimulation are limited to the given time period. However, there is potential for travel conditions to influence the times for the rest of the tour, and to the extent that travel times on the network are changes in response to policy or other factors, arrival times at subsequent stops can be expected to change. This can lead to changes in the decision regarding the next stop purpose, and at the extreme, can cause the tours to cross into the next time period, where different conditions in that period can further influence the characteristics of the rest of the tour.

Step 4: Next Stop Purpose

After the tour start time has been assigned, the microsimulation begins the iterative process of “growing the tour,” as diagrammed in Figure 9, by assigning the purpose, location, and duration of each additional stop in the tour until the “next stop purpose” is “return to establishment.” The purpose of each new stop is assigned from the original set of purposes, including goods, services, other, and return to establishment. Again, Monte Carlo is used to assign the next stop purpose, with the selection probabilities determined from logit models on the basis of a “segment” category (i.e., an intermediate trip). With the survey data presenting so many observations of “next stop” possibilities, utility function coefficients were estimated for 13 different types of commercial movement segments on the basis of combinations of industry type, vehicle type, and tour primary purpose. These 13 segment types are

2. S-S-MH: Service tours by service establishments using medium or heavy vehicles.
5. G-R-LMH: Goods tours by retail establishments using any vehicle type.
7. S-I-MH: Service tours by industrial establishments using medium or heavy vehicles.
13. O-X-LMH: Other tours by any establishment type using any vehicle type.

The utility functions in the logit models for “next stop purpose” alternatives include the following attributes:

- Number of stops for business purposes made previously in the tour,
- Number of stops for other purposes made previously in the tour,
- Number of stops for any purpose made previously in the tour,
- Elapsed total time for the tour to that point (including travel and stop time),
- Elapsed travel time (only) for the tour to that point,
- Travel utility associated with making the trip from the current location zone to the zone where the tour began, and
- Accessibility for the current location zone to all categories of employment in all zones for the vehicle type being used.

Step 5: Next Stop Location

After the next stop purpose is assigned, the next stop location is assigned, assuming the next stop purpose is not “return to establishment.” Any of the 1,447 model zones are available alternatives for the location of the next stop. A Monte Carlo process is used again, with the selection probabilities determined from logit models on the basis of 13 “segment” categories, similar to those used for selection of next stop purpose (Step 4). In this case, the 13 segment categories are based on combinations of industry category, vehicle type, and next stop purpose, with the goods, service, and other categories still being used, but in this case for the assigned next stop purpose rather than the assigned tour primary purpose. Therefore, the 13 category definitions remain the same, except for using stop purpose rather than tour primary purpose.
The utility functions for the next stop location alternatives in the logit models include the following attributes:

- Land use type for the possible next zone;
- Accessibility to all categories of population for the possible next zone, for the vehicle type being used;
- Accessibility to all categories of employment for the possible next zone, for the vehicle type being used;
- Relative attractiveness (numerical score) of the possible next zone for stops made during tours generated by transport establishments; and
- The “enclosed angle” for the possible next zone: the angle enclosed by a straight line from the current zone to the zone containing the establishment and the straight line from the current zone to the possible next zone. This angle measurement communicates whether the next stop is generally in the direction of the tour to date or is directing back toward the establishment (starting point).

**Step 6: Stop Duration Model**

In this step, the proposed stop is assigned a precise stop time. This is another Monte Carlo procedure, with sampling distributions based on the weighted sample of observed stop durations differentiated by the 13 segments. The microsimulation uses the assigned stop time to advance the clock, keeping track of the start and end times, and then begins another iteration for the next stop.

**Step 7: Calibration**

After all the elements of the microsimulation process are assembled and the values of the various coefficients established, the entire process is calibrated to appropriately match various aggregate targets. The targets, listed in the order in which they are considered, are

- Tour generation by industry and geographic area;
- Proportions of tours starting in the various time-of-day periods;
- Vehicle type and tour purpose proportions;
- Number of stops per tour, by 13 segments;
- Total trip destinations in each of 13 geographic areas (super zones) by vehicle type;
- Intrazonal proportions of trips within each of the 13 super zones by vehicle type; and
- Total trips by vehicle type and industry.

The calibration process involves iterations, matching the output values from the process with the selected targets, and adjusting the various category-specific constants to improve the match. With Monte Carlo processes, the results are different with each run, so multiple runs were performed and the results averaged to get values indicative of the central tendencies of the outputs. Experimentation showed that averaging more than 10 runs provided highly stable results, with variations on the order of 1% relative to the respective targets.

Because the elements of the microsimulation are interdependent, adjustments to the values of the coefficients in one element are able to alter the output values for other elements (e.g., if tour generation is adjusted, establishment locations are changed, which affects the decision to return to establishment and therefore tour lengths). This led to a calibration approach where the matches to different sets of targets were considered consecutively over a series of iterations, until the adjustments to the coefficients and the resulting changes in the output values were small enough to be of no consequence.

The calibrated CVM was found to produce link-level flows that compared well with observed patterns, both closely matching observed volumes and showing a focus on industrial areas and an adherence to truck routes. Together with the other calibrated components of the Calgary RTM, CVM provides a representation of the regional transportation system that can be used both in forecasting and policy analysis. Application for forecasting requires inputs of population, employment, and transport supply conditions similar to those required for person travel forecasting, along with information regarding truck route prohibitions and vehicle-specific values of time and distance-based operating costs.

For analysis of policy impacts, CVM runs within the full RTM are seen as competent for predicting commercial vehicle response to changes in

- Road network capacity and connectivity;
- Truck route policy;
- Road tolls;
- Fuel taxes;
- Household travel (and its affect on roadway congestion);
- Population level and spatial distribution; and
- Employment level, composition, and spatial distribution.

The responses to these policy variables can occur in multiple elements of the model: Tour generation, start time period, tour purpose, vehicle type choice, and next stop location or purpose are all sensitive to changes in travel conditions. Hence, if travel conditions become more onerous, then commercial vehicles will not just travel shorter distances; they will make fewer stops and more tours to meet demand.

A key advantage of the CVM approach is that it does not rely on explicit representation of shipments or related transactions. Translating from commodity flows to shipment sizes
to vehicle allocations is seen as introducing major complexities. This approach bypasses that complexity by focusing on vehicles, using generation rates and vehicle allocation models that implicitly take much of this background detail into account. Although a modeling framework that would include a full translation from commodities to shipments to vehicle allocations is seen as likely to provide a model with more robust policy sensitivity, in a practical setting, the CVM is felt to yield a more realistic solution in many cases. It is being used in practical planning and policy analysis work and for planning by the city of Calgary and the province of Alberta Transportation Department.
CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS

LESSONS LEARNED

This synthesis project has found that an increasing number of metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) are showing greater interest in better understanding and planning for the movement of freight. This interest is obviously greater among large MPOs, and particularly those where freight has a major role in the makeup of the local economy or has a dominating presence in the transportation system. Large cities with seaports, major river or lake ports, intersecting national rail lines, a strong manufacturing base, or a location at the nexus of major Interstate highways are likely to have a keen awareness of and avid interest in freight activity. Areas with pronounced traffic congestion or air pollution are likely to have an even greater interest.

The majority of large MPOs currently have a procedure to account for freight movement in their transportation planning process. Given the almost universal use of four-step planning models for regional travel forecasting, it is no surprise that the methods used for freight travel are patterned after and integrated into this process. Questions, of course, arise as to the appropriateness of extending an approach and framework developed to model the movement of people to the movement of freight.

Virtually all MPOs that model freight actually model truck. This is reasonable given that well over 80% of all freight in metropolitan areas is moved by truck. Trucks are the primary concern in relation to effects on highway capacity, congestion, and mobile source emission, and MPOs have virtually no influence on the balance of freight moved by truck or some other mode. Keeping with the four-step paradigm, truck modeling procedures consist of developing trip tables of truck movements by origin-destination and then assigning those trips to the highway network. A primary goal is to produce estimates of link volumes by type or size of truck that match observed volumes as closely as possible.

Most of the MPO approaches studied take that bottom-line objective to heart. Indeed, there is such an emphasis on bottom-line “accuracy”—strongly linked to federal regulatory guidelines—that behavioral sensitivity and realism in the preceding steps is a much lesser concern. Hence, structural weaknesses in the overall approach are accepted as the best that can be done with current data and model structures. Knowing this, most MPOs choose to just do the best with what they have, wondering if a substantial increase in commitment to more data and more rigorous model development methods will result in measurably better modeling tools. As evidence, some of the most ambitious and clever modeling activities observed and documented in this synthesis involve creative ways of factoring trip tables to produce optimal assignments. This leaves the question of what factors and behaviors cause trucks to move in the manner they do to be largely placed on hold.

There are at least two primary areas where current generation metropolitan freight-truck models are challenged:

- **External forces:** National, global, and local economic forces, as well as exogenous variables such as the cost of fuel or regulatory policies, determine the amount and type of freight activity that will be experienced by a metropolitan area. However, the modeling universe for most MPO freight models is their regional boundary, with all of these complex determinants of current and future freight activity reduced to traffic volumes at a network of external stations.
- **Internal distribution:** Some person travel reflects a simple “origin-to-destination-back-to-origin” pattern, and such trip patterns are not very common in truck and commercial vehicle travel. The rapid growth in intermodal freight movement means that goods are changing hands numerous times in the journey from production to consumption. This process ranges from heavy containers being transferred from ships to railcars to package express deliveries to businesses and homes. What is common in each are trip itineraries that involve multiple stops from an original starting location through a workday before returning to the starting location. The number of stops, the location, the time of day, and the proximity of stops to each other are determined by many factors, including time sensitivity and other characteristics of the commodity, logistics decisions, and routing algorithms used by carriers and shippers. Add to this the presence of an entirely different class of vehicles—“commercial vehicles”—consisting of vans, pickups, and cars engaged in service, repair, or retail trade, and the number of trips making complex tours for nonpassenger
reasons becomes large indeed. And the likelihood of being able to estimate the number of such trips and their movement in the network seriously challenges the validity of conventional trip generation and distribution methods.

**RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS**

Amidst the weaknesses seen in the current state of freight modeling practice are a number of opportunities for improving the practice. Additional research and testing are suggested for these concepts.

**Economic Linkages**

The practice of attempting to represent external and through truck trips exclusively through cordon counts and roadside surveys is a major limitation in conventional models. Considerably larger sample sizes will still not make up for the absence of a link to the economic forces that dictate current and future truck volumes and patterns. Most MPOs recognize that the next level of accuracy and capability in their freight modeling will require some method of accommodating commodity flow information. Although Portland and Los Angeles have attempted broadening their approach to incorporate commodities, the general sense is that a leap to a full commodity-based approach is not within the sights of most MPOs’ model development programs.

However, a very real option is to foster a better link between the multimodal and commodity-based approach of statewide models and regional efforts. The state models are best able to accommodate the aggregation level of existing commodity flow data, tie into national and international flow networks, and deal with macroscale economic development, economic trends, and strategies directed at individual modes. Truck versus rail, for example, is an issue best suited to state-level modeling tools or activity levels at metropolitan ports or airports. Examples already exist of where state and regional model coordination is occurring, including Michigan, Ohio, and Oregon, as discussed in this synthesis. Many more states are now moving forcefully toward development or completion of statewide models, certainly more than the number that was identified in NCHRP Report 358: *Statewide Travel Forecasting Models* in 2006. The Baltimore Metropolitan Council in Maryland and the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission in Pennsylvania are anticipating connections with their respective state department of transportation models in the near future as the source for their external trip estimates.

Additional studies and perhaps demonstration projects of this opportunity for coordination should be considered, focusing on the following:

- A specific study that identifies the number of MPO–state model coordination efforts that are currently taking place, with details on the nature and composition of the respective models, the methods used to enable their interaction, and the perceived benefits from the coordinated approach;
- A more current census of the number of states that are actively coordinating with their MPOs on needs for support in freight modeling, along with details of what each party desires from the modeling collaboration;
- A review of the structure and development of the statewide freight models, along with an assessment of the degree to which their characteristics support key metropolitan freight issues;
- A review of the concerns of both MPOs and states about joint modeling programs, in particular, as to flexibility or authority that each believes may be lost in such a collaboration;
- An assessment of why particular states do not have statewide models, or freight capability in those models, and what incentives might be provided from the federal level to develop such capability, including technical assistance, guidelines, or help with data acquisition; and
- An assessment of whether any of the procedures being used in Europe or Asia have applicability in the domestic environment.

**Internal Distribution**

Balancing the need for a better connection with economic forces and decision making outside the metropolitan area is the desire to have a better grasp on what is happening inside the area. This is particularly to address the dominant trends in intermodal freight handling, warehousing and distribution centers, and the activities of numerous commercial vehicles. Two primary ways in which this need might be addressed are (1) through focused data collection efforts at freight nodes and special generators, as well as through establishment and carrier surveys; and (2) looking into the applicability of activity or tour-based microsimulation methods as a replacement or addition to existing models.

In terms of data, areas such as Portland and Los Angeles have found value in targeted data collection activities at major generators, including ports, rail terminals, and cargo airport facilities. Truck surveys gathering information on origin or destination, commodity, truck type, time of day, etc., are combined with extensive volume and classification counts at the gates. Models can be fitted to these data (e.g., the Port of Long Beach’s QuickTrips model) that can greatly aid in the development of the overall regional modeling system. The origin, destination, and commodity information in these data collections can also be used to
forge a better connection with external commodity flow data and potential links with statewide models.

Additional research and study recommended for this area include

- Development of guidelines on what constitutes a good special generator survey, along with methods of sample design, size and observation intervals, questionnaire design and interview methods, costs, and other factors;
- Case studies on how the data from these surveys have been used, including the development of facility-based models and incorporation in regional models; and
- Investigation of techniques for obtaining better cooperation and willingness from shippers and carriers to participate in surveys, including potential use of technological methods and ways to prepare or use the data to ensure confidentiality.

In terms of better methods of dealing with truck tours, the tour-based approach employed in Calgary bears further study. Assuming that the approach is determined to be credible and realistic by the broader planning profession, the question is how it can be tapped in the existing modeling environment. MPOs that are moving toward an activity-based platform for their overall regional modeling needs might not see great difficulty in incorporating such an approach for freight. For the majority of MPOs that either do not have an activity-based model or are not planning to consider such an approach in the near future, the question is whether a hybrid approach is possible. This would mean perhaps developing a submodel that has the specific function of simulating the trip activity associated with tours, and then finding a way to use that information to inform the estimates in the conventional four-step model. Research into the applicability of these microsimulation methods is therefore recommended.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS

Average annual daily truck traffic (AADTT)—total volume of truck traffic on a highway segment for 1 year, divided by the number of days in the year.

Backhaul—process of a transportation vehicle (typically a truck) returning from the original destination point to the point of origin. A backhaul can be with a full or partially loaded trailer.

Bottleneck—section of a highway or rail network that experiences operational problems such as congestion. Bottlenecks may result from factors such as reduced roadway width or steep freeway grades that can slow trucks.

Breakbulk cargo—cargo of nonuniform sizes, often transported on pallets, sacks, drums, or bags. These cargoes require labor-intensive loading and unloading processes. Examples of breakbulk cargo include coffee beans, logs, or pulp.

Broker—person whose business it is to prepare shipping and customs documents for international shipments. Brokers often have offices at major freight gateways, including border crossings, seaports, and airports.

Bulk cargo—cargo that is unbound as loaded; it is without count in a loose unpackaged form. Examples of bulk cargo include coal, grain, and petroleum products.

Capacity—physical facilities, personnel, and process available to meet the product of service needs of the customers. Capacity generally refers to the maximum output or producing ability of a machine, a person, a process, a factory, a product, or a service.

Cargo ramp—dedicated load/unload facility for cargo aircraft.

Carload—quantity of freight (in tons) required to fill a railcar; amount normally required to qualify for a carload rate.

Carrier—firm that transports goods or people by means of land, sea, or air.

Centralized dispatching—organization of the dispatching function into one central location. This structure often involves the use of data collection devices for communication between the centralized dispatching function, which usually reports to the production control department and the shop manufacturing departments.

Class I railroad—railroads that have annual gross operating revenues greater than $266.7 million.

Combination truck—truck that includes a separate power unit (usually referred to as a tractor) and one or more cargo carrying units (trailers).

Commodity—item that is traded in commerce and generally transported as freight.

Commodity classification—coding scheme used to identify commodities. Some commonly used are the Standard Transportation Commodity Classification (STCC) used by railroads, the Standard Transportation Commodity Classification used by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), and the Harmonized Series used by Customs. Commodity flow—quantity of a specified commodity moving between a specified origin and destination region.

Commodity-based truck model—models that estimate truck trip generation and distribution using data from commodity flow databases. Commodity flows are generally converted from annual tonnage flows to daily truck trips.

Common carrier—any carrier engaged in the interstate transportation of persons or property on a regular schedule at published rates, whose services are for hire to the general public.

Container—“box” typically 10 to 40 ft long, which is used primarily for ocean freight shipment. For travel to and from ports, containers are loaded onto truck chassis or railroad flatcars.

Container on flatcar (COFC)—containers resting on railroad flatcars without a chassis underneath.

Containerized cargo—cargo that is transported in containers that can be transferred easily from one transportation mode to another.

Contract carrier—carrier that does not serve the general public but provides transportation for hire for one or a limited number of shippers under a specific contract.

Deadhead—return of an empty transportation container back to a transportation facility. Commonly used description of an empty backhaul.

Direct to store—process of shipping direct from a manufacturer’s plant or distribution center to the customer’s retail store, thus bypassing the customer’s distribution center.

Dispatcher—individual tasked to assign available transportation loads to available carriers.
Distribution center (DC)—warehouse facility that holds inventory from manufacturing pending distribution to the appropriate stores.

Distribution traffic—truck traffic moving from a warehouse or regional distribution center to retail outlets or final customers.

Dock—space used for receiving merchandise at a freight terminal.

Double-stack—railcar movement of containers stacked two high.

Drayage—transporting of rail or ocean freight by truck to an intermediate or final destination; typically a charge for pickup or delivery of goods moving short distances (e.g., from marine terminal to warehouse).

External trips—trips for which one end occurs outside the region in question.

For-hire carrier—carrier that provides transportation service to the public on a fee basis.

Four-step model—standard methodology for estimating urban travel demand and predicting flows on a highway network. The steps include trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, and trip assignment.

Freight broker—person whose business it is to prepare shipping and customs documents for international shipments. Brokers often have offices at major freight gateways, including border crossings, seaports, and airports.

Freight forwarder—person whose business is to act as an agent on behalf of a shipper. A freight forwarder frequently consolidates shipments from several shippers and coordinates booking reservations.

Gross domestic product (GDP)—final market value of goods and services produced by labor and property located in the nation.

Gross vehicle weight (GVW)—combined total weight of a vehicle and its freight.

Gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR)—manufacturer rating that indicates the maximum rated weight of the vehicles including all cargo.

Hazardous material—substance or material that the U.S.DOT has determined to be capable of posing a risk to health, safety, and property when stored or transported in commerce.

Hub—common connection point for devices in a network. Referenced for a transportation network as in “hub and spoke,” which is common in the airline and trucking industry.

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS)—advanced transportation systems that incorporate information and control technologies to provide traveler information and improve vehicle flow.

Intermodal terminal—location where links between different transportation modes and networks connect and shipments change hands from one carrier or mode to another.

Input–output model—economic analysis method to systematically quantify the interrelationships among various sectors of an economic system.

Inventory—number of units or value of the stock of goods a company holds.

Just-in-time (JIT)—cargo or components that must be at a destination at the exact time needed. The container or vehicle is the movable warehouse.

Less-than-containerload/less-than-truckload (LCL/LTL)—container or trailer loaded with cargo from more than one shipper; loads that do not by themselves meet the container load or truckload requirements.

Level of service (LOS)—qualitative assessment of a road’s operating conditions. For local government comprehensive planning purposes, level of service means an indicator of the extent or degree of service provided by, or proposed to be provided by, a facility based on and related to the operational characteristics of the facility. Level of service indicates the capacity per unit of demand for each public facility.

Line haul—movement of freight over the road or rail from origin terminal to destination terminal, usually over long distances.

Linked trips—series of truck trips in which several pickup or delivery stops are made before the truck returns to home base.

Logistics—all activities involved in the management of product movement; delivering the right product from the right origin to the right destination, with the right quality and quantity, at the right schedule and price.

Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions—term used to describe the sum of nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and other oxides of nitrogen that play a major role in the formation of ozone. The major sources of man-made NOx emissions are high-temperature combustion processes, such as those occurring in automobiles and power plants.
Seasonality—repetitive pattern of demand from year to year (or other repeating time interval) with some periods considerably higher than others. Seasonality explains the fluctuation in demand for various recreational products, which are used during different seasons.

Secondary traffic—freight flows to and from distribution centers or through intermodal facilities.

Shipper—party that tenders goods for transportation.

Short-line railroad—freight railroads that are not Class I or regional railroads that operate less than 350 miles of track and earn less than $40 million.

Single-unit truck—truck in which the power unit and cargo carrying unity are combined on a single chassis.

Strategic Highway Network (STRAHNET)—network of highways that is important to the United States’ strategic defense policy and provides defense access, continuity, and emergency capabilities for defense purposes.

Strategic Rail Corridor Network (STRACNET)—interconnected and continuous rail line network consisting of more than 38,000 miles of track serving more than 170 defense installations.

Supply chain—starting with unprocessed raw materials and ending with final customer using the finished goods.

Third-party logistics (3PL) provider—specialist in logistics who may provide a variety of transportation, warehousing, and logistics-related services to buyers or sellers. These tasks were previously performed in-house by the customer.

Throughput—total amount of freight imported or exported through a seaport measured in tons or TEUs.

Ton-mile—measure of output for freight transportation; reflects weight of shipment and the distance it is hauled; a multiplication of tons hauled by the distance traveled.

Tour—set of linked trips beginning and ending at home base.

Traffic analysis zone (TAZ)—geographical analysis unit used in four-step urban travel demand models, designating where trips originate or terminate.

Trailer-on-flatcar (TOFC)—transport of trailers with their loads on specially designed railcars.

Transit time—total time that elapses between a shipment’s delivery and pickup.
Transloading—transferring bulk shipments from the vehicle or container of one mode to that of another at a terminal interchange point.

Truckload (TL)—quantity of freight required to fill a truck or, at a minimum, the amount required to qualify for a truckload rate.

Vehicle classification—system used to classify motor vehicles, primarily trucks. The most commonly used classification system is based on 13 different axle and body types used by FHWA and state DOTs.

Vehicle classification counts—traffic counts that classify the kinds of vehicles being counted; usually distinguishes trucks from cars, and may distinguish trucks on the basis of axle configuration or vehicle type.

Vehicle inventory and use survey (VIUS)—survey of truck owners conducted every 5 years as part of the U.S. Economic Census; collects information about the equipment and activity characteristics of the U.S. trucking fleet.

Vehicle-miles of travel (VMT)—unit to measure vehicle travel made by a private vehicle, such as an automobile, van, pickup truck, or motorcycle.

Warehouse—storage place for products. Principal warehouse activities include receipt of product, storage, shipment, and order picking.

Weigh-in-motion—defined by ASTM as “the process of measuring the dynamic tire forces of a moving vehicle and estimating the corresponding tire loads of the static vehicle.” It allows truck weights to be determined without requiring the vehicle to stop.

ACRONYMS

BTS—Bureau of Transportation Statistics
CFS—Commodity flow survey
CMAQ—Congestion mitigation and air quality
CMV—Commercial motor vehicle
CVISN—Commercial vehicle information systems and networks
CVO—Commercial vehicle operations
DOD—Department of Defense
GIS—Geographic information system
GPS—Global Positioning System
ITS—Intelligent transportation system
MPG—Miles per gallon
MPO—Metropolitan planning organization
MUTCD—Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
NAICS—North American Industrial Classification System
NHS—National Highway System
SIC—Standard industrial classification
STCC—Standard transportation commodity classification
STB—Surface Transportation Board
TRANSCAD—Transportation computer-assisted design
APPENDIX A
MPO SURVEY/INTERVIEW GUIDE

SURVEY OF MPO FREIGHT AND COMMERCIAL VEHICLE PRACTICE

The following set of questions is designed to help us understand what your organization’s process is for modeling freight and commercial vehicle activity. Please attempt to answer each question to the extent of your knowledge in advance of a telephone interview with a member of the NCHRP Topic 38-07 study team. It is recommended that you actually attempt to fill out the form as though it were an electronic questionnaire, and e-mail your response to the study manager Rich Kuzmyak at rich.kuzmyak@starpower.net in advance of your phone interview. Please feel free to ask others either within your organization who have knowledge of particular question items to comment as well, as well as consultants or others who may have worked with you on the model. Note these supporting respondents in the boxes below.

Respondents (if answers are provided by persons other than the primary respondent, please indicate which questions were addressed by these additional respondents):

Respondent 1: Organization: __________________________ Role/specialty: __________________________ Years in position: __________________________ Questions answered: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Respondent 3: Organization: __________________________ Role/specialty: __________________________ Years in position: __________________________ Questions answered: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Respondent 2: Organization: __________________________ Role/specialty: __________________________ Years in position: __________________________ Questions answered: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Respondent 4: Organization: __________________________ Role/specialty: __________________________ Years in position: __________________________ Questions answered: __________________________ Date: __________________________

1. Does your organization model truck and/or freight travel as part of the RTP process?
   - [ ] Yes
   - [ ] No
   Which?
   - [ ] Truck
   - [ ] Freight
   - [ ] Commodity
   - [ ] Flows
   - [ ] Other
   (Check all that apply.)

2. If Freight/commodities:
   Which commodities are modeled?
   Model used:
   Modal allocation method:
3. If Truck, what categories do you model?
   - Heavy—how defined?
   - Medium—how defined?
   - Light/other—how defined?

4. Do you model commercial vehicles separately?  □ Yes   □ No
   If Yes, how do you define “commercial vehicles,” and what is your procedure for modeling?
   If No, how do you account for commercial vehicles in traffic flows and assignments?

5. Through what process do you model (forecast?) Truck travel? Also, describe the degree of integration with the overall regional travel forecasting model.
   - Growth factors
   - Fratar methods
   - Synthetic trip table
   □ Other (specify):
   Describe the methodology

6. How long have you been using this method? Has the model ever been updated, and if so when, for what reasons, and what essential changes occurred in the update?

7. Was some other type of approach previously used to model Truck travel? What was that approach? What factors led to the change in approach?

8. What resources were required to develop the current model or perform its update?
   Data:
   Software:
   Consultants or other outside specialists:
   New/special staff expertise:
   Time required and approximate cost:

9. What are your protocols/procedures for the following Truck modeling elements?
   Truck Trip Generation (productions and attractions):
   Trip Distribution and Creation of O-D Trip Table:
   Accounting for Freight Activity Nodes:
   Estimating External and Through Trips:
   Accounting for Tours and/or Intermodal Transfers:
   PCE Assumptions:
   Time-of-Day Assumptions:
   Traffic Assignment Procedures:

10. Does your model interface with a statewide or corridor model? If so, describe the process:
11. How confident are you in your model’s ability to forecast to a 20-year planning horizon? In particular, how well does the structure account for shifts in markets, production and delivery processes, land use, congestion, prices?

12. For what types of tasks and applications is your model used? Who are the users/customers for this information? What outputs are used and what types of decisions or planning analysis do they support?

13. Are there applications that you cannot do (or do not trust for reasons of accuracy or structure) with the current model? What are specific limitations?

14. What are your sources for the data used in your Truck/Freight model? What are the shortages or gaps, and how are these being addressed? To what extent are these limitations a result of data issues versus a commitment to a particular modeling approach?

15. If you have done a regional truck (or freight or commercial vehicle) survey, when was the survey done and how many observations were obtained? How many actual classification counts did you have for the region that you used in developing your model?

16. Are there other models or approaches that you are aware of—either in practice or still in development—that would improve your ability to perform the types of analyses described above (or that are anticipated)? What factors would preclude your organization from considering adoption of those methods?

17. Can you identify/recommend key literature sources or practitioner guides that have been helpful to you or your organization in developing your freight planning tools or in conducting freight analyses?

18. Are you aware of and have you used the Quick Response Freight Manual? Are there particular ways in which you found it helpful or not helpful?

19. Finally, we would like some descriptive information about your MPO planning region:
   - Counties/jurisdictions included in planning region:
   - Current size of planning region (population, households, jobs):
   - Also size 20 years ago:
   - Projected size in 20 years:
   - Characteristics of regional freight transportation system (modes and major carriers):
   - Major types of goods received/shipped:
   - Role of area in national and international transportation system:
   - Key freight terminals:
   - Principal local freight-generating activities:
   - Proportion of current VMT that is truck (heavy, medium) and commercial—by roadway functional class if available):
   - Air quality attainment status (by type of pollutant) and role of freight in current emissions inventories and attainment plans:
   - Date of last RTP:
   - Key issues involving freight:
   - Date of last regional transportation model update:
APPENDIX B

PROFILES OF MPO FREIGHT MODELING PRACTICE

ATLANTA REGIONAL COMMISSION

The Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) is the metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for the 10-county Atlanta, Georgia, region. Atlanta has been one of the fastest growing regions in the United States, growing from 1.9 million in 1980 to 3.4 million in 2000, and it is projected to reach 5.3 million by 2030.

In terms of goods movement, the Atlanta region is the fourth largest freight and goods movement hub in the nation behind New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago. More than 2,000 logistics firms provide over 84,000 jobs in the local economy. In 2005, total freight volume moved in the region by all modes exceeded 953,000 tons. The region has one of the highest concentrations of workers in wholesale and transportation services of any in the country, with more than 520,000 employees.

Atlanta’s freight network comprises three main elements—surface roads, railroads, and air and intermodal facilities. Most of the freight in the region moves by truck, rail, and air, with trucks accounting for the greatest volume. In 2001, trucks moved more than 90% of the region’s freight and goods. Atlanta’s location is strategic for truck operations because 80% of the U.S. market can be reached within 1 day’s travel by truck. Trucks also play a critical role in the region’s intermodal freight movement, serving as the main source of transport for hauling containers to and from trains at the region’s several intermodal yards. The region also contains numerous truck terminals and distribution facilities.

Atlanta is served by two Class I railroads—CSX and Norfolk Southern. The Norfolk Southern intermodal yard at Austell is the largest in the southeastern United States. It receives more than 25 freight trains a day, generates more than 2,000 daily truck trips, and has capacity for more than 3,000 containers. Future plans call for doubling its capacity. The region has numerous at-grade rail crossings, causing both vehicular and train congestion and delay. Other impacts include noise vibrations and emissions from both trains and idling motor vehicles.

Air cargo is comparatively low volume in the region’s freight system, comprising about 3% of all freight movement in the region. Hartsfield–Jackson International Airport is the world’s busiest passenger airport, and nationally it ranks 10th and 15th among U.S. airports in the volume of air cargo tonnage handled. The impact of continued rapid growth in air cargo on the region’s transportation system is in the demand for more truck and intermodal services. The airport is provided access via Interstate Highways 75, 85, 285, and 20, and more than 100 motor carriers provide expedited ground transportation for air cargo shipments at the airport.

There are several key freight nodes that generate a high concentration of freight activities in the region. In addition to the Norfolk Southern Austell intermodal yard and Hartsfield–Jackson Airport, these include Fulton Industrial Boulevard; the Fairburn, Hulsley, and Tilford CSX intermodal yards; and the Forest Park, Industry, South, Armour, and Inman yards of Norfolk Southern.

Freight Planning Capability

ARC recently (April 2005) developed a new set of regional truck and commercial vehicle travel forecasting models [Atlanta Regional Commission, Chapter 6: Atlanta (ARC) Commercial Vehicle and Truck Models (other details on source unknown)]. Although these models are primarily an update of models that had been developed originally from travel survey data in the mid-1990s, there were some changes in how trucks are defined in the new models. The term “truck model” now refers to two separate models—one for heavy and one for medium trucks. Heavy trucks are defined as vehicles with a single or multiple trailer combinations (F8–F12 in the FHWA “F-13” classification system), and medium trucks include buses (F4), vehicles with two axles and six tires (F5), and single-unit vehicles with three or four axles (F6 and F7). The previous model also had a category called light trucks, the terminology for which is no longer used to avoid confusion with the more commonly used definition of light trucks as pickups, vans, and SUVs. The light truck category has been replaced with a commercial category, which refers to those trips made by light trucks, vans, pickups, sports utility vehicles (SUVs), and even passenger cars that are mainly business oriented (but do not involve a medium or heavy truck).

The model development process for ARC is virtually identical to the one undertaken at Baltimore Metropolitan Coun-
cil (BMC) in Baltimore. It uses the “adaptable assignment” method that relies mainly on roadway volume or classification counts and not on travel survey data. This approach is described in detail in conjunction with the BMC profile, and so only characteristics unique to its development in Atlanta are highlighted here.

**Commercial Vehicle Count Data**

Knowing that an effort was to be made to develop a commercial vehicle model, and that the methodology to develop this model would depend heavily on reliable count data, an initial step was to obtain sufficient current commercial vehicle counts. Although the Georgia Department of Transportation (DOT) could offer daily vehicle counts at almost 2,800 locations throughout the ARC region, these counts did not permit separation of commercial vehicles given the adopted definition. Using the Baltimore experience, the approach was to conduct new counts at a sample of the existing count stations and then use the relationships between percentage commercial vehicles as characteristics of the count site as means for estimating commercial vehicle trips at the other sites. Using a statistical sampling formula, it was determined that counts should be made at 165 sites. Sites were selected using a stratified sampling plan that ensured coverage by area and facility type.

**Count Model**

The modeling consultant tested both cross-classification and econometric approaches for developing the statistical procedure to estimate commercial trip share at the 2,800 count stations. Ultimately, a logit formulation was developed, with percentage commercial vehicles estimated as a function of the number of lanes and total counts, and included area type and facility type bias coefficients:

\[
\text{Percentage Commercial} = \frac{1}{1 + e^U},
\]

where

\[
U = 0.129 \times \ln(\text{count}) - 0.0655 \times \text{lanes} + \text{FT/AT bias} + \text{county bias},
\]

where

- \(\text{FT/AT bias} = \text{bias constant related to link facility type group and area type}\)
- \(\text{County bias} = \text{bias constant related to county group}\).

The bias coefficients are shown in Table B1.

**Truck Model**

Given that the existing ARC model’s definition of heavy truck was roughly equivalent to the new model’s definition of heavy and medium truck, the existing heavy truck model was used with coefficients split 45% medium truck and 55% heavy truck, which represents the ratio of the count totals for those two vehicle types. External trips were estimated as a share of total trip ends in each zone, with that share declining with increasing distance from the cordon; external trip ends at the cordon stations by vehicle type were used as a control total. Trips were distributed using off-peak highway skims with intrazonal and terminal times. \(F\) factors were borrowed from the Quick Response Freight Manual (QRFM) report for internal–internal (I-I) trips and from the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) medium truck model for external trips. The medium and heavy truck models were assigned to the highway network using the same protocol as the existing ARC model, except that passenger car equivalence (PCE) values of 1.5 for medium trucks and 2.0 for heavy trucks were used in the volume/capacity calculation. Resulting medium and heavy truck link volumes were compared with count data, and adjustments were made to the starting model to better match the counts.

**Trip Generation**

Trip generation adjustment factors were incorporated by area type, and the model was modified to reflect 46 specially identified “truck zones.” The trip generation models used for the starting truck models were

\[
\text{Medium Truck Trips} = (0.104 \times \text{INDEMP} + 0.178 \times \text{RETEMP} + 0.030 \times \text{OFFEMP} + 0.058 \times \text{HH}) \times \text{AT factor},
\]

**Table B1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Type</th>
<th>Area Type Group</th>
<th>CBD</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Suburban</th>
<th>Rural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1770</td>
<td>0.0810</td>
<td>-0.0052</td>
<td>0.5626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.3593</td>
<td>0.1048</td>
<td>-0.4918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.0204</td>
<td>0.4811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.1125</td>
<td>0.1384</td>
<td>0.1092</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.1967</td>
<td>0.1195</td>
<td>0.1606</td>
<td>-0.1238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.0595</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.2776</td>
<td>0.0415</td>
<td>-0.1460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.7717</td>
<td>0.2890</td>
<td>-0.0409</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.2412</td>
<td>0.2828</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values shown in italics were estimated by interpolation/extrapolation given that no observed data existed for these cells.
Heavy Truck Trips = (0.095 * INDEMP + 0.081 * RETEMP + 0.028 * OFFEMP + 0.053 * HH) * AT factor,

where

INDEMP = industrial employment (construction, manufacturing, TCU, wholesale)
RETEMP = retail employment
OFFEMP = office employment (FIRE, government, service)
HH = households

Area type factors are shown in Table B2.

If a zone is a truck zone, multiply HTK trips by 3.

### TABLE B2
AREA TYPE FACTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Type</th>
<th>MTK</th>
<th>HTK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE B3
EXTERNAL SHARES BY ROAD TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Type</th>
<th>MTK External (%)</th>
<th>HTK External (%)</th>
<th>COM External (%)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Interstate/freeway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Expressway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Principal arterial I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Principal arterial II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Minor arterial I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Major arterial I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Minor collector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through Trips

At the external stations, the split of truck trips by type into external versus through was estimated. This analysis was based on 2000 total weekday volumes posted on the network and a preliminary 2000 total through trip table provided by ARC. The percentage of total through trips by station was first calculated. A look-up table was then developed to estimate the external trip share (= 100% − through trip share) for each station, as shown in Table B3. Because of the importance of I-75 and I-85 to truck traffic, separate percentages were used for those roadways.

Trip Distribution

The ARC truck survey suggested that the average trip length for medium truck trips should be about 19.9 miles and for heavy truck trips 22.8 miles. The heavy truck figure appeared low compared with the medium truck figure and with other models in which the heavy truck trip length is considerably higher than the medium truck trip length. Therefore, it was assumed that the heavy truck trip length should be in the range of 25 to 26 miles (especially given expansion of the modeled area to 20 counties).

These trip lengths were used as target values for the calibration of a new set of $F$ factors for internal trips, using the gamma function:

$$F = \alpha * e(\gamma t),$$

where

$t = \text{travel time, minutes}$

$\alpha, \gamma = \text{calibrated coefficients}$

Various coefficient values were tested, using the newly estimated trip ends, until coefficients were found that produced a trip table that had the target average trip lengths for 2000. For external trips, the negative exponential function did not produce reasonable looking average trip lengths. Thus, a power function was used:

$$F = \alpha * t^\beta,$$

where

$t = \text{travel time, minutes}$

$\alpha, \beta = \text{calibrated coefficients}$

$F$ factors were computed for travel times from 1 to 180 minutes. Table B4 shows the final $F$ factor coefficients. The estimated trip lengths were 15.0 miles for medium truck and 25.4 miles for heavy truck.
### Assignment

The existing ARC model already incorporated several advanced features relating to the assignment of truck trips, including:

- Separate assignments by time period;
- Coding of truck-prohibited links;
- Separate impedance calculation for trucks, incorporating tolls at a higher value of time than for passenger cars;
- Assigning trucks to their own path and maintaining the volumes separately on the output network; and
- Separate loading of through trips.

In addition, the assignment method included two atypical features: a special truck penalty on one particular link and a technique to assign some heavy trucks to a path that does not go inside the I-285 perimeter. The only new feature added by this update was to incorporate PCEs to adjust the volume/capacity calculation to represent the true impact of trucks on capacity. This step improved the accuracy of ARC’s capacity-restrained assignment. Values of 1.5 and 2.0 for medium and heavy trucks, respectively, were taken from the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual.

### Validation

The starting model described previously was applied to year 2000 conditions, and the resulting daily assigned truck volumes were compared with posted network counts for medium and heavy truck (combined). The total error of +19% and RMSE of 89% were not indicative of high accuracy, although they were better than the existing model for 2000, which had a total error of −27% and a RMSE of 117%. However, it was clear that these results could be improved with the adaptable assignment technique.

### Adaptable Assignment

In this process, a new vehicle trip table is first produced with the objective of better matching the counts. The difference between this table and the starting trip table is called the delta table, which when added to the starting trip table, produces a table that matches the counts fairly closely. The trip end summary of this delta table (separately for medium and heavy trucks) was compared with the land use data to see whether there was a systematic employment or household-based adjustment that could improve the model. The finding was that the adjustments were positive in the suburban and rural areas and negative in the downtown areas. This suggested that the trip rate factor on households should be increased and the factor on office employment should be decreased. Next, the delta trip ends were cross-tabulated and compared with the starting model trip ends by truck zone and area type. This analysis indicated that the heavy vehicle

### Through Trip Synthesis

The 2000 total external–external (X-X) daily vehicle trip table was examined and found to be inadequate for describing truck X-X movements. Instead, the external station locations where X-X truck trips should be expected were identified, and assumptions about likely X-X patterns were developed. From this a seed matrix was created, which was then Fratared to match the estimated number of daily X-X truck trip ends at each station, by truck type. The resulting tables were assigned to the network and the loading patterns examined to confirm that they represented a reasonable set of X-X truck volume patterns on the roadways.

### Time of Day

Because truck and commercial counts by time of day were not available, the existing ARC truck time-of-day fractions and those of other similar truck models were reviewed. Although many other models use the same four time periods as the ARC model (a.m. peak, midday, p.m. peak, night), allowances had to be made that some of these other models use slightly different hour definitions. A set of fractions was synthesized from this comparison as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>AM 6–10</th>
<th>MD 10a–3p</th>
<th>PM 3–7</th>
<th>NT 7p–6a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing ARC</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
<td>45.7%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium truck</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing ARC</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heavy truck</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing ARC</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most visible freight-related issues in the Atlanta region are

- High volumes of through truck traffic on the freeway system;
- Disproportionate heavy truck involvement in fatal highway accidents, with 78% of fatalities comprising occupants in lighter vehicles involved in a crash with a heavy truck;
- Impact of trucks on regional congestion and mobility—the region owns 3 of the nation’s top 10 worst freight congestion bottlenecks;
- Impact of freight on emissions and achieving air quality conformity; and
- Truck restrictions, managed facilities, and congestion pricing.

The principal customers for ARC’s freight information are the freight community, transporters, shippers, local decision makers, regional policy makers, elected officials, and local planners.

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans

It is important to note that the current truck model is but the first step in plans to develop a much more comprehensive freight modeling capability for the Atlanta region. A freight modeling action plan (Donnelly 2005) performed a comprehensive review of ARC’s existing freight modeling requirements, the state of the practice in freight modeling, recommended modeling approaches, and the software and data requirements necessary to implement those models. The current model as reported here is consistent with the interim model delineated by this action plan, envisioned as an acceptable approach and capability for the next 5 years. Opportunities for more sophisticated modeling in the longer term were described as depending on needs unmet by the interim model as well as progress made by federal and state agencies on freight modeling and data opportunities.

A review of the freight-related issues facing Atlanta and the capabilities desired of a freight modeling platform concluded that achieving all of these capabilities at once would be impractical. Major new data would need to be collected on freight movements, and complementary activities would need to occur at the state and national level. All signs pointed to the need for a framework that would incorporate a higher level economic and commodity focus as well as corresponding truck flow patterns. No such ideal model was found to currently exist in practice, although the staged plan emerging from the vision was seen as being consistent with growing toward this long-range capability.

The current “interim” model is felt to be a significant improvement and update from ARC’s prior capability. Its strengths are in representing current freight patterns fairly accurately in terms of link forecasts matching counts. It also is based structurally on land uses, which are used to estimate trip ends owing to freight demand, differing from a purely synthetic approach that uses growth factors to forecast link
volumes. Its weaknesses are in the ability of its structure to project future activity: Use of simple trip generation rates by industry type are unlikely to be stable over time given rapid changes in distribution and logistics concepts, and it must be remembered that the trip generation, distribution, and assignment steps in the original model used adaptive assignment to modify the trip table in relation to observed volumes. It is difficult to replicate this process for future years; hence, it must be assumed that the initial trip table factors will hold up over time.

Another important (but common) weakness is the lack of a connection with the world outside the metropolitan area in terms of commodity flows. Georgia DOT is still working on a statewide model that may provide future help here. However, because of time and budget constraints, relationships for external and through trips were estimated without benefit of substantial new data. Counts at 165 stations were used to develop factors that were then applied to estimate commercial vehicle shares at 2,800 count stations.

**BALTIMORE**

The BMC is the technical body that supports the Baltimore Regional Transportation Board, which is the region’s official MPO. The Baltimore region includes the city of Baltimore and the counties of Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Carroll, Harford, and Howard. The region’s population was about 2.52 million in 2000, up from 2.17 million in 1980; it is projected to reach 2.87 million by 2020. Baltimore has always had a strong freight orientation, being both a manufacturing economy and a major seaport. Its location along Interstate 95, the spine of the Northeast Corridor, connection with Interstate 70 as a gateway to the western United States, and as a crossroads for two Class I railroads (CSX and Norfolk Southern) and three regional railroads make it a major multimodal traffic hub and freight corridor. Also, BWI Airport has been one of the fastest growing airports in the nation over the past decade and is a major generator for both passenger and air freight activity. For these reasons, it is important that the MPO has a capability to address freight in the metropolitan planning process.

**Freight Planning Capability**

Prior to 2003, BMC used a truck model that was developed in the 1960s. The limitations of the model had become increasingly apparent, and in 2003 an entirely new model was developed. The new model forecasts both heavy truck (three-plus axles) and medium truck (two axles, six tires), and includes a similar but separate procedure for commercial vehicles (includes “light trucks” as well as emergency vehicles, pickups/vans, and panel trucks displaying commercial evidence such as equipment or markings) and taxis. The new model was developed with the help of a consultant over a 6-month period at a combined staff and consultant cost of about $60,000 (Allen 2002).

Development of the new model involved trip generation, distribution, and assignment for the three vehicle classes—heavy and medium truck and commercial vehicles. The basic shell of the model was patterned after the Phoenix, Arizona, model, which is also the model that underlies much of the QRFM. Various other components were also derived from the QRFM, including the F factors used in trip distribution. A special procedure was used in creating the BMC model, labeled “adaptive assignment” by the consultant who devised it. Essentially, this technique involves first developing an “interim” model using borrowed trip generation equations along with other supporting procedures. Once trip tables are formed and assigned to the network, the predicted truck volumes are compared with counts, and an attempt is made to adjust the trip table to repair apparent origin—destination flow anomalies. The physical counts are held as being the most reliable data element in the adjustment process. The adjustment process is done iteratively until a new, more accurate trip table has been synthesized. This synthetic trip table is then used to “inform” and improve the starting model. Remaining unexplained differences between the starting and revised trip tables are retained as a delta table, whose values are used to modify predictions of the final model to maximize accuracy in link-level truck volume estimates.

BMC is reasonably pleased with its current model, which is a clear improvement over its previous capability. It is used routinely in the agency’s planning activities, including any application of the regional travel model, covering such activities as long-range plan development, development of the transportation improvement program (TIP), congestion management, corridor analyses, and project analyses, and of course air quality conformity. The Baltimore region is a “marginal” nonattainment area for ozone (8-hour standard) and fine particulate matter (PM-2.5), and a maintenance area for carbon monoxide. Obviously, freight activity is important to the region’s conformity determinations and attainment efforts.

**Model Elements and Development Process**

**Trip Generation**

Base year (2000) heavy and medium truck trips were estimated using regression equations taken from the Phoenix freight model, as documented in the QR FM. These equations, as shown here, predict truck trips as a function of industrial, retail, and office employment, and households in the respective traffic analysis zone (TAZ):

\[
\text{Medium Truck Trips} = 0.75 \times (0.178 \times \text{INDEMP} + 0.177 \\
+ 0.048 \times \text{RETEMP} + 0.069 \times \text{HH})
\]
Heavy Truck Trips = 1.05 * (0.199 * INDEMP + 0.141 * RETEMP + 0.029 * OFFEMP + 0.068 * HH),

where

INDEMP = industrial employment (construction, manufacturing, Transportation Communications Union, wholesale)

RETEMP = retail employment

OFFEMP = office employment [FIRE (Finance Insurance Real Estate), government, service]

HH = households

Parameters in the models were adjusted to match BMC’s truck category definitions (axle based vs. weight class) and also to match BMC’s employment categories. As applied to BMC’s new 2000 zonal socioeconomic data, the equations estimated 345,000 daily medium truck trips and 476,000 daily heavy truck trips (with 35,000 and 69,000, respectively, being external). To achieve the targets for BMC, the Phoenix rates were reduced by 25% for medium truck and 5% for heavy truck.

Interim Model

The pre-existing BMC model (last updated in 1996) was found to predict volumes that differed substantially from recent counts, leading the development team to conclude that it was unsuitable as a starting point for developing a new set of trip tables. Therefore, the consultant recommended that the Phoenix truck model be adapted as an interim “default model” given that it provided an internally consistent set of rates that were already adjusted to account for survey underreporting and external travel.

The interim model was also augmented by the identification of “truck zones,” or TAZs in which the truck trip activity was expected to be higher than the trip rate calculated with the trip generation equations would indicate [the primary reason for this is that the type of activity in the zone is not well represented by the corresponding standard industrial classification (SIC) variable in the equation]. Working with the Freight Movement Task Force, the team designated 113 of BMC’s 1,326 TAZs as special truck zones. Six types of activity areas and a set of factors were developed to approximate the additional trips likely to occur in each type of zone. As shown in Table B5, different factors were assumed for heavy and medium truck and by “size” of the activity in the zone. A threshold of 300 truck trips per day was used to distinguish smaller from larger facilities.

Although no data were available to quantify the actual trip increase for such areas, it was assumed that a reasonable estimate of additional activity could be made and later adjusted in the “adaptable assignment” process.

External Model

An entirely new procedure was developed to estimate external truck trips because the previous model did not estimate truck trip ends directly (an off-model process was used). The new method assumed that the generation model would estimate total trip ends, both internal–internal (I-I) and external (I-X and X-I). The external share of total trip ends is then modeled as a function of the zone’s proximity to the model’s (regional) cordon by means of the road network. Zones closer to the cordon are assumed to have a higher share of external trips than other zones. In addition, the external trip ends at the internal zones are balanced to match the total external trip ends at the external stations. The model for estimating external share was adapted from a similar model calibrated from survey data for Berks County, Pennsylvania.

At the external stations, truck trips were split by type into external versus through on the basis of 2000 total weekday volumes posted on the network and a preliminary 2000 total through trip table provided by BMC. First, the percentage of total through trips was calculated at each station. The through trip percentages of heavy and medium truck were then estimated as a share of total external truck trips using a system of factors developed by the consultant keyed to 14 different road types. These assumptions were necessary because specific data on through trip percentages from truck surveys were not available.

Trip Distribution

Lacking more recent information—or any qualified basis to assume that there had been a change—the model team

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Type</th>
<th>Larger Scale</th>
<th>Smaller Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business districts</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse/ manufacturing</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermodal terminals</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional/other</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery/medium truck</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N/A = not available.
adopted the average trip lengths of 17.5 minutes for medium truck and 34.0 minutes for heavy truck produced by the 1996 model. Data from a 1996 Baltimore–Washington truck survey produced an average trip length for I-I heavy trucks of 17.5 minutes, which compared closely with the 1996 model’s heavy truck I-I trip length of 16.8 minutes, lending support to the acceptance of the existing trip lengths. These were then used as target values for calibrating a new set of F factors for trip distribution. The \( F \) factors were calculated using a “gamma” function \( F = \alpha \cdot r \cdot e^{-\gamma t} \), where \( t \) = time and \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \) are estimated parameters, with the consultant testing various parameter values until a trip table with the target average trip lengths for 2000 resulted.

Through Trips

A 2000 X-X total daily vehicle trip table provided by BMC was examined and found inadequate for describing X-X truck movements. As an alternative, the consultant examined the external stations where X-X truck trips would be expected, and by inspecting the geographic characteristics of the external stations, made assumptions about likely and unlikely X-X patterns. An X-X pattern file was developed and used to create a seed matrix, which was then Fratared to match the estimated number of daily X-X truck trip ends at each station, by truck type. The resulting tables were assigned to the network and the loading patterns examined to confirm that they were reasonable.

Traffic Assignment

PCE factors of 2.0 for heavy truck and 1.5 for medium truck (obtained from the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual) are applied during assignment to the highway network along with the auto and carpool (and commercial vehicle) trip tables. Trucks are not assigned to truck-restricted roadways (e.g., high-occupancy vehicle lanes or parkways) through use of special link coding indicators. An assignment refinement was that trucks could be assigned separately from other vehicles and the resulting truck volumes maintained separately on each link. Although BMC performs traffic assignment for five time-of-day periods—night, a.m. peak, midday, p.m. peak, and evening—only a daily assignment procedure was used for the “interim” truck model. For the final model, new time-of-day factors are provided.

Validation

The interim truck trip tables were assigned to the network in a multiclass equilibrium assignment process, and predicted link volumes of heavy and medium truck were compared with actual counts until the total error was –1.2% for medium truck and +94.0% for heavy truck. The RMSE values were 76% and 237%, respectively. Although better than the existing model for 2000, the accuracy was still regarded as unacceptable and subject to improvement in the next step.

Synthetic Trip Table

The “adaptable assignment” method used in the BMC model development process is based on the premise that if assigned volumes are systematically compared with traffic counts, differences will be observed that can be used to adjust the starting trip table and produce assignments that more closely match the counts. This process involves adjusting the travel volumes for individual origin—destination pairs, although because adjustment of some origin—destination pairs will counteract the adjustment of others, the process must be iterated several times until an acceptable balance is achieved (10 iterations were required for medium truck and 5 for heavy truck).

Delta Table

The synthetic trip table is then compared with the original table, with the differences between the two tables retained as a delta table. The delta table is seen as an origin—destination matrix of calibration adjustments that, when added to the starting trip table, produce a table that matches counts fairly closely. Analysis of the delta table was also used by the model development team to uncover clues that could be used to modify the original (interim) model to improve its accuracy. As one check, revealed discrepancies in trip ends were compared with the corresponding land use data (employment, households) to see whether a systematic adjustment could be made, but none was found. The trip ends were then cross-tabulated by various factors, including truck zone type, jurisdiction, and density code; the results of this analysis strongly argued for modifications to the truck zone factors (too high), as well as a need for jurisdiction and density code-based (too high in developed areas) adjustment factors. After several iterations of this analysis, the interim trip generation equations were also revised.

Although the adaptable assignment process helped identify a number of changes that made the interim model more accurate, the resulting accuracy was still not as good as desired. It was practically conceded that, no matter how accurate the starting model becomes through the adjustments, there will always be differences between it and the synthetic table that will result in a “non-zero” delta table. In this instance, the total net difference in the final delta table was 49,042 medium truck trips and 28,724 heavy truck trips, or 17% and 11%, respectively, which was viewed as acceptable. The remaining delta table becomes an integrated part of the model, which is always added to the model output to become the “final” trip table for assignment purposes.

Several other aspects of the adaptable assignment process as applied in Baltimore produced interesting side findings. First, the relative delta value should be more or less consistent across the region, but although this was the case for
medium trucks, the heavy truck delta showed a pattern of being small in value for Baltimore City and large for Harford County. A net delta of zero for the external stations was not a coincidence, but a result of the Frataring step that was designed to ensure this outcome. Another trend seen was that the delta values for intrajurisdictional cells were always positive, whereas the values for interjurisdictional cells were primarily negative. This was seen as reflecting the tendency of the adjustment procedure to add more short trips than long trips, which is the mechanical result of factoring the starting trips to match counts and the majority of trips from any zone tend to go to the adjacent zone. The reduction in longer trips suggested that long trip origin–destination pairs were contributing disproportionately to the links that were initially overestimated. The average trip length of both types of truck trips was reduced when the delta table was included, from 17.2 to 16.5 minutes (4%) for medium truck and from 35.2 to 28.1 minutes (20%) for heavy truck. Whether such a reduction in trip length for heavy truck was rational could not be ascertained or defended, but it remains a characteristic of the current model.

Forecasting

The completed model was used to forecast regional truck travel for 2025. The values from the delta table were added to the forecasts from the model to yield an increase in daily medium truck trips from 334,700 in 2000 to 425,300 in 2025 (27%) and from 296,600 to 428,800 for heavy truck (45%). Average trip lengths also increased for both truck types, from 9.1 to 10.3 miles (13%) for medium truck and from 19.6 to 22.3 miles (14%) for heavy truck, resulting in corresponding vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) increases of 44% and 64%, respectively. Typically, the delta values are added to the forecast year trip tables, as above. Initially, BMC opted for a multiplicative approach, in which the delta values become the ratio of the final table divided by the starting table. How-ever, through sensitivity testing, the multiplicative approach was found to be far too sensitive to minor changes, and so the additive approach was reinstated.

CVM

The commercial vehicle category includes a wide range of light-duty vehicles (truck, van, and car) used for business purposes such as mail and package delivery, service and repair workers, craftsmen, utilities, and even taxis. These vehicles make up a substantial share of the daily traffic stream, but are only imperfectly (if at all) included in the regional travel modeling process. Largely, the problem is one of data—both classification counts and origin–destination behavior. Given that excluding these trips from the regional modeling process can result in either underestimating traffic volumes or incorrectly incorporating their volume within some other category (e.g., non-home-based travel), BMC decided to develop a CVM.

Lacking information from a comprehensive commercial travel survey, the adaptive assignment approach similar to the one used for medium and heavy truck was employed. It was determined that detailed volume and classification counts were available from the Maryland DOT for 550 locations throughout the BMC modeling area for 2000. For this project, BMC staff conducted new counts of commercial traffic at 113 of these locations, defining commercial vehicle as any vehicle displaying text, logo, or trademark that was transporting equipment or was of an otherwise obvious commercial nature. This definition was coordinated to avoid duplication with the medium and heavy truck categories. Counts were conducted between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. on a representative sample of links (functional class and area type). Total vehicle counts were made at the same time, permitting calculation of a “percentage commercial” factor on each link. A model was then developed from these data to predict commercial vehicle share for each of the 550 classification count links. The calculated percentage was multiplied by the total weekday count volume to obtain commercial vehicle volumes at each location.

An interim model was first developed by borrowing a trip generation model from another location (Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania), and then adapting the F Factors from the BMC medium truck distribution model to ensure a fairly short average trip length (assumed 17.5 minutes as per I-I medium truck). Special factors were applied for the earlier specified truck zones. Similar methods were used for external trip ends, using proximity to the regional cordon as the determinant. As applied to BMC’s 2000 zonal data, the model estimated 910,000 daily commercial vehicle trips, of which 82,000 were external. Through trips at the external stations were estimated to occur at the same rate as with medium truck. No roadway prohibitions or PCE corrections were used for commercial vehicle assignment.

The interim model was applied to year 2000 conditions, and the assigned commercial volumes were compared with the synthesized counts posted in the network. A total error of 8.7% and RMSE error was 70%, both suggesting a need for refinement. Adjustments were made to the starting trip table to better represent the counts, resulting in a synthetic trip table that was then compared for anomalies with the starting trip table. Similar to the process with the truck trip models, the CVM showed no systematic employment- or household-related factors, but was responsive to truck zone, jurisdiction, and density code adjustments. The revised interim model estimated 1,124,000 daily commercial vehicle trips (of which 82,000 are external and 4,000 X-X), with assignment statistics of +21.3% total error and 80% RMSE. Although these results were worse than for the original interim model, it was discovered that the final results were improved if the interim model overestimated the counts. When the delta table was added to the revised interim model and assigned, the statistics were substantially improved, with a total error
of −1.9% and RMSE of 13%. Application of the final model to 2025 conditions resulted in an increase in daily commercial vehicle trips of 31%, average trip length of 17%, and daily VMT of 53%, this from a multiplicative application of the delta values.

Data and Other Resources

A joint effort to conduct a truck survey and develop a new truck model was attempted between Baltimore and Washington, D.C., in 1996. Data were collected at roughly 400 locations in the two areas, resulting in more than 1,800 completed surveys. However, subsequent work with these data showed a high degree of variability in trip rates that, along with discovered errors in geocoding and truck type coding, caused BMC to reject their use for the recent update. It cites the lack of these data as perhaps its principal shortcomings given that the trip tables in the current truck table were developed using borrowed trip generation rates and were factored to match counts.

BMC’s best information lies in its classified counts, which were current for 550 locations in the Baltimore region. Supplemental classification counts were conducted at 113 of these locations (1/2 hour in each direction) for specific information on commercial vehicle activity. BMC plans to increase the number of hours over which these surveys are conducted in the future and potentially use video technology for a 24-hour period at a few locations. It also plans to coordinate roadside surveys with a classified traffic count.

In terms of technical assistance tools, BMC and its consultant made significant use of the QRFM in developing the new truck models. Also cited were NCHRP Synthesis Report 298: Truck Trip Generation Data and Transportation Research Records 1430 and 1994.

Issues, Applications, and Users of Freight Model Output

BMC reports that it has few “customers” for its freight modeling capability. BMC has an MPO freight subcommittee, for which staff prepare analyses on request. However, most of the work activities to date have consisted of intersections issues (problems making left turns), which were responded to by conducting special classification counts. The only official use of the truck forecast is for air quality conformity. BMC believes that if it had more customers asking for analyses on local freight issues, the MPO would probably respond by constructing a stronger freight model.

The two biggest freight issues facing the region are access to the Port of Baltimore and the impacts of double-stack trains through Baltimore. Special truck generators, such as the port of Baltimore, are handled in the model by factoring up the generated productions and attractions for TAZs that have been identified as special generators. The identification was done by comparing truck counts and truck assignments using the adaptive assignment method. The base year calibration is carried forward to horizon years. The generation of trips is based on demographic data. More explanatory variables such as goods received and shipped are seen as potentially more useful to test policy assumptions at the port.

The truck model only simulates goods and services using heavy and medium trucks. The tradeoffs in mode considered in a true freight model are not present. Through rail freight movement along the East Coast is constrained because of the height limitation of the Howard Street Tunnel, which prevents double stacking of rail containers. Analysis looking at the investment in improved rail transportation compared with highway improvements to facilitate increasing truck traffic cannot be completed with the existing model.

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans

Although pleased with its recent model, BMC is understandably reserved about its use for certain types of planning applications and for forecasting. Because it is not commodity based, freight analysis is limited to truck travel; hence, it is insensitive to tradeoffs between modes, improvements in the rail system, or expansion at the Port of Baltimore or BWI Airport. It is also limited in accounting for changes in through traffic caused by activity and market conditions outside the region.

At present, there is no statewide or corridor model that BMC can tie into, so it is limited to approximating through truck activity through historic trends. Maryland DOT is working on its statewide model, however, and BMC expects to use it eventually for external truck flow information. A series of three models are being developed: The first model will use super zones to represent states along the East Coast as the basis for estimating freight and long-distance passenger movement. This could potentially replace the existing regional model’s assumptions at the external stations. The existing urban model uses observed classified counts for the base year to create productions and attractions at the external stations.

BMC believes that commodity-based models can potentially serve as better tools to capture the impacts of freight movement on the transportation system in the region and allow for a greater level of analysis, including modal shifts as well as path choice impacts (e.g., in response to tolling schemes). However, it also recognizes that the data needs for such models are quite large and freight data are particularly difficult and expensive to obtain. BMC is in the process of implementing the PECAS model for analyzing long-range land use and growth issues. The input–output structure of
this model implicitly incorporates commodity flows, which makes it well suited to incorporate freight issues, although it has not yet been used as such.

CHICAGO

The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) is the designated MPO for the seven-county Chicago region, which includes Cook, DuPage, Kane, Kendall, Lake, McHenry, and Will counties. This region has a current population of 9.2 million, up from 7.9 million in 1980, and is expected to exceed 10 million by the year 2030. Chicago has historically been one of the largest hubs in the U.S. transportation system, being both a Great Lakes port and the undisputed king of national freight rail operations. Rail intermodal activity through Chicago is substantial, with 33 major rail terminals located in the core of the region. The exchange of containers between these railyards is done primarily by truck, and of course, a substantial volume also arrives at or leaves the terminal and port areas by truck or in service to a manufacturing-oriented local economy. Truck terminals dot the Interstate highway system, and new intermodal facilities are planned in exurban locations.

Freight Planning Capability

CMAP models truck in its regional transportation plans (RTP) process. Trucks are defined as a single class of “commercial vehicles” on the basis of state registration data. These include light trucks (weight of less than 8,000 lb), medium trucks (8,000 to 28,000 lb), and heavy trucks (greater than 28,000 lb). Pickups and SUVs registered with commercial “b” plates are also included in the commercial vehicle class.

The original CVM was developed in 1986, with the aid of travel survey data. The survey data at that time were broken down into individual trips, from which trip generation and distribution parameters were derived. Only the distribution results have carried forward as the original data became stale. Subsequent updates basically consisted of Fratar adjusting the 1986 trip table to match with the current registered commercial vehicle population. The most recent update, however, performed 3 years ago, concluded that the 1986 trip data were no longer valid, and an entirely synthetic approach was taken.

In this approach, the commercial vehicle population is geographically allocated to match non-home-based person trips from the person trip model. Entropy parameters are then used to perform the distribution, targeting a 10–13 mile average trip length (observed by class in the 1986 survey). Linking commercial vehicle trips to non-home-based person trips is not a technique that CMAP suggests is being used anywhere else, but it believes that the four-step paradigm is really not relevant for trucks under the best of circumstances, and hence has decided to pin its process to the constant controlling the “working population” and the established trip lengths. The heavy truck (HDV) distribution is then adjusted to match ground counts, essentially because only HDVs are separately counted.

All external station trip volumes are distributed using the same entropy approach used for the truck distribution. External trip volumes at the 12 external (point of entry) stations were weighted differently from internal stations to achieve the proper volume. Traffic assignment used a multiclass, multipath equilibrium procedure. CMAP does separate assignments for eight time-of-day periods: overnight, a.m. peak with two shoulders; p.m. peak with two shoulders, and midday. Each has a separate truck assignment with truck prohibitions coded by time of day. PCE factors of 3 for heavy truck and 2 for medium truck are used during assignment.

Data and Other Resources

The primary data sources used to update the current CMAP truck model were statewide registration data and counts (exact number, type, time period not known). The last explicit freight data collection was the 1986 trip diary survey, which produced about 1,000 responses.

No specific external studies or planning guides were cited.

Issues, Applications, and Users of Freight Model Output

The principal application is for air quality conformity. The region is in nonattainment for volatile organic compounds and nitrogen oxide (NOx), and HDV forecasts are important to demonstrating NOx attainment. Proposals are under consideration for providing truck priorities on the expressway system to increase speeds and lower emissions. These are being evaluated along with more conventional measures such as technological improvements to diesel engines.

A transportation research firm (Cambridge Systematics) recently took CMAP’s data as the starting point for a truck study, and in the process added an “origin–destination estimator,” or ODE. This will be made available to freight operators interested in improving their business models. Because MPO models are mainly long-range planning tools, the operators believe that they do not provide them with the logistical advantages that good research would offer.

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans

CMAP recognizes that its model is probably challenged for particular applications and forecasting. Other than its tie to employment forecasts, the model does not have a structure that is sensitive to the types of economic factors that influ-
ence freight transportation. Although the agency has spent considerable time and effort improving its models of person travel—largely because federal regulations and funding programs demand it—no such direct incentive is seen to exist for freight modeling. Given also the perception that the four-step paradigm is inappropriate for freight, and the region views freight transportation as largely a private business affair, a significant freight model development effort has not been a priority. If the agency does try to improve its freight forecasting ability, it believes that it would be best advised to move to an econometrics-based commodity flow model. In the meantime, it believes that network microsimulation tools can do a better job with management and operations type studies than equilibrium assignment models.

DETROIT

The Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG) is the designated MPO for the Detroit–Ann Arbor region, which includes all of Livingston, Macomb, Monroe, Oakland, St. Clair, Washtenaw, and Wayne counties. This region had a year 2000 population of 5.5 million, up slightly from 5.2 million in 1980, with not much new growth expected by the year 2030.

Southeast Michigan’s regional freight system has two primary components: the portion within the region and the connections from the region to Canada. The internal system is composed of the region’s highway and rail networks. Key facilities for movements in and out of the region are the Detroit–Windsor Tunnel, Ambassador Bridge, Blue Water Bridge, rail tunnels between Southwest Ontario and Southeast Michigan, the Port of Detroit, the expanding Metro and Willow Run Airports and the rest of the region’s aviation system, and the region’s long-haul rail and Interstate highway systems. Other freight system facts include the following:

- There are approximately 5,001 miles of regional truck routes, including 1,696 miles of state and 3,305 miles of county routes. This total does not include the city of Detroit truck routes.
- Southeast Michigan/Southwest Ontario crossings are limited to two primary locations—Detroit/Windsor and Port Huron/Sarnia. In Detroit, access is through the Detroit–Windsor Tunnel, Ambassador Bridge, and Detroit River Tunnel (for rail). In Port Huron, the Blue Water Bridge and a double-stack rail tunnel provide access. On a smaller scale, a freight barge operates on the Detroit River as an alternative for commercial crossings, and passenger/car ferries operate along the St. Clair River.
- More than 900 miles of active rail line exist in the region and are primarily privately owned or operated by five Class I railroads—Norfolk Southern, CN, CSX Transportation, Canadian Pacific, and Conrail. Six short-line railroads also own and operate facilities in the region. Amtrak provides passenger service on some of these lines.
- There are seven ports in the region linked to the world market through the Great Lakes/St. Lawrence Seaway. The largest port in the region and the state is the Port of Detroit, which includes seven privately owned terminals located on the Detroit and Rouge rivers. Marine-borne freight accounts for a significant amount of total freight moving through Southeast Michigan.
- There are 35 airports in Southeast Michigan, 18 of which are considered system airports because of their level of activity. Four of these airports carry the bulk of the region’s air cargo—Detroit Metropolitan/Wayne County (Detroit Metro), Detroit City, Oakland County International, and Willow Run.
- There were more than 20 million vehicles crossing at the Southeast Michigan/Southwest Ontario border in 2006, and an estimated 900,000 rail freight cars travel through rail tunnels at Detroit/Windsor and Port Huron/Sarnia each year.

According to 2002 FHWA FAF data, the top five commodities carried for the state of Michigan by value were motor vehicles, machinery, coal, mixed freight, and plastics and rubber; the top five commodities by tonnage were coal, gravel, gasoline, crude petroleum, and waste and scrap.

Freight Planning Capability

SEMCOG models heavy, medium, and light truck as part of its RTP process. The current set of models is fairly recent and was developed through a comprehensive survey-based research process. The three commercial vehicle classes modeled are defined as follows:

- Heavy commercial vehicles—tractors with or without trailers, dump trucks, mixers, and tank trucks;
- Medium commercial vehicles—panel, stake, or utility trucks and wreckers; and
- Light commercial vehicles—pickup trucks and vans, SUVs, limousines, and sedans used for commercial service.

Trip tables are created for each of these classes and for external–internal and external–external trips by time period (a.m. peak, midday, p.m. peak, and off-peak). Truck trip generation and distribution models are used to create the trip tables for internal trips. For external trips, trip tables from the Michigan statewide model are converted to the SEMCOG zone system. All of the truck trip tables are assigned along with auto vehicle trips to the highway network in a multiclass assignment process.

Using accounting models, trip tables are converted to traffic flows, and the resulting flow data are assigned to the appropriate levels of the freight motorway network (highways, arterials, and collector streets) on the basis of network microsimulation tools. In the meantime, it believes that network microsimulation tools can do a better job with management and operations type studies than equilibrium assignment models.
**Model Development Process**

SEMCOG’s existing CVM was developed in 1999. It was the result of a fairly intensive research effort that drew on new truck use data, and involved use of a contractor with specialty skills in freight modeling. Details of that development process are highlighted here.

**Travel Survey Data**

The primary source of data for the truck models was a 1999 commercial vehicle survey. This survey obtained establishment-related and trip making information from the owners of 6,361 trucks. The survey data set includes 5,274 records, which are mainly trip records, but also includes 737 records for trucks that did not make trips within the region on their survey day. Exact latitude and longitude appended to each trip record, as well as the vehicle company’s address, allowed for accurate geocoding for 4,355 of 4,537 trip records (representing about 96% of all records). The survey revealed that more than two-thirds of commercial vehicle trips in the SEMCOG region were made by light-duty vehicles, and the split between heavy- and medium-duty vehicles was more skewed toward heavy vehicles, which was believed to be attributable to the prevalence of manufacturing in the region’s economy.

The information collected in the commercial vehicle survey provided roughly 100 variables that could be used to describe the vehicle, the vehicle owner, and the trip. Among those considered or tested for trip generation and trip distribution purposes were

- Origin and destination (TAZ, district, county),
- Vehicle type (light, medium, heavy),
- Owner’s type of industry (25 categories),
- Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW),
- How vehicle was used (e.g., delivery, towing, catering, etc.),
- Number of employees (at owner’s company),
- Type of cargo (22 categories),
- Land use at origin and destination (8 categories),
- Trip purpose at origin and destination (10 categories), and
- Commodities picked up/delivered at origin and destination.

**Trip Generation**

The data from the truck survey were mated with SEMCOG’s zonal data to attempt development of a truck trip generation model. These data include, for each of SEMCOG’s 1,442 internal zones, total population and households, zone area, and employment by five categories (total, basic, non-basic, retail, and wholesale). SEMCOG uses 248 districts to summarize its travel model’s zonal-related inputs and outputs.

Four different modeling strategies were tested and are described here. With the exception of the first strategy, each involved linear regression on district-level data to obtain equations for estimating truck trip ends by vehicle type as functions of the variables included in the zonal data file. It was necessary to aggregate both survey and zonal data to the district level to remove the lumpiness in truck trip survey data resulting from too few observations at the zonal level. Although the models are developed using district-level data, they are applied at the zonal level in the eventual travel forecasting process.

1. **Region-Wide Trip Rates by Trip Type.** This framework attempted to estimate truck trip rates on the basis of employment data (by type; e.g., wholesale, retail, and manufacturing). Although this strategy was possible in previous truck modeling, truck trips in the 1999 commercial vehicle survey were classified by land use at origin and destination, rather than the employment types represented in SEMCOG’s zonal data. Because the two categories could not be mapped on each other, it was not possible to develop region-wide trip rates by trip type.

2. **Linear Regression Using Person Trip Attractions.** This approach attempted to develop a model to estimate truck trips on the basis of person trip attractions. Although truck trip and person trip attractions might be expected to be quite different in any given geographic location, both are related to the same set of underlying employment and population variables. This suggested the possibility of “piggybacking” truck trip ends on person trip attractions. Not unexpectedly, this approach proved less statistically reliable than models based directly on corresponding employment, population, and area measures, although it did have value in identifying combinations of key variables to be tested in the other models.

3. **Linear Regression of Trip Rate Models.** A problem was experienced in trying to estimate models when some of the variables were in the form of totals (e.g., trips or employees) and others were in the form of rates (e.g., employees per acre). In this case, an approach was attempted in which all measures were put into the comparable form of rates; the dependent variable was defined as trips per total employee; and the independent variables were similarly cast as rates of population, households, or particular categories of employment in relation to area (acres) or total employment. One reason for attempting a “trip rate” approach was that these models could be estimated with a constant term (representing a basic number of truck trips per employee), and second, only rate models can be estimated using dummy variables, which can be significant in explaining differences...
such as those related to location (county) that are not captured in the primary variables. Although a number of trip rate models were successfully estimated, none proved to predict total trips by district as reliably as the total trip models did. Furthermore, none provided coefficients for the county or area type dummy variables that were consistent with the expected differences.

4. Linear Regression of Total Trip Models. The total trip models were found to be the most direct way to represent the relationship of truck trips to the underlying measures of employment, population, and land area at the zone, district, or regional level. These models are not limited by their structure from using rates, fractions, or dummy variables as independent variables. Total trip models were successfully estimated for each of the three vehicle types, resulting in the equations for generating truck trips shown in Table B6.

Some interesting relationships were observed in the course of developing these models:

• The *households* variable provided a better estimator of residential-based truck trips than population, and this variable is more important for light vehicle trips than it is for heavy or medium vehicle trips. On average, household-related trips account for 29% for light truck, 19% for medium truck, and 5% for heavy truck.
• The *total acres* variable appears only in the model for heavy truck. Given the average values of the total acres and employment acres variables, total acres accounts for about half as many acreage-related heavy trucks as employment acres does.
• The *employment acres* variable, although marginally significant for all but medium trucks, accounts for between 14% and 29% of total truck trips by vehicle type, with the lowest percentage being for light trucks.
• *Basic employment* is a significant variable for each vehicle type, accounting for between 17% and 25% of total trips. The percentage is again lowest for light trucks.
• *Retail employment* is significant for light trucks, accounting for 29% of trips by this vehicle type. It is not significant for heavy or medium truck, but it was retained in the model because it had the expected sign and magnitude.
• *Wholesale employment* is significant for each vehicle type, and accounts for an average of 12% to 28% of trips. The highest percentage is for heavy truck, and is nearly equal for the other two vehicle types.

*Truck Trip Distribution*

Internal truck distribution is performed using a gravity model, with separate $F$ factors estimated for the three commercial vehicle types. The models were estimated using the commercial vehicle survey data, and were applied to the trip ends that were the outputs of the trip generation step above. This is essentially the same trip distribution method used in the auto passenger model. Calibration of the truck trip distribution models consisted of the following steps:

1. The SEMCOG model highway network was skimmed to obtain base year highway travel times. Congested daily highway skims were used, including terminal and intrazonal times.
2. Network travel time was attached to each trip record from the commercial vehicle survey using reported origin–destination coordinates.
3. Travel times for all trip records were tabulated to obtain trip length distributions and average trip times by vehicle type. These distributions were smoothed to overcome the lumpiness associated with the relatively small sample size while retaining the observed average travel times.
4. A subroutine in the TRANPLAN model package was used to develop the initial $F$ factors. TRANPLAN, rather than TRANSCAD—the agency’s modeling platform—was used to calibrate the gravity model parameters because it was easier to apply with travel time distribution input data rather than observed trip tables. The subsequent models are still applied in TRANSCAD, however.
5. Initial $F$ factors were adjusted to provide the best fit for the average trip length and trip length frequency distribution using the gravity model application in TRANSCAD. These adjustments were relatively minor. Tables containing the final $F$ factors are provided in the model calibration report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Light Trucks</th>
<th>Medium Trucks</th>
<th>Heavy Trucks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>0.1703</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total acres</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment acres</td>
<td>0.8724</td>
<td>0.3176</td>
<td>0.4513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic employment</td>
<td>0.3717</td>
<td>0.1113</td>
<td>0.1408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail employment</td>
<td>0.8101</td>
<td>0.0413</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale employment</td>
<td>1.3104</td>
<td>0.2842</td>
<td>0.7590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each model predicts total trip ends (origins + destinations) by zone. Origins per zone = half of the model results; destinations per zone = half of the model results.
Model Validation

Validating the trip distribution model entailed comparing average trip lengths and trip length frequency distributions for the three commercial vehicle types with the observed values from the commercial vehicle survey database. The estimated gravity models were found to work well. A statistic often used to estimate the goodness of fit of the trip length frequencies is the coincidence ratio, which is computed as the sum of the lower values (either observed or modeled) for the percentage of total trips at each time interval divided by the sum of the higher values. It has a value between 0 and 1, where a higher value represents a better fit between the two distributions. A coincidence ratio of 80% is generally considered to be good. The coincidence ratios for light, medium, and heavy trucks are 85%, 83%, and 80%, respectively.

Time of Day

Time-of-day factors for commercial vehicle trips were derived from the commercial vehicle survey data. About 97% of the survey trip records included valid start and end times. Using the expansion factors developed for the survey, the 4,388 trip records were expanded to represent approximately 772,000 truck trip ends. Time-of-day assignment factors were developed from these distributions to allocate truck trips to SEMCOG’s four time-of-day assignment periods: a.m. peak (7 to 9 a.m.), midday (9 a.m. to 3 p.m.), p.m. peak (3 to 6 p.m.), and evening (6 p.m. to 7 a.m.). The time period in which a trip falls was determined to be the midpoint of the trip’s starting and ending time taken from the commercial vehicle survey trip record. The time-of-day factors are shown in Table B7.

TABLE B7
TIME-OF-DAY FACTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Heavy</th>
<th>All Trucks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.m. Peak</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midday</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.m. Peak</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

External Trips

The base year external truck trip table was estimated from the truck trip table contained in the Michigan statewide model through the following steps:

1. A correspondence table was established between the 560 statewide model zones and the SEMCOG external stations.

2. Zone allocation fractions for all internal zones were developed using the percentage of regional heavy truck trip ends, as established during truck trip generation, because the truck trips modeled in the statewide model are presumed to be mainly heavy trucks. These fractions represent the percentage of each statewide internal zone that is represented by each SEMCOG internal zone.

3. Zone allocation factors for external zones were developed using the base year truck counts at the external stations. These fractions represent the percentage of each statewide external entry point zone that is represented by each SEMCOG external zone. This was necessary because the SEMCOG network includes roadways that do not appear in the statewide model network.

4. The fractions from Steps 2 and 3 were used to expand the statewide model truck trip table to the SEMCOG zone system. The expanded table consists of truck trips between pairs of the 1,505 SEMCOG zones.

5. The total truck trip ends at each SEMCOG external station were compared with the actual truck counts. Factors for productions and attractions at each external station were developed by dividing the count by the trip ends from the table developed in Step 4.

6. Each row and column of the X-I and I-X portions of the trip table developed in Step 4 corresponding to an external zone were multiplied by the production and attraction factors developed in Step 5.

7. For each external zone, the production and attraction trip ends for the X-I and I-X portions of the trip table developed in Step 6 were subtracted from the counts. The remainders represented the target numbers of X-X trips. For each external zone, the target was divided by the total X-X trip ends, from the truck trip table developed in Step 4. The resulting quotients were used as factors in a Fratar adjustment of the X-X portion of the trip table developed in Step 4.

8. The X-I and I-X portions of the trip table developed in Step 6 were combined with the X-X trip table developed in Step 7 to create the total external truck trip table for the SEMCOG model.

The trip ends of the final table developed in Step 8 were compared with the base year counts at the external zones. The comparison showed that the trip ends in the final SEMCOG truck trip tables are very close to the truck counts at each external station. The trip ends for all zones were within 2% or five trips of the actual counts.

Traffic Assignment

Trip tables for each commercial vehicle class and for X-I and X-X trips by time period (a.m. peak, midday, p.m. peak, and
off-peak) are assigned along with auto vehicle trips to the highway network in a multiclass assignment process. When the 1999 model was developed, SEMCOG did not have classification counts available. Since then, however, it has developed a traffic count collection program and classification counts are part of the effort. It plans to recalibrate its current E5 model using its recently developed count database in the near future.

**Current Model, Data, and Other Resources**

SEMCOG has not changed its model since it was developed in 1999. A recalibration is planned when new count data collected in August 2007 become available. SEMCOG’s previous model was a highway-only model based in TRANPLAN, but it converted to a full-scale travel model based in TRANSCAD at the time of the 1999 freight model.

In developing its truck model, SEMCOG had access to extensive data from a regional commercial vehicle survey. However, it did not have classification counts. It believes that its freight database, which is both vehicle and goods based, is robust, but sees three critical gaps:

- Inconsistency between data sets (e.g., value of goods at the Canada border),
- Vehicle classification counts on urban freeways, and
- Identification and availability of key data that can be used as indicators of goods transport characteristics (modal share, trip distance, route selection, etc.).

SEMCOG is comprehensively analyzing its freight databases and trying to prioritize future enhancements and identify methods of overcoming inconsistencies and gaps without a major investment of resources. Data at subregional levels (e.g., class counts for corridor projects) are obtained whenever possible.

**Issues, Applications, and Users of Freight Model Output**

The primary customers for SEMCOG’s freight-related data and analyses are local elected officials, local government staff, transportation facility operators, private sector representatives, Canadian officials, and the general public.

A long list of freight issues has been provided by SEMCOG planners, summarized in the table at the end of this write-up. However, other than air quality conformity and congestion analysis (systemwide and construction season), SEMCOG indicates that its freight model is not used.

SEMCOG believes that one of the best examples of its use of the CVM is the Detroit River International Crossing Study, which builds on the SEMCOG model and includes the southwestern Ontario and Windsor area models.

**Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans**

SEMCOG believes that its model is best suited to describe commercial vehicle travel because it models truck movements and not commodity flows. It is noted, however, that because of SEMCOG model’s connection with the Michigan statewide model, it has the basis for linking with commodity flow information and forecasts from the state model. The agency appears confident using the model for near-term (5 to 10 year) forecasts, but also uses the model for long-range (25 year) planning.

SEMCOG desires both classification counts for model calibration, and hopes to perform a commodity flow survey in the near future. This will be covered in detail in the next generation model development plan.

**List of Freight-Related Issues in SEMCOG Region**

**General Issues:**
- Maintenance of freeways and major roadways,
- Lack of designated truck-only lanes in appropriate areas,
- Lack of coordination between counties regarding designation of truck routes,
- Michigan’s truck-weight limits are higher than neighboring states, and
- Potential impact of the FMCSA’s revised hours of service regulations.

**Safety Issues:**
- A total of 56,444 crashes occurred on county and state truck routes in 2005.
- Approximately 98% of all truck-route crashes, regardless of severity, occurred on state truck routes.
- Approximately 1.8% of all fatal crashes in the region occurred on county and state truck routes.

**Bridge Issues:**
- There are 3,096 highway bridges in southeast Michigan, of which 2,176 (70%) are on truck routes.
- Of the bridges located on truck routes, 47% are deficient. Of those, 52% are in Wayne County and 16% are in Oakland County.
- Looking at deficiencies within counties, Wayne County has the highest percentage of deficient bridges on truck routes (54%); Livingston County has the lowest (29%).

**Congestion Issues:**
- Of 4,884 miles of state and county truck routes in the region, 499 miles (10%) are currently congested.
- Of the 499 congested miles, 167 miles are located on state truck routes and 331 miles on county truck routes.
- Congested truck routes are projected to double by 2030, increasing to 1,034 miles or 21% of total truck routes.
Airport Issues:

- Fifty-two percent of the total congested state and county truck routes in southeast Michigan are in Oakland County, followed by 20% in Macomb County, and 17% in Wayne County.
- Approximately 200 additional miles of truck routes are projected to be congested in Oakland County in 2030, 113 additional miles in Wayne County, and 104 additional miles in Macomb County.

Marine Transportation Issues:

- Immediate and long-term infrastructure needs,
- Uniform data for commercial flows,
- Cargo security needs at management level for shippers and carriers,
- Land use conflicts,
- Operations of marine facilities,
- Environmental concerns,
- Pavement conditions,
- Access to upper and lower Rouge River ports, and
- Accessibility for trucks (e.g., tight turning movements and poor pavement conditions).

Rail Issues:

- The operation and retention of active rails is extremely costly for private rail companies because of heavy private capital investment and operating dollars for ongoing maintenance of rail infrastructure.
- There is a lack of understanding on the part of government agencies toward private railroads and their proprietary rights.
- Existing freight intermodal terminals lack sufficient land for expansion or growth to handle both current and future demands.
- There is a lack of passenger rail for intraregional travel. The only passenger rail serving the region is Amtrak, which runs between Chicago, Detroit, and Port Huron. VIA Rail/Amtrak operating between Chicago and Toronto provides joint service.
- At-grade crossings can pose a safety problem and create delays for emergency vehicles, passenger vehicles, and trucks.

Airport Issues:

- There are problems associated with airport ownership, operation, and maintenance.
- The 9-11 attacks had a major impact on the aviation community. A decline in passenger travel has decreased revenues for larger passenger service airports. The required additional security upgrades, as mandated by the Office of Homeland Security, increased operation costs for general aviation facilities and larger passenger service airports.
- Existing airports currently provide enough general aviation capacity despite growth in based aircraft. However, the closing of a majority of privately owned airports could result in a shortage of space for regional aircraft. There continues to be a loss of privately owned smaller airports, affecting capacity, particularly related to general aviation.
- Financing of general aviation airports continues to be a problem. The available revenue base is usually insufficient to support significant capital improvements. Typically, revenues fail to rise at the same rate as operational and maintenance costs. At the same time, land development surrounding airports continues to intensify pressure for development of airports. Contributing to this problem is that privately owned airports are not eligible for public funding unless they are designated as reliever airports.
- Growth in rural and suburban areas may shift air travel demand to geographic locations farther from existing airport facilities. There is a heavy concentration of residential land uses around the region’s airports as well as commercial and industrial uses. Residential subdivisions, for example, have sometimes been built too close to airports, which ultimately generates complaints about airport operations, especially noise.
- The near saturation of the existing airport system is a critical issue. Expansion of Detroit Metro has mitigated congestion there. However, some reliever airports are now experiencing capacity problems as well.

LOS ANGELES

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is the designated MPO for the five-county Los Angeles metropolitan area, which includes Los Angeles, Orange, Ventura, San Bernardino, and Riverside counties. The area is massive among U.S. metropolitan areas in terms of geographic coverage, population, and growth. This region has grown from a population of 11.5 million in 1980 to 16.4 million by 2000, and is projected to reach 22.9 million by the year 2030. This means that Los Angeles has now surpassed New York as the largest U.S. metropolitan area, and it has grown to this size largely dependent on its vast system of freeways, which means that it has grown “out” considerably more than it has grown “up.” Travel distances are very long, historically there have been few choices to driving, and hence the area’s battles with traffic congestion and air pollution have become almost legendary.

Although the auto culture and suburban sprawl are the symbols outsiders most often associate with its congestion problems, few are aware of the major impact of freight on transportation conditions in Los Angeles. Perhaps because Los Angeles is not known as a manufacturing city, the level of freight traffic might come as a surprise; however, not only do the needs of its huge population create a major demand for goods and services, but the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are among the largest in the United States. It is the chief gateway to the burgeoning global markets of Asia,
and completes the land bridge between these sea lanes and North American markets. The combination of the activity bringing goods to and from the ports creates a steady chain of ships, containers, railroads, and trucks moving through the Los Angeles basin. This traffic and the air pollution it generates have led to a recently declared health crisis for the region, when it was discovered that 82% of the entire state of California’s—and 52% of the entire country’s—total exposure to PM-2.5 pollution above the federal health standard occurs in the Los Angeles region (“State of Emergency” n.d.). Much of this problem is directly associated with movement of goods within and through the region.

For these and other reasons, planners and officials in the Los Angeles region recognize the importance of effectively planning for and managing freight activity and, hence, having the capability to model and forecast freight activity.

**Freight Planning Capability**

Two separate processes are being developed for freight forecasting in the Los Angeles region—one is at a macro level and commodity based; the other is at a more typical regional level involving heavy truck modeling. The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA), which has purview over the region’s ports and airports, undertook development of a model—“Cube Cargo”—to provide it with better information and tools with which to understand the region’s freight system operations and needs in relation to the state, national, and global marketplace. Cube Cargo is a commodity-based input–output-type model that, when completed, is hoped to do a better job of predicting what overall freight demand will be in and through the Los Angeles region. Meanwhile, SCAG maintains a heavy-duty truck (HDT) model that is integrated within the region’s travel forecasting model, which is used for all planning and regulatory (e.g., air quality conformity) analyses. The two processes are being coordinated but have not yet been formally joined. Each is described briefly here.

**Cube Cargo Model**

LACMTA, with assistance from the California DOT (Caltrans) and the participation of SCAG, embarked on the development of a comprehensive modeling system for forecasting the flow of commodities, freight, and trucks in the Los Angeles region. Begun in 2004, the model is being developed using the Cube transportation software system developed by Citilabs. In addition to the software vendor, Citilabs, the model development team has included Cambridge Systematics—which has had the lead role in development of SCAG’s HDT model (described here)—as well as other consultants who have been involved in the region’s freight activities.

Cube Cargo (Citilabs 2004) is a freight forecasting model that was initially developed through research undertaken as part of the German National Freight Forecasting Model. The underlying methodology and parameters were subsequently adapted in urban and regional applications in other countries. Cube Cargo was designed for use on urban, regional, and long-distance applications. It estimates origin–destination matrices of annual tons of goods by commodity class and mode and also origin–destination matrices of truck trips by truck type. It also generates matrices of urban service trips to provide a complete estimate of truck flows.

The Cube Cargo model requires as inputs zone-level socioeconomic and employment data, zone-to-zone modal travel times and costs, and matrices of existing commodity flows as a base for projection. A trip generation step estimates annual tons of commodities produced and consumed by zone using regression models with locally adjusted parameters. Special generators are used to represent externally generated commodities; for example, ports by location and commodity class. User-specified values direct the amount of production exported to external zones and the amount to internal zones by commodity class. Trend rates are used to represent production efficiencies and other factors not represented in the base regression models, and also trends in the level of imports and exports (e.g., based on observed level of imports coming into a port).

Goods produced by commodity class are allocated to origin–destination matrices through a trip distribution step. In this process, the model makes assumptions about the percentage of goods considered to be short haul versus long haul by commodity class. This is a key assumption because goods considered to be short haul are assumed to go by truck (and do not go through the mode choice model). Trend rates are used to represent changes in short- versus long-haul percentages by commodity class over time. The model then assumes that the long-haul flows can be segmented into flows that will be attracted to the internal and external areas. For example, in this application, the state of California was considered to be the “internal” area and the rest of the United States, Mexico, and Canada were considered to be “external.” These assumptions provide a mechanism for constraining the model, and trend rates are used to adjust the internal and external fractions. Finally, gravity-model parameters are calibrated by commodity class for long-haul and short-haul flows, with the impedance being a generalized cost linear combination of time, distance, and cost by mode, weighted by the mode choice coefficients. The results of this process are origin–destination matrices of goods by commodity type segmented into short and long haul.

A mode choice model then splits the matrices of long-haul flows by commodity class into modes—in this case, truck, rail, and air. The models are multinomial logit choice models, stratified by commodity and distance class. The models are applied on long-haul flows only—short-haul flows are
considered to move by truck. The mode choice models use travel time, travel cost, and constants, and are calibrated using observed data (defaults are provided), and may be segmented by distance class to provide improved sensitivity by range.

An important feature of Cube Cargo is a transportation logistics nodes (TLN) model, which partitions the long-haul matrices into direct flows and transport chain flows. Transport chain flows are those that do not go directly from zone of production to zone of consumption, but rather pass through a TLN. These TLNs are defined and located by the model user, as are the areas that are served by the TLN. The TLN model then produces a series of origin–destination flow matrices—long-haul direct flows by mode and commodity, long-haul flows to and from TLNs by mode and commodity, and short-haul flows to and from TLNs, also by mode and commodity class.

A fine distribution model then redistributes each of the short- and long-haul flow matrices from “coarse” zones to “fine” zones. A coarse zone system is used up until this point in the process because many of the data are available only for large zones (e.g., county level). However, to obtain truck matrices that can be assigned to the roadway network, the geographic resolution must be refined to the same level as the auto matrices, that is, TAZs. This is done through nesting and weighting process in which the coarse zones are mappable onto the fine zones. The origins and destinations within each coarse zone are determined using socio-economic-derived weights; the flows are then allocated with gravity models.

Finally, vehicle models convert the estimated annual commodity flow by truck into the number of heavy and light trucks. Cube Cargo has two vehicle models—standard and touring. The standard model represents direct origin–destination style delivery, although the model can represent trucks traveling out of their way to find a return load. The user can specify the size of the zone in which return loads can be found. The touring vehicle model estimates delivery tours (dropoffs and pickups). Vehicles are assumed to have the same starting and ending zone, but make intermediate stops to load and unload. Because this model is computationally intensive, its use is frequently limited to TLNs and zones selected by the user. A service model is used to estimate all other truck traffic not represented by the commodity flow or truck model. These trips are normally characterized as urban service truck trips. The service model is used directly on the fine zone system, performing trip generation using regression models based on zone type and socioeconomic data. Trips are then distributed using gravity models.

Phase I of the Cube Cargo projects was completed in June 2004, and resulted in framework and a preliminary model based on readily available data. Phase II, which will develop a functional tool capable of analyzing congestion impacts of future infrastructure projects such as rail intermodal facility capacity improvements, truck-only lanes, and policy or operational changes at the port, is underway. The primary initial activity is gathering all of the necessary specialized data, both from existing studies and databases, as well as obtaining new information on activity at TLNs. Phase II of the project is scheduled to be completed by June 2008 (Cambridge Systematics n.d.).

**Heavy-Duty Truck Model**

SCAG has been modeling HDT travel since May 1999 and recently completed an update to bring the model current with SCAG’s new year 2003 baseline regional model 2003 Model Validation and Summary: Regional Transportation Model 2007. Before 1999, a more simplistic growth factor approach was used, but the increased impact of trucks on congestion and air quality compelled the change. The HDT model estimates trip generation, distribution, and traffic assignment for HDTs. Using definitions from the California Air Resources Board, HDTs are all trucks with a gross vehicle weight (GVW) of 8,500 lb or more. SCAG does not attempt to separately model commercial vehicles weighing less than 8,500 lb.

Three classes of HDTs are modeled on the basis of weight criteria (again, as a result of air quality considerations):

- Light–heavy trucks: 8,500 to 14,000 lb GVW
- Medium–heavy trucks: 14,000 to 33,000 lb GVW
- Heavy–heavy trucks: greater than 33,000 lb GVW

Trip tables for each of the three heavy truck classes are assigned simultaneously with those for light- and medium-duty vehicles in the regional model so that the effects of congestion on truck route choice and travel conditions for other vehicles are accurately represented. The model is specifically designed to forecast truck movements in the region for air quality conformity determinations. As such, it produces VMT estimates for each of the three truck weight classes.

**Trip Generation**

Internal truck trips are estimated using a trip generation model that incorporates zonal household and employment information. The socioeconomic data used for truck trip generation are consistent with those used for passenger, except that the employment data are stratified into more categories. Doing so is judged to provide more accuracy for truck travel by allowing for a direct relationship between the industrial sectors being represented in the internal trip model and the allocation of trucks generated from these industries to TAZs within the region. The different land
use–employment categories are agriculture, mining, utilities, construction, manufacturing, wholesale trade, retail trade, transportation warehousing, FIREs, education, government, and households. This covers all 22 two-digit NAICS categories. As most of the service industries were very similar to each other in terms of truck trip generation, they are aggregated to 10 distinct categories for modeling purposes.

Wanting to obtain some new data on truck trip generation, but having limited resources, the SCAG planners chose to focus on the segment that they believed to be most poorly represented in the existing model—warehouse and distribution centers. Supply chain management practices and an increase in transloading of international cargo for domestic distribution contributed to the decision to obtain new data for this segment. The data were obtained through Global Insight/Reebie Associates using a combination of existing annual shipment-level data from a national motor carrier data-exchange program and new interviews and surveys of warehouse and distribution center operators. Results were used to estimate new trip rates for this sector.

The data on truck activity at manufacturing facilities were viewed to be the most reliable, so no new survey data were collected on this sector. For two other sectors—local pickup and delivery (urban goods movement) and service truck activity—addition data were necessary, but data were already being collected through trip diaries in an ongoing survey effort. Hence, the existing trip rates were retained for the interim model. Table B8 show the trip generation rates that were used in the new model. Except for the new relationship for wholesale, the other rates are the same as were used in the previous model.

Truck trips for warehouse trips are now calculated through the following equations, which are different for productions and attractions. These calculations are for heavy–heavy truck only; no trips are assumed for medium–heavy or light–heavy trucks.

**Productions:**

\[
\text{Warehouse Trips} = \exp(0.8350 \times \ln(\text{Wholesale Employment})).
\]

**Attractions:**

\[
\text{Warehouse Trips} = \exp(0.2453 \times \ln(\text{Manufacturing Employment}) + 0.2233 \times \ln(\text{Retail Employment}) + 0.3647 \times \ln(\text{Wholesale Employment})].
\]

In developing these equations, a trip table was developed by Global Insight at the ZIP code level for the SCAG region and represented annual trips. These were converted to average weekday trips using a factor of 264 that excludes weekends and holidays. The models of production and attraction were then estimated using ZIP code level employment data. Once estimated, the models were applied at the TAZ level.

**External Trips**

External truck trips with an end outside of the SCAG region were generated and distributed to internal TAZs using a combination of commodity flow data at the county level and two-digit SIC employment data for allocating county data to TAZs. External-to-external truck trips were developed on the basis of observed traffic counts at the external stations and the commodity flow data.

**Special Generator Trips**

Special truck activity trip tables were developed for special truck trip generators, such as ports and airports. Port-related truck trips were developed by using the Port of Long Beach's QuickTrip models for trip generation and the new gate surveys that provided information on the distribution (destination) of these trips. Air cargo trip tables for 2003 were developed by another consultant using the proprietary RADAM model.

---

**TABLE B8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Basis</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Heavy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>No. households</td>
<td>0.0390</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture/mining/construction</td>
<td>No. employees</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
<td>0.0836</td>
<td>0.0569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>No. employees</td>
<td>0.0605</td>
<td>0.0962</td>
<td>0.0359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>No. employees</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>No. employees</td>
<td>0.0353</td>
<td>0.0575</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation/utility</td>
<td>No. employees</td>
<td>0.2043</td>
<td>0.0457</td>
<td>0.1578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale</td>
<td>No. employees</td>
<td>New Equation (below)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>No. employees</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trip Distribution

Average internal trip lengths of 5.92 miles for light truck, 13.06 for medium truck, and 24.11 for heavy truck are cited. The trip length for the warehouse sector was 22.40 miles for heavy truck and is calibrated to the observed data collected by Global Insight.

Trip Assignment

Truck-specific time factors were derived from California weigh-in-motion truck data, and applied to allocate daily truck activity into the four model time periods—a.m. peak, midday, p.m. peak, and night. Trucks are converted into PCEs during the assignment phase. The trip assignment process simultaneously loads both HDTs and light- and medium-duty autos or trucks so that all vehicle types are accounted for in the traffic stream. Truck PCE is estimated for each link as the product of a grade factor and a congestion factor. The grade factors range from 1.2 to 3.6 for light, 1.4 to 4.5 for medium, and 2.0 to 6.0 for heavy trucks. The congestion factors range from 1.0 and 1.3.

Validation

The HDT model (developed using 1994 data) was validated against a number of specific parameters. First, the model estimated year 2003 truck movements across 23 regional screenlines to within 5.8% of corresponding truck counts (all screenlines combined). All differences on individual screenlines were found to be well within allowable tolerances for the regional model. In addition, year 2003 daily truck VMT was estimated by the model and compared with truck VMT estimates from other statistical sources.

Post-Model Speed Adjustment

The 2003 model assumes that passenger cars and HDTs will share roadway lanes, except for high-occupancy vehicle lanes, truck-only lanes, or facilities where trucks are prohibited. Because both passenger cars and HDTs are loaded on the same segment with no restrictions as to which lanes the HDTs can travel in, the HDTs and cars would have the same model speed, although this would not be likely. To reflect the slower speeds for the trucks, a post-model adjustment of truck speed was made using available Freeway Performance Measurement System (FPMS) data. A regression relationship was developed using the FPMS data and the assumptions that (1) HDTs could only travel on the outside lanes, (2) speeds on the outside lanes are interfered with and thus slowed by incoming and outgoing vehicles, and (3) acceleration and deceleration of the HDTs are much slower. Analysis resulted in the following equation:

\[ \text{HDT Speed} = 0.31 + 0.9657 \times \text{average freeway speed} \]

No specific literature sources were named as being of use in the truck model development or update. Staff was familiar with the QRFM, primarily using it to compare locally developed trip rates with those in the report to ensure that they fell within reasonable ranges. Staff also indicated that they periodically reviewed materials on the Federal Model Improvement Program website.

As part of the model development, 200 truck counts were conducted on the arterial system. A total of 230 counts were used for the screenline analysis, and truck counts for state highways were also gathered and compared with model volumes.

Data and Other Resources

Key data that were needed to perform the truck model update included land use and socioeconomic data for trip generation, truck counts, commodity flow data, port activity data, data from an intermodal survey, and a warehouse survey. SCAG also cites—as limitations in the update process—shortages in counts, commodity flow data, port trips, warehouse location data, and truck travel survey information.

SCAG also conducted a truck survey as part of the model development process. This survey focused on service trips and local pickup and delivery, and was performed through use of travel diaries. As mentioned earlier, new data on truck activity at warehouse and distribution centers were obtained through Global Insight/Reebie Associates, which melded existing national data with some new survey data of local warehouse and distribution center operators.

It should be noted that a team of consultants (led by Cambridge Systematics) was retained to assist SCAG in performing the model update. The update effort took about 18 months and was budgeted at $580,000. The new model is based in the TRANSCAD software platform, which is the basis for the new SCAG regional model.

Issues, Applications, and Users of Freight Model Output

The SCAG HDT truck model is used for general air quality and transportation conformity analysis, goods movement planning, highway planning, grade separations, and truck lane analysis.

The main goal in the recent update of the HDT model was to improve the existing first-generation model’s forecasts (both mobility and air quality) for the latest (2008) RTP update. The main motivation behind this effort was the need to get better facility-level forecasts for SCAG’s goods transport model.
movement initiatives—reliable forecasts for the major goods movement corridors and the ability to model truck lane and truck pricing strategies. Air quality remains a primary concern, especially given the current emphasis on reducing diesel emissions and PM-2.5.

Although at some MPOs, deficiencies in freight modeling capability might be linked to lack of critical “customers,” SCAG staff does not believe this to be a key factor in their situation. It is pointed out that truck–freight planning and emissions were among the most visible and hotly debated issues in the recent RTP update. So great is the support for improved freight planning that projects seeking funding attempt to show some relationship to freight issues.

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans

Planning applications where SCAG is not fully comfortable with its truck model include service and delivery truck travel and port trips. An interesting problem with the information from the port is that the information provided is based on gate activity and does contain information on “first destination”; however in many cases, these truck trips leaving the port are destined to an intermodal facility or terminal where the cargo is transferred to another vehicle or mode to complete its trip. Having only this interim destination obfuscates the ultimate time and direction of the trip, and has been a major source of inaccuracy in SCAG’s model forecasts.

SCAG is looking to improve the existing truck model in upcoming workplans, possibly by moving to a freight modeling approach (including mode choice) and also improving the port trip model. Much of these future plans will probably be determined by the degree of success realized by LACMTA in developing its Cube Cargo model.

The key challenges SCAG has faced in attempting to improve freight modeling capability include the following:

• Southern California’s goods movement system is unusually complex and very difficult to replicate.
• Surveys are expensive, existing commodity data are too aggregate, truck counts (published state highway counts are unreliable) are lacking, and there are few warehouse or intermodal data.
• The trucking industry is reluctant to participate in surveys or share data.
• Obtaining forecast data is also a challenge.
• SCAG would like to move to a completely freight-based model to look at diversion to rail; however, existing sources of freight and commodity data do not look promising.
• It has been difficult to find appropriate freight modeling expertise outside or to develop it in-house.
• Although freight is a high-priority model improvement area, there is also pressure to improve all of the agency’s modeling tools. There are projects in the existing work program to begin planning for a new activity-based model, an integrated land use–transportation model, a weekend model, and a year 2010 travel survey.

• The current approach for modeling internal truck trips borrows its methodology from the standard four-step model, which is not regarded as an ideal solution. Some believe that because of a lack of a broad base of organizations looking for better freight models, the market of consultants and software developers has not produced better alternatives.

NEW YORK

The New York metropolitan area is one of the largest and most complex in the country, consisting of 10 counties: 5 in the New York City area (Bronx, Kings, New York, Queens, and Richmond), 2 on Long Island (Nassau and Suffolk), and 3 in upstate New York (Putnam, Rockland, and Westchester). The New York Metropolitan Transportation Commission (NYMTC) is the designated MPO for this region, which had a 2000 population of 12.1 million people. Although it may not be growing as fast as metropolitan areas in the southern and western United States, it is expected to reach 14.3 million residents by the year 2030.

The New York region has a huge freight transportation system driven by its equally huge economy. The NYMTC region’s gross metropolitan product of $489 million in 2003 ranked it first among the country’s top 20 metropolitan areas, and it also has the highest volume of freight moved, measuring 333 million tons in 1998. This volume is projected to grow by 47%, to 491 annual tons, by 2025. The primary commodities being transported are petroleum, clay/concrete, and food. Although many of the goods moved are either manufactured in or consumed by the region, a substantial portion of the freight flowing through the region—21%—has either a foreign origin or destination. The New York–New Jersey region is the nation’s third ranked marine port based on value and its number one port in terms of exports. It also has the sixth ranked air cargo airport in JFK International by volume and is the nation’s top international freight gateway based on value.

The region is served by a multidimensional freight transportation system, including marine facilities (e.g., ports and barges), railroad lines, trucking companies, air carriers, and many warehouses and terminals. Seven railroads serve the region, including CSX, New York & Atlantic, Canadian Pacific, New York/New Jersey, and Providence & Worcester. Truck freight is moved by thousands of common carriers and truck operators, ranging in size from a single vehicle to national giants such as JB Hunt and Werner. JFK and Newark are the major regional freight airports, but LaGuardia and Stewart Regional are also significant freight generators.
This system is highly integrated, but it is also heavily dependent on trucks for regional goods distribution. Trucks carry more than 80% of regional freight (by tonnage), rail and air carry less than 1% each, and the remainder—largely bulk commodities—are moved by barge. Marine cargo, consisting of both ocean vessels with international cargo and barges carrying inter- and intraregional cargo, has been growing at the rate of 8% to 10% per year. Most of the region’s port terminals, warehouses, and distribution centers are located in New Jersey, further emphasizing the role of trucks in moving goods into, from, and through the region.

Freight Planning Capability

With such a dominant freight presence and road capacity at a premium, the ability to account for freight activity in regional plans and policies is an important concern for the region’s planners and transportation agencies.

The regional travel demand forecasting model—New York Best Practice Model (NYBPM)—was developed under the Transportation Model and Data Initiative (TMDI). The initial base year for the NYBPM was 1996.

NYMTC models truck travel—not freight. The truck model was developed as a part of the NYBPM. Similar to NYBPM, it was designed to provide analysis for a region that covers 28 counties in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. The full NYBPM highway network was used as the basis for developing the truck network. The truck procedures use link distance, travel time, and generalized cost, as well as a truck use flag and travel direction flag. A trip is considered “internal” when both origin and destination points are located within the 28-county region. The model employs three classes of trucks plus commercial vehicles. Trucks are classified by weight as heavy (greater than 28,000 lb), medium (8,000 to 28,000 lb), or light (less than 8,000 lb). Trucks are defined as vehicles with at least two axles and six-tire single units. “Commercial” vehicles are modeled as a separate class, consisting of delivery vehicles (two-axle/four-tire single units or smaller), sometimes also referred to as “vans” in NYBPM documentation.

Although addressing commercial traffic as part of the overall regional NYBPM was considered essential, the emphasis for the initial NYBPM was clearly on developing an advanced set of private passenger travel models. The model was originally developed in TRANSCAD using a tour-based microsimulation approach. The resources for development of the commercial travel element were significantly more limited; hence, freight movement was not explicitly incorporated in the NYBPM. Rather than grounding these models in the overall framework of freight or goods movement analysis, the methodology was aimed at an empirically oriented modeling of truck and other commercial traffic that would make maximum use of vehicle classification counts and origin–destination data in the region.

NYMTC has now been using the same modeling approach for truck for about 10 years (1996 was the initial base year analyzed). The model seeks to estimate origin–destination truck flows for the region, albeit on the basis of incomplete information from multiple sources. The truck model was updated in 2002 to incorporate network updates and better traffic counts. Truck trip generation for the original model was done using regional trip generation rates and 1996 NYBPM employment data. In the update, growth factors for internal truck were applied to base year internal truck trip origins and destinations estimated by TFLOWS. Flow observations are defined as any one of the four types of data that can be incorporated in the NYBPM–truck flow estimating model (TFEM); that is, link volumes, trip productions and attractions by zone, partial observations of the individual origin-to-destination (OD) flows, and trip length distribution. OD and trip length information is obtained from such instruments as mail-back questionnaires and intercept surveys.

Base Year Trip Table Estimation

Base year truck trip tables were estimated by using the NYBPM-TFEM, also developed as part of NYMTC’s TMDI project. The NYBPM-TFEM is an enhancement of the interim analysis method (IAM)–TFEM, incorporating improvements in software, methodology, and support data sets. IAM was an old-generation three-step model developed for NYMTC to support transportation planning studies in the region, whereas NYBPM was developed under Phase II of the TMDI project.

The data updates and method enhancements implemented with the BPM are summarized here.

Data

- Vehicle classification counts at major traffic generators; New York State DOT collects data on federal, state, and selected local roadways;
- Vehicle classification counts on major links and origin–destination surveys:
  - 1991 Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANY&NJ) Truck Origin–Destination/Commodity Survey,
  - 1992 PANY&NJ Regional Truck Regional Cordon Survey—Phase 1,
  - 1993–1994 PANY&NJ Truck Regional Cordon Survey—Phase 2,
  - 1997 Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) Bridges and Tunnels OD Survey, and
  - 1989 East River Truck Crossing Study;
- Recent regional goods movement studies;
- New Jersey and Connecticut trip tables:
The commercial vehicle trip table provided by the Connecticut DOT captures the origin–destination movements to and from within the state of Connecticut.

Source data from the New Jersey Statewide Model (SWM) and the North Jersey Regional Transportation Model (NJRTM) were merged to form this portion of the NYBPM truck trip table.

Methodology
- Trip generation and attraction estimates
- NYBPM employment data—for 2002 update, socioeconomic demographic data, highway and transit networks, and highway and transit counts were updated;
- Regional trip generation rates;
- Refined zone system.

- Trip tables
  The truck model is based on synthetic matrix estimation techniques. The matrix estimation model is a linear programming solution that minimizes the deviations from the observed values while conserving the flows in the seed matrix.
  The use of a linear programming approach allows for an objective function with several constraints to be optimized, rather than the singular in maximum likelihood techniques, including an average trip length constraint and screenline constraints.

- Path choice
  Multimodal/multiclass equilibrium assignment;
  Use of the NYBPM highway network;
  Generalized cost function incorporating travel time, distance, toll cost, and truck penalty);
  Facility type sensitivity and truck prohibitions: Truck restrictions and prohibitions were coded into the NYBPM highway network for New York City on the basis of available truck route maps, whereas for Westchester County truck restrictions and prohibitions were coded on the basis of information provided by the Westchester DOT. Information received from the various towns and villages in Nassau County reflected truck route sign locations but not the actual limits of the truck route; therefore, the information was not used. In addition, trucks were prohibited from all parkways in New York State, New Jersey, and Connecticut. For all other links, in New York and Connecticut, where truck-related information is not available, it is assumed that trucks are allowed.

For commercial vans, a gravity model was developed that consists of an F-factor equation calibrated to the base year commercial van trip table estimated by TFLOWS (allocated to NYBPM zones) and a zone-to-zone matrix of K factors that ensure the forecast year trip table is consistent with the patterns established in the base year trip table estimated by TFLOWS. The gravity model is applied using forecast year zone-to-zone highway impedances developed in a manner consistent with the base year impedances used in calibrating this model.

The NYBPM study area is divided into 294 internal truck zones, or about 1 for every 11 NYBPM TAZs used in the private (person) travel models and in general network processing. In addition, 111 cordon stations capture the external travel to, from, and through the region, the same as for the main model. This implies that the OD matrix could potentially contain more than 150,000 non-zero truck interchanges and flows. For truck zones, 276 were created for the New York State portion of the study area and 18 were created for the New Jersey and Connecticut portions of the study area. New Jersey and Connecticut intrastate trips are not directly estimated using NYBPM-TFEM but are taken from the New Jersey and Connecticut statewide models. Therefore, truck zones in New Jersey and Connecticut are much less detailed compared with those created for the New York State area. Truck zones in New Jersey and Connecticut are at the county level, with additional detail provided for Hudson and Bergen counties (two zones in each county) to capture effectively the travel patterns for George Washington Bridge, Lincoln Tunnel, and Holland Tunnel. For the New York State portion of the study area, the zone system is based on the MTA “pseudo ZIP” code system. This system provides a compromise between the census tract system that the NYBPM zone system is based on and the ZIP code system to which many truck OD surveys are geocoded.

In the subsequent trip table, the origin–destination data are called “OD observations” because, more often than not, they represent lower bounds rather than actual estimates of the flows taking place. Because they are typically derived from surveys conducted at specific locations during certain time periods, such surveys typically capture only a portion of the flows passing from a given origin to a given destination given that multiple paths are usually possible. Consequently, such observations capture only a portion of the total flows. An estimate of the total flow is possible only if (1) the survey location lies on the only path between the origin and destination (e.g., a bridge crossing) or (2) the percentage of trips using the facility is already known.

Data and Other Resources

The primary data used to develop the original truck models consisted of 1996 NYBPM employment data, which were used to develop trip generation rates. Also, substantial counts were available from various sources and locations throughout the region, including

- 1997 PANY&NJ Tunnels, Bridges, & Terminals Department—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
Despite the substantial growth in intermodal (containerized) freight and New York’s status as the nation’s top international port, the NYMTC region currently does not receive goods directly by intermodal rail. The principal reason for this is that the rail intermodal terminals (and the largest concentration of port terminals, warehousing, and distribution facilities) are located in New Jersey, and from there the containers or trailers are put onto trucks for distribution in or through the NYMTC region. Another reason is that the rail lines themselves are heavily used and shared with extensive passenger operations.

With trucks also being the major connection with air cargo movements in and out of the region’s airport, and with the NYMTC region supporting through movements by virtue of location along the spine of the Northeast Corridor (I-95), it is small wonder that trucks (including commercial vehicles) account for an estimated 43% of daily regional VMT. Key corridors such as I-95, I-80, and I-278 are the most heavily traveled and congested corridors in the region.

Five key deficiencies have been identified as the primary cause of regional freight-related issues (a more detailed listing of these issues appears in Exhibit 1):

1. Lack of coordination in a freight system that has evolved around independent and competing modal networks;
2. Regional dependence on truck and highway infrastructure that is congested at all times of the day;
3. Restrictions in movement over both the highway and rail networks that prevent the most logical and expedient flow;
4. Lack of continuity in the highway system that hampers commercial vehicle movement and competition of freight rail operations with extensive rail passenger operations; and
5. Impacts of these deficiencies on the price of goods and services, which influences business profitability, location decisions, and regional economic vitality.

The principal uses for NYMTC’s truck model are for CMS, Major Investment Study, air quality conformity, and RTP. The principal customers for this information are NYMTC’s member agencies and their planning consultants.

The NYMTC truck model provides truck and other commercial vehicle trips from zone to zone (for all NYBPM zones) and volumes on each link for each direction for four time-of-day periods. The truck model is not used separately, but only as a part of the NYBPM, which is used for different

- 1992–1993 NYSDOT Suffolk County Classification Counts—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1992–1993 NYSDOT Nassau County Classification Counts—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1996–1997 Westchester County Department of Public Works—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1997 MTA Bridges & Tunnels O&D Survey—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1998 Long Island Transportation Plan Cargo Movement—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1990 Staten Island Arterial Needs Study—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1992 PANY&NJ Regional Truck Cordon Survey (Phase 1)—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1993 PANY&NJ Regional Truck Cordon Survey (Phase 2)—24 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1996 NYCDOT Bridge Traffic Volume—12 hourly vehicle classification counts;
- 1997 Bronx Arterial Needs Major Investment Study—vehicle classification counts for the following time periods: 6–9 a.m., 11 a.m.–2 p.m., 4–7 p.m.;
- 1996 Hub-bound Vehicle Classification—hourly counts between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m.; and
- Consultant-obtained hourly vehicle classification counts between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. and daily truck counts.

For the 2002 update, the following source data were also updated:

- Vehicle classification counts at major traffic generators,
- Vehicle classification counts on major links and OD surveys (OD surveys are done by the Port Authority on a regular basis),
- Recent regional goods movement studies, and
- New Jersey and Connecticut trip tables.

The following source was also cited as being of particular value in the model development:


It represents a very comprehensive review and assessment of NYMTC’s freight model needs; the options available to it; and associated data, staff, and computing requirements.

Issues, Applications, and Users of Freight Model Output

Obviously, the heavy reliance on truck in the NYMTC regional freight system is a major issue in a place where road capacity is at such a premium. Whereas nationally rail accounts for 16% of all freight movements, the only region in the United States where rail carries less is Boston, despite the substantial growth in intermodal (containerized) freight and New York’s status as the nation’s top international port. The NYMTC region currently does not receive goods directly by intermodal rail. The principal reason for this is that the rail intermodal terminals (and the largest concentration of port terminals, warehousing, and distribution facilities) are located in New Jersey, and from there the containers or trailers are put onto trucks for distribution in or through the NYMTC region. Another reason is that the rail lines themselves are heavily used and shared with extensive passenger operations.
transportation studies in the region that have truck elements, including

- Study of alternatives to the existing Tappan Zee Bridge,
- The Southern Brooklyn Transportation Investment Study,
- Gowanus Expressway and Kosciuszko Bridge Projects, and
- Reconstruction of the Bruckner/Sheridan Expressway Interchange.

Air quality is a primary concern for NYMTC given that the region is a severe nonattainment area for ozone, with the exception of Putnam County, which is a moderate nonattainment area. Also, New York City, Westchester, and Nassau counties are part of a carbon monoxide maintenance area. Heightened concerns about the environmental effects of increasing freight volumes have prompted public agencies and businesses to focus on ways to control emissions from freight transportation sources, particularly diesel engines. Among these strategies are participation in the voluntary National Clean Diesel Campaign, the Smart Way Transport Partnership (encourages fuel saving measures), value pricing tolls on Port Authority interstate crossings, and further consideration of such concepts as a cross-harbor freight tunnel, truck-only lanes in key freight corridors, and freight villages where freight-dependent land uses can be linked with local transportation access improvements.

**Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans**

NYMTC acknowledges that its truck model is designed to provide analysis for a 28-county region, whereas at smaller scales (e.g., county level), it does not perform as well as would be desired.

NYMTC does not currently account for specialized freight activity nodes when developing truck trip tables, but plans to eventually incorporate truck, rail, marine, and logistic components, including models describing facility behaviors. These models will be facility-level tools aimed at describing trip generation and attraction of facilities. Location, accessibility, service, parking, and other factors will be used to determine facility utilization. NYMTC also does not currently attempt to account for truck tours or intermodal transfers, but does intend to incorporate intermodal operations, which connect commodity flows across all freight modes and function as the interaction joints between modes in terms of demand and supply, facility service capability, vehicle inventory and capacity, and time of day and scheduling.

**Exhibit 1. Key Freight Issues in NYMTC Region**

Constraints attributable to a modally imbalanced regional freight transportation system:

- Inefficient rail connections across the Hudson River,
- Rail facilities disconnected,
- Rail freight operations conflict with passenger service,
- Location of terminal facilities limit regional effectiveness,
- Limited yard space at current terminals,
- New York City lacks space for intermodal terminals,
- Deficient high-tech warehousing in the New York portion of region,
- Truck traffic affected by traffic congestion,
- Truck traffic affected by physical constraints (e.g. geometrics and clearances),
- Inadequate parking for trucks in New York City,
- Port access constrained on New York side,
- Port of New York needing revitalization,
- Need to improve efficiency of urban good movements, and
- Congestion a major access issue to regional airports (JFK and LaGuardia).

Regional impacts from an inefficient freight transportation system:

- Degrades infrastructure because of over-reliance on trucks,
- Adds to costs of goods,
- Contributes to traffic congestion and air pollution problems, and
- Constrains economic growth and vitality.

Impacts on freight transportation because of changes in the economy:

- Shift from a national market to a global market,
- Shift from manufacturing economy to a service economy, and
- The emerging digital economy.

Constraints imposed by regional planning practices:

- Incomplete knowledge base and limited research capability,
- Uncoordinated land use and transportation planning, and
- Jurisdictional fragmentation.

**PHILADELPHIA**

DVRPC is the designated MPO for the nine-county, two-state Philadelphia region. This region comprises Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia in Pennsylvania and Burlington, Camden, Gloucester, and Mercer counties in New Jersey. This region had a year 2000 population of 5.4 million, down from 5.7 million in 1980, but it is expected to exceed 6 million by the year 2030.
Philadelphia has always been a major freight transportation center, with an active seaport on the Delaware River, position along the busy Northeast Corridor, and a major confluence of railroads. The port is ranked 5th in tonnage among U.S. ports, the Philadelphia International Airport is ranked 14th in tonnage among American airports, and the region is uniquely served by three Class I railroads (CSX, Norfolk Southern, and Canadian Pacific). The region has 11 individual intermodal facilities or clusters of facilities that are served by National Highway System (NHS) connectors, which means that they handle at least 100 one-way truck trips each day. Principal local freight generating activities include refineries, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, ship building, quarries, agriculture, and scrap metal operations. Activity at the port is made up of bulk (especially crude oil) and breakbulk (cocoa beans, South American perishables, paper products, steel, and frozen meat) commodities. Currently, container and military cargo volumes are also growing.

Freight Planning Capability

DVRPC models two categories of truck: heavy, defined as three or more axles, and light, which is basically everything else commercial, including pickups and vans that are registered to a business, not a household, and are used for work purposes. The agency has been using basically the same methodology for freight forecasting since 1970, performing updates and validations along the way as information from other sources and surveys has become available. At its core is a standard trip generation, distribution, and assignment process for internal truck trips, coupled with a synthetic approach for estimating or adjusting external trips, both external—internal and through, from count and survey information. The current model was updated in 2005 and prior to that in 1995.

Trip generation for internal truck travel is done through a cross-classification approach, using TAZ-level socioeconomic forecasts and trip rates derived from a 2001 DVRPC truck survey and a 2001 regional cordon survey. These rates were compared with those used by other regions for reasonableness, then validated to base year truck VMT. External and through truck trips are linked to counts and survey data. Pennsylvania does not yet have a statewide model to assist in providing external trip information, but has been actively developing one, and when it is available, DVRPC plans to use it for it external trip modeling.

Separate trip tables are developed for both truck classes. F factors used in trip distribution were determined using the “calibrate gravity model” program in DVRPC’s TRANPLAN modeling software. Trip length distributions used for trip distribution were developed from the truck survey for internal trips and from the cordon survey for external—internal and external—external trips. Fratar methods are used to estimate through truck travel. Distribution and assignment of truck trips are also integrated into the regional model.

Truck trips are assigned along with other vehicle classes using an Evans iterative equilibrium model. Assignments are made for three separate time-of-day periods—peak, midday, and evening; a.m. and p.m. peak periods are combined into a single period. There are no facility use prohibitions for truck coded into the traffic assignment process. Also, DVRPC does not use PCE factors to factor truck trips during the assignment process, which the agency’s planners believe are most relevant for traffic operations issues. It is argued that because the regional model does not include the same highway network detail as the Highway Capacity Manual (lane and shoulder widths, grades, etc.), and is based on the notion of “daily capacity” (which is not the same as 24-hour capacity), they are not dealing with a very precise measure of capacity. Hence, with heavy trucks comprising only about 8% of total VMT, and the region being very urbanized, there was seen to be little benefit to including PCEs.

Data and Other Resources

The data used to update the current model included socioeconomic forecasts by TAZ, truck trip rates (a function of area type and socioeconomics), and trip length distributions for light and heavy truck trips. The primary sources of the truck data included the Highway Performance and Monitoring System, DVRPC’s traffic classification count database, and regional highway cordon and truck travel surveys. The cordon survey, performed in 2001, obtained survey information on 3,100 trucks. The truck survey, also performed in 2001, was useful despite receiving only 155 mail-back travel diaries. In 2002, DVRPC also derived a regional commodity flow profile from FHWA’s FAF, although it was not revealed whether or how this information was used in the truck model update.

DVRPC modeling staff was aware of the QRFM, but had not yet found occasion to use it for a specific application. No other specific external studies or planning guides were cited, except for the indication that truck trip rates from other regions were reviewed and compared with DVRPC’s new rates for reasonableness. Staff also noted satisfaction with and use of FHWA’s FAF. FAF data enabled DVRPC to develop the 2002 regional commodity flow profile, which directly mimicked the state commodity flow profiles prepared by FHWA. The agency is now using the latest FAF to develop commodity flow forecasts.

Issues, Applications, and Users of Freight Model Output

The primary customers for freight data and analysis from DVRPC are the state DOTs in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, as well as the turnpike authorities in both states. For these users, the most important model output is truck traffic volumes, which are used as a key determinant in pavement design.
In addition to air quality concerns, typical analysis needs involve regional, corridor, and project alternatives analysis performed by or for DVRPC staff. A major freight-related issue is how trucks affect the local roads system (especially non-NHS routes), such as arterials that for one reason or another are experiencing high truck volumes. As an example, PA-41 (which is one lane by direction) traverses the southern corner of Chester County in a fairly rural setting, yet it carries high truck volumes because it provides a direct connection between Wilmington, Delaware, and the Lancaster/Harrisburg area. In these cases, modeling exercises preformed by DVRPC are useful in developing highway improvement schemes that both address the truck flows and attempt to mitigate adverse local impacts created by the trucks and total traffic volumes.

There are a number of other key issues that involve freight and place an emphasis on DVRPC’s ability to address freight transportation in its planning process. The most pressing from a regulatory perspective is air quality. The region is nonattainment for ozone (moderate under the 8-hour standard) and PM-2.5; it is also a maintenance area for carbon monoxide (in four counties). Improved engine controls, low-sulfur diesel fuel, and other federal and state programs are expected to significantly decrease heavy-duty diesel emission rates over time, but freight will continue to be an important part of attaining air quality standards and demonstrating conformity with transportation plans. Other issues related to freight include finding a way to add new rail freight capacity; deepening of the Delaware River main channel; addressing a long-term shortage of truck parking; reuse of brownfields, along with other land use conflicts and competition; and growth in truck traffic (particularly on local roads).

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans

DVRPC staff feels reasonably confident in using their truck model for most regional planning and forecasting tasks. They believe that the data they have employed and models they are using represent the best available. The model parameters are reviewed and, if necessary, re-estimated every 7–10 years during routine model validation exercises. Because of the link between socioeconomic and employment activity and truck trip generation, they believe that their model is reasonably sensitive to most issues involving land use; for example, reuse of brownfields. And given that congestion and tolls are an integral part of the traffic assignment process, and the factors used in trip distribution also incorporate time and cost, the modelers believe that their truck model can address a fairly wide range of related issues.

There are no outstanding future plans to radically change its model approach for truck. Staff acknowledged that some MPOs and states are beginning to use commodity flow-based models, but cite the limited availability of commodity flow data (generally for sale by private vendors) as a potentially cost-prohibitive issue in that approach. Over the next 15 years, DVRPC does plan to conduct a program of regional screenline, travel time, truck, and external travel origin–destination surveys to improve the current model.

PHOENIX

The Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG) serves as the metropolitan planning agency for the Phoenix, Arizona, metropolitan area, which consists of Maricopa and part of Pinal counties and a small part of Yavapai County. The year 2000 population for this fast-growing region was 3.2 million, up from only 1.5 million in 1980, and is projected to reach 7.5 million by 2030.

The freight system in the MAG region is moderately diversified, with waterborne freight obviously not present among the major modes. Warehouses, trucking companies, freight terminals, manufacturers, wholesale facilities, air couriers, and the postal system represent some of the primary freight generators in the region. Other freight generators of significance are the region’s intermodal facilities and the primary air cargo airports, Sky Harbor International and Williams Gateway.

In 2001, 49.9% of all aggregate freight hauled by truck, rail, or air was brought into the region from areas outside Maricopa County. A total of 43.0% of all transported freight in the region was shipped out to destinations throughout Arizona and to other areas of the country. When considering all aggregate inbound and outbound freight flows (in tons) for the MAG region, 86.1% take place by truck, 13.3% by rail, and the remaining 0.6% by air (Regional Transportation Plan, 2007 Update, Chapter 13).

Of all incoming goods in 2001, 79.3% came from the western region of the United States, with the major trading area for incoming goods being the remaining 14 counties in Arizona. Approximately 35% of all incoming freight was generated from areas inside the state. Indeed, the primary trade area for all incoming and outgoing freight for the MAG region was the state of Arizona. Overall, the MAG region receives more freight than it exports to other areas, and the trucking industry maintains a key role in transporting this freight into, out of, and within the region.

The MAG region is served by two Class I railroads, Burlington Northern/Santa Fe (BNSF) and Union Pacific (UP), and a short line, Arizona and California Railroad (ARZC). The BNSF line that operates out of the city of Phoenix travels northwest to a junction near Flagstaff, and the northern line serves as a link between the ports of California, the Chicago area, and several East Coast markets. The UP main line
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**Commercial Vehicle Model Development Project**

Before the 1992 makeover, MAG’s commercial vehicle modeling process consisted of a trip generation model for a single category of internal truck trips representing all weight classes, plus a single gravity model. The trip generation model had been borrowed from Detroit, where it was developed by SEMCOG. The gravity model had been developed using Phoenix data collected in the mid-1970s. The internal commercial vehicle trips estimated by this gravity model were added to all other vehicle trips, including external truck trips, which were estimated by a current vehicle trip survey, and assigned to the regional highway network using a network equilibrium procedure.

During the 1988 model updating process, these internal truck generation and distribution models were considered as place holders, to be replaced by the models developed in the comprehensive model development study. However, they were also used to perform the final adjustments required to calibrate the complete vehicle trip modeling system to match current VMT for the entire Phoenix metropolitan region. A region-wide factor of 1.38 was applied to the results of the new trip generation and distribution models as these trips were added to all other vehicle trips prior to assignment.

**Truck Survey**

In the previous truck survey, a unique starting point for developing the new truck models was a commercial vehicle survey that obtained information on 3,400 trips made by 606 commercial vehicles registered in Maricopa County or used by the U.S. Postal Service in the county. Only trips entirely contained within the metropolitan area were surveyed, and did not include any vehicles registered outside the county because these vehicles were already included in the external commercial vehicle tables. The sample for the survey was drawn from the department of motor vehicle registration files and stratified according to vehicle weight: less than 8,000 lb (82% of all registered commercial vehicles), 8,000–28,000 lb (13%), 28,000–64,000 lb (3%), and more than 64,000 lb (2%). To ensure adequate response by category, higher sampling rates were applied to the three largest weight classes. Both telephone and mail-out survey approaches were used. The final data were weighted by truck and trip expansion factors. The average vehicle surveyed was found to make 7.7 trips per day, with vehicles in the 8,000–28,000 lb weight class making the most (12.1), and the heavy–heavy vehicles making the fewest (4.7). However, vehicles in the heavy–heavy class averaged the most miles per day, 156.8, followed by the 0–8,000 light truck category (79 miles), heavy (74 miles), and medium (56 miles). Information was also obtained on the time-of-day distribution of trips for each class.
Land Uses at Trip Ends

Eleven land use categories were included in the survey form; however, to match the land use categories forecast in the regional travel model, these were grouped into eight categories: residential, retail, manufacturing/warehousing, transportation/utilities, medical/government, office/services, garaging, and other. The residential, retail, and manufacturing/warehousing categories accounted for nearly two-thirds of all trips. Because of the orientation of the survey to long-range travel forecasting, information was not requested on land uses such as schools, restaurants, and grocery stores.

Trip Generation

The data from the truck survey were used to develop an original set of trip generation equations for commercial truck. A range of statistical methods was attempted, including various forms of regression and logit estimation techniques. Ultimately, the process settled on a set of land use-based rate models in which truck trip rates were linked to zonal data on population and employment by land use category. The final trip generation models are shown in Table B9.

Trip Distribution

Six zonal trip tables were developed using the weighted truck travel survey data. Four of the trip tables represented the four weight classes for commercial vehicles, a fifth combined the two heaviest classes, and the sixth included all trips. Off-peak highway travel times (from skims) were combined with the trip tables to obtain travel time distributions and averages by vehicle class. Average travel times for the various classes were 16.4 minutes for light truck, 11.9 minutes for medium truck, 16.2 minutes for heavy truck, and 23.1 minutes for heavy–heavy (18.8 minutes for the two heaviest classes combined). The average over all truck classes was 15.6 minutes. A standard gravity-type model was used for commercial vehicle trip distribution, where off-peak highway travel times were used to calculate $F$ factors to guide the distribution. The $F$ factors were estimated iteratively for each trip category using a gravity model calibration program, which attempts to match observed impedance distributions. Comparisons of the predicted and observed travel time distributions from the calibration runs for all weight categories revealed significant variations even when average trip times were very nearly matched. On inspection, the reason for this was found in the calibration algorithm in which the $F$ factor smoothing process—involving fitting a smooth log-linear function to the adjusted $F$ factors—resulted in the required adjustments being cancelled out on each iteration. This was overcome by switching to an iterative application of the same gravity model calibration program but supplemented by a spreadsheet to assist in making manual $F$ factor adjustments. The manual adjustments involved re-estimating each friction factor using a correction term equal to the desired fraction of trips in a travel time range divided by the previously estimated fraction in this range. Rather than using constant travel time ranges of 1 minute, the ranges were selected to ensure that the resulting $F$ factors would always decrease as travel times increase. This procedure converged to models with acceptable travel time averages and distributions in just three to five iterations.

Calibration and Traffic Assignment

Although the 1988 version internal truck generation and distribution models were considered temporary, to be replaced by the new system of models, they were used to perform the final adjustments required to calibrate the complete vehicle

| TABLE B9 | FINAL TRIP GENERATION MODELS |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Independent Variable | <8,000 | 8,000–28,000 | 28,000–64,000 | 64,000+ | All |
| Total households | 0.1543 | 0.0686 | 0.0067 | 0.0059 | 0.0126 |
| Retail employment | 0.5909 | 0.1325 | 0.0308 | 0.0061 | 0.0369 |
| Industrial employment | 0.6409 | 0.0997 | 0.0321 | 0.0178 | 0.0499 |
| Public employment | 0.2949 | 0.0060 | 0.0315 | 0.0105 | 0.0239 |
| Office employment | 0.3092 | 0.0212 | 0.0023 | 0.0010 | 0.0032 |
| Other employment | 0.7635 | 0.1057 | 0.0403 | 0.0350 | 0.0753 |
| Resident households | 0.0400 | – | 0.0029 | – | 0.0029 |
| Group quarter households | – | 7.5235 | – | – | – |
| Total area (acres × 100) | – | – | – | 0.0037 | 0.0037 |
| Vehicles | – | – | – | 0.0006 | 0.0006 |
trip modeling system to match current VMT data for the entire Phoenix region. To do this a region-wide factor of 1.38 was applied to the results of the current trip generation and distribution models as these trips were added to all other vehicle trips before the traffic assignment step. The 38% adjustment provided by this factor was taken to represent the combined effect of three components of change in internal truck travel: (1) expansion of truck trips to the equivalent number of two-axle counts as measured by the region’s automatic traffic recorders, (2) adjusting for the difference between actual internal truck travel in the Phoenix area with the estimates from the current models, and (3) expansion of internal truck travel to compensate for any underreporting in the latest travel survey or underestimation in the updated nontruck models. Only the first of these components could be determined accurately from available data. The other two factors could not be isolated to determine the relative importance of adjustments owing to model transfer versus those resulting from underreported truck travel. The first and third components were used in the calibration process for the new models, and although no adjustments were required because of model transfer, an adjustment was required because only trips made by commercial vehicles registered in Maricopa County were included in the newly developed models. Because these models are integrated into the overall MAG forecasting system, they had to be adjusted to represent all internal commercial trips, including those made in the study area by vehicles registered outside Maricopa County. The subsequent calibration process for the new models consisted of two steps: expanding the commercial vehicle trips by weight class to account for the average number of axles per vehicle in class (2.0 for light truck, 2.056 for medium truck, and 3.124 for heavy truck), and expanding total commercial vehicle trips so that total estimated and observed VMT in the Phoenix region were equal.

Transferability

A major goal in the Phoenix commercial model development project was that other areas could benefit from the process. Acknowledging that travel patterns vary substantially from area to area, the model developers cautioned that the most reliable means of using the results of the study would be to repeat the travel survey and model development procedures discovered in the Phoenix project. The information requirements to do so were judged to be within the capabilities of local and RTP agencies, and would consist of

- A file of registered commercial vehicles from the department of motor vehicles;
- An ability to geocode street addresses;
- Current household, employment, vehicles, and land area by TAZ;
- Off-peak highway travel skims for the year of the survey;
- An existing model system to which truck models can be added; and
- Estimates of regional VMT by private vehicles and commercial vehicle type.

The researchers also acknowledged the potentially significant time and cost of a full replication, and therefore noted a number of alternative approaches that could be considered. For areas with no current tools to predict commercial vehicle travel, use of the models, parameters, and software code was suggested as a way to get some initial capability (with transferability likely to be more credible for areas that resemble Phoenix). It was further suggested that the transfer process could be improved at low cost by adjusting the Phoenix models to match local information on commercial vehicle registrations or VMT. The trip distribution models could also be adjusted if data on commercial vehicle trip lengths were available.

Current Model, Data, and Other Resources

MAG is currently in the process of updating its truck model, which has maintained its basic structure since it was developed and implemented in 1992. This work is being done by a consultant and MAG staff and is drawing on the following resources:

- Ongoing truck survey,
- A recent external vehicle trip survey, and
- 2006 traffic counts.

In its ongoing new truck survey, MAG has adopted an innovative approach for collecting data using a combined truck trip diary survey and operator survey method. The sample for the truck trip diary survey includes 3,276 companies. The overall response rate for the study was 21%, the eligibility rate was 13%, and the refusal rate 66%. As a result, a total of 236 trip diaries from 46 companies (five trucks per company) were retrieved. The target number of completes was achieved as part of an operator survey for the desired sectors. These types of surveys are very effective for sectors such as manufacturing, wholesale, and warehousing, where the trip-making characteristics appear to involve a finite set of destinations or land use types and also where the starting and ending point of trips appear to be at these facilities. The operator survey has a sample size of 6,143, with 562 completed surveys.

The ongoing truck survey has data collection conducted region-wide, but it did not cover special truck trip generator. Currently, the MAG model has Arizona State University and major airports as special generators.

The current model update is comprehensive, consisting of trip generation, distribution, and assignment of truck trips. The update is currently in the calibration and validation
stage. The new model will use different employment and truck categories, but overall there will be no major structural change to the model. The only outside resource used in the current update was the QRFM.

Issues, Applications, and Users of Freight Model Output

MAG lists consultants, members of the public, and member agencies of MAG as its primary customers for freight information.

The most critical issues regarding freight are focused on the need to facilitate truck movements because of their dominant role in the regional freight arena. As of 2004, 86% of total freight flows into, out of, and within the MAG region occurred by truck.

In terms of air quality status, the MAG region is a maintenance area for carbon monoxide, with ozone capped at 2002 levels. The area is nonattainment for PM-10, which is mostly attributable to dust kicked up by travel on weak and unpaved roads. Freight is included in calculating vehicular emissions. The truck volumes from the travel demand model and base year rail and air freight information provided by the county are used in the calculation.

MAG completed a comprehensive regional freight assessment in 2004, consisting of an in-depth inventory and analysis that addressed many aspects of the freight transportation industry, performed an analysis of freight flows and types of commodities shipped, and assessed each of the modes of transport. In addition to this assessment, past regional freight planning activities have included (1) developing an intermodal management systems report, which was used in preparing the TIP; (2) conducting freight forums to get input from shippers on transportation needs and investments; and (3) considering freight movement as part of modal plan development for freeways and highways, arterials, transit, and other transportation modes as identified within the MAG RTP. This means that primary freight corridors have been considered in the process of developing modal components of the RTP with regard to freeways and highways, arterials, public transit, aviation, and to a lesser degree, other modes.

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans

Although the CVM developed in 1992 was virtually the state of the art at the time, its structure is essentially unchanged since. Given that freight transportation is a derived demand, dependent on numerous activities and processes in the marketplace, shifts in technology, etc., a model that reflects only internal truck trip activity may be argued to be insensitive to structural changes in the economy or the freight industry. Hence, the current model may be limited for longer range planning applications.

A major strength of the Phoenix model is that it was built from scratch from local data, so its trip generation equations reflect local travel relationships, and the F factors and trip length distributions used in trip distribution are also taken from local experience. This gives the MAG model an inherent tie to its land use, economy, and transportation system that few other areas can claim in their models.

Future steps in freight planning include (1) continuing to monitor the impact and role of freight in the regional transportation system; (2) projecting future overall goods movement demand within, into, and out of the region; (3) expanding the freight element of the regional modeling process; (4) coordinating involvement of the freight community in the regional planning process; and (5) investigating the potential for developing a separate regional freight plan to facilitate regional freight movement. Specific challenges in this set of planned activities that affect the current modeling update process include data collection, coordination with private sector and other stakeholders, and advancement of the state of the practice in freight demand modeling.

MAG is concerned about its ability to predict impacts associated with changes in the external economy. The state-of-practice modeling process does not always allow accounting for rapid changes in economic environment and technologies; however, MAG is looking into this issue. The latest generation of truck models will continue to be improved in the future, and a commodity-based approach is among the considerations.

PORTLAND

Transportation planning in the Portland, Oregon, region is performed by Metro, the designated MPO for the three-county region that includes Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington counties. This region had a year 2000 population of 1.8 million, up from 1.4 million in 1990, and is expected to reach 2.9 million by the year 2030.

The Portland–Vancouver region is an international gateway for trade and tourism and a West Coast hub for domestic distribution of freight. An international airport brings tourists and cargo to the area, public and private marine ports connect water to roads and rails, and three Interstate highways connect Oregon with the rest of the nation. The region’s economy depends more heavily than many other regions its size on transportation.

Freight moves into, out of, and through the region by road, rail, water, air, and pipeline. As a percentage of total tonnage in 2000, trucks carried 67% of all commodities, rail (and intermodal) 11%, water (ocean and river) 15%, air 0.1%, and pipeline 7%. Trucks are forecast to increase their share to 75% by 2035, with major implications for highway traffic.
Air cargo, although low in tonnage, carries high-value/time-sensitive goods to domestic and international markets, and relies on trucks to reach the airport. Rail freight is currently at or near capacity, and so has little room to expand without additional rail lines.

A significant trend that emphasizes the region's role in the national economy involves “pass through” freight traffic. The 1997 commodity flow survey estimated that 450 million tons of commodities passed through the region by combination of all modes, an amount that is projected to double by 2035.

**Freight Planning Capability**

Until recently, Portland's freight modeling capability has been fairly limited. Basically, Metro relied on an approach that assumed distribution patterns of goods using primarily professional judgment. With its current tools, Metro has attempted to model heavy (three+ axles) and medium (two-axle/six-tire) trucks, whereas light truck and commercial vehicles are embedded in other trip purposes. Much of the reason for this limitation in capability had to do with data, which has since been remedied through a regional commodity flow survey, new cordon volume and classification counts, and a regional cordon roadside truck survey. Elements of the new model are described here.

**Development of New Truck Models**

The following is a brief summary of the process and steps used by Metro in developing its new generation of truck models.

**Truck Market Segments**

Occasioned by its commodity flow survey that gave it better information on truck activity in and out of its port and railyard areas, plus a combined set of cordon volume and classification counts and truck roadside surveys, Metro initiated its new truck model with the development of trip tables for five truck market segments:

- Internal sites to and from external highways,
- External highways to external highways,
- Internal sites to and from ports and railyards,
- Internal sites to and from PDX Airport air cargo sites, and
- Internal production sites to/from internal consumption sites.

The development strategy was essentially devised to take maximum advantage of the best data available, which were the commodity flows from the port and railyards and the cordon count information. Essentially, the model development procedure took the following steps:

- External station volumes and splits between I-X, X-I, and X-X were determined;
- The I-X and X-I volumes so determined became control totals for the internal–external market;
- X-X movements were fairly tractable, given the roadside surveys (these data are generally among the least reliable in the modeling process);
- Good information on freight movements into and out of the ports and railyards from the commodity survey made it possible to develop control totals for each such site; the survey also provided sufficient information to distribute between internal and external origins–destinations;
- No survey data were obtained for movements at Portland International Airport (PDX), although the commodity flow survey provided assistance in conversion of tonnage to truck volumes and in determining internal and external trip orientation; and
- Finally, the I-I flows were approximated as a residual from the above “known” quantities and highway performance monitoring system (HPMS) counts.

**Individual Trip Tables**

The following is a summary of the procedures used to develop the individual trip tables for the five market segments. For the internal–external table, cordon counts and the roadside truck survey were used to determine the target control totals for each cordon site. First, historical counts and growth rates derived from the commodity survey database were used to estimate medium and heavy truck volumes. Roadside survey fractions were then used to partition the truck trips into I-X, X-I, and X-X groups, with the I-X and X-I estimates becoming the control totals for this market. These trips were then distributed to internal destination sites using information from the survey and as a function of warehouse employment and acres.

For the X-X trips, data were also used from the regional cordon counts and roadside truck survey to determine target value control totals at each cordon site. Again, medium and heavy truck volumes were estimated using historical counts and commodity flow survey-derived growth factors. The roadside survey fractions were used to partition out the X-X from the total truck trips at the station. Trips were distributed among the external destination sites using current distribution patterns from the survey, and destination external highways were assumed to be a function of highway volumes and functional class.

For developing the trip table for internal sites to and from ports and railyards, data were particularly strong, owing to the commodity flow survey as well as both site truck counts and port and railyard surveys. Using these bits of information, target value control numbers were developed at each site by applying commodity survey growth rates to medium
and heavy truck volumes. Trips were distributed to and from internal and external sites using current distribution patterns from the surveys and using warehouse employment and acres to allocate trips to internal locations.

The trip table for the comparable internal sites to and from PDX was not privileged to the same quality of data because separate survey data were not obtained for PDX. So, to develop target value control totals for this market segment, tonnage rates for air cargo could be obtained from the commodity flow survey, and these were converted to heavy and medium truck trips using information from the commodity flow study analysis. These truck trips were then distributed to internal and external sites using fractions obtained from the commodity flow survey that indicated trips internal and external to the region by direction (north, south, east, and west). Out-of-region trips were estimated through percentages and an index with an external highway, and trips to internal locations were allocated as a function of warehouse employment and acres.

Finally, the trip table for internal–internal sites was developed using HPMS data and special truck counts and a process of backfitting, knowing the control totals for the other market segments. Target control totals were estimated from past model totals where the matches with counts were good. Trips were distributed to and from warehouse locations and consumption sites in proportion to key employment types (retail, manufacturing, wholesale, service, etc.).

**Combined Trip Table**

All five of the described trip tables were then combined into a single set of medium and heavy truck trip tables. These were balanced to ensure symmetry and preservation of control targets, specifically at external highway sites, at port and railyard locations, and at PDX cargo sites.

**Assignment**

The truck trip tables were assigned as part of a multiclass equilibrium assignment process with the trip tables for single and multi-occupant vehicles. Additional impedance values were applied to truck to reflect constraints related to slope and roadway geometry. The assignments were subsequently validated using HPMS vehicle and truck counts, as well as the special truck counts. Comparisons of assigned to actual truck counts were made at cutlines, computing a regional RMSE to ascertain goodness of fit. Flows were adjusted primarily by modifying internal–internal trips because this was the market with the fewest data available for guidance.

**Data and Other Resources**

The following primary data sources were used in the truck model development and update process:

- Roadside intercept surveys, which collected origin–destination data as well as information about routes taken, commodities carried, and cargo weights. These data could be collected only for traffic flows into, out of, and through the region, and origin–destination data for local traffic proved very difficult to collect.
- Gate surveys consisting of intercept surveys administered at freight facility gates, collecting information on origins and destinations, commodities, cargo weights, and other useful information on facility flows.
- Motor carrier surveys, aimed at collecting data on trip generation of major motor carriers serving the warehouse and distribution sector, logistics processes of major industries, truck equipment used, and time-of-day patterns. Limited origin–destination data were also collected.
- Truck counts, providing information in the locations of major freight routes, time-of-day characteristics, and freight flows near different land uses.

No outside studies or planning guides (such as the QRFM) were consulted in the course of the new model development. However, the Portland Freight Data Collection Phase II Task 10 Summary Report prepared by Cambridge Systematics in 2007 provides evidence of extensive study of modeling issues and modeling and data needs.

**Issues, Applications, and Users of Freight Model Output**

Applications of the truck modeling tools include the RTP and corridor studies. Principal model outputs include truck VMT, congestion points for trucks, and identification of key truck corridors.

Key freight issues and policy questions identified by regional stakeholders include

- Goods movement and the economy, in particular, how freight transportation supported regional jobs and affected regional supply chains;
- Interaction with land use, in particular the relationship between business location decisions and the transportation network, and the types and amount of truck activity generated by different land uses to permit effective planning for new development;
- How best to designate truck routes, and how existing designated truck routes vary from the preferred truck routes of truck drivers; and
- The extent to which truck movements might be converted to rail.

The primary customers for freight data or model-related output include Metro’s partner agencies (that view Metro as a data warehouse), decision makers (particularly elected officials), freight “advocates” (those who work in the industry),
and carriers (who are concerned mainly about operation and breakdowns in the system).

**Strengths, Limitations, and Future Plans**

Applications that Metro staff believes the new truck modeling tools may not be adequate for including truck response to pricing, time-of-day shipping decisions, and commodity contents in trucks.

Model staff believe that the new freight modeling tools are reliable for short-range forecasts (approximately 5 years). They believe in general that conventional freight models—their model included—are not capable of furnishing long-range truck forecasts with any degree of certainty. The reasoning behind this conclusion is that shippers and carriers operate on a very short planning horizon—sometimes even monthly. Hence, it is not obvious that their decisions follow pure economic theory. The example for illustration was the likelihood that any conventional model would be able to predict that a significant share of air cargo handled at PDX never boards a plane. Metro believes that its model will react to land use changes, but not more vital elements such as those described earlier.

Metro modeling staff acknowledged the amount of research that is occurring with respect to freight modeling. However, their conclusion was that there were few functional models capable of capturing the entire supply chain. A major requirement for Metro’s freight modeling process is that it not be too data- or labor-intensive, yet it was acknowledged that this requirement might weigh against the confidence that would be placed on the results. However, it was not seen that an additional degree of effort would be worth the additional capability or accuracy.

The Metro model currently has a commodity flow basis, although Metro does not forecast commodities as a means of driving its long-range truck activity forecasts. It does, however, intend to coordinate with the state as its statewide model nears completion, which should provide a more satisfactory basis for developing control totals for external and through freight flows.
Abbreviations used without definitions in TRB publications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAAE</td>
<td>American Association of Airport Executives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AASHTO</td>
<td>American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACI–NA</td>
<td>Airports Council International–North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRP</td>
<td>Airport Cooperative Research Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>Americans with Disabilities Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APTA</td>
<td>American Public Transportation Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCE</td>
<td>American Society of Civil Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASME</td>
<td>American Society of Mechanical Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTM</td>
<td>American Society for Testing and Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATA</td>
<td>Air Transport Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAA</td>
<td>American Trucking Associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTAA</td>
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<tr>
<td>CTBSSP</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHWA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMCSA</td>
<td>Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTEA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASAO</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCFRP</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCHRP</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHTSA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTSB</td>
<td>National Transportation Safety Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCRP</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRB</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA</td>
<td>Transportation Security Administration</td>
</tr>
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